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Tilt Fogarty International Center was established in 1968 as a memorial to the
late Congressman'John 'E. Fogarty from Rhode Island. It had 'been Mr. Fcsgatt .
to create within the National Institutes of Health a center, for research n.
biology and medicine dedicated to international cooperation and collaboration m
desire

the interestsof the health ofamankind.

'

I

The Fogarty International Center is a unique 'resource 'within the F6eral
establishiment,.proviaing abase for expansion of America's health research and
health oltre to llids abroad and for bringing the talents and resources of other

,

4

nations to bear uTon the, many and varied health problems of the United States.

BAs an institution for advanced study, the Fogarty International Center has
embraced the majbr thernes.,of medical education, envii-onmentar'health, societal
factors influencing health and disease, geographiC health problems, international
-health research and education, and preventive' medicine. Ottl- commitment to the ,

a

O

study of preventive aspects of human disease is expressed in the forthcoming
.,,gogarty International Center Series on PreventiVe Medicine.'

C . Improvement in the health' status of the American people will depend, in great

measure, on the design and application of programs which place major emphasis

on the preventive aspects of human dise. Aljpough health authorities generally

14%

'...
4

agree with this thesis, there is need for more precise definition of effective methods
and programs 'of preve'ntion, financial resources- required to implement these programs, ancL priorities to be 'assigned to research in preventive methodology. The
need to assemble expertise in this field to elucidate mechanisms whereby the full
impact of preventive medicine may be brought to bear on the solution of America's

*or health problems has been expressed repeatedly` in public statements by
leaders throtighout the health field.

.

.

In response to this need, the Fogarty Internatibnal.Center initiated:a series of
comprehensive studies of preventive medicine in order to review and evaluate the .
.
state of the ar of prevention and control of humancliseases, to identify deficiencies
. in knowledge requiring further research, including analysis' of financial resources,
.

preventive techniqLes, arid 'manpower, and to recognize problems in application of
preventive methods and suggest corrective action.
In,an effort to contribute to the educational aspects of preventive medicine, the
',

Fogarty jnterhatiorrat Center has undertaken a cOoperatiVe program with the
Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine to create resource material to
assist in the administration, teaching, research, and say' e responsibilities among
departments of preventive medicine,. to enhance collab alive activitidi) between
departments of preventive 'Medicine and other acade is unit's of health science
schools, and told propose national programs of teaching, research, and service in
preventive medicine. Topics to be given major 'emphasis include the role of
behavioral, sciences in preventive medial*, academic relationships between depart.
meets
of preventive medicine and schools of public health, international and
,

/
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extramural teaching_aftd research opporiun ities in preventive 14' edicine, teiching
resources of departient health education, primary care and family medicine, the
role of ancillary health rsonpel in the healthcare delivery systems, and consumer
participation irt!healtb are delivery.
This monograph.on Preventive and Community Medicine in Primary Care- iS
part of the Fogarty- International Center Series on the- Teaching of Preventive
Medicine. The growing emphasis on preventive services has focused, attention' on
the interests and responsibilities shared by practitioners of primary Care and preventive medicine sPecialists. It is obvious that the knowledge developed in prevention research will Ixd applied in practice throstigh the-primary care disciples of
family medicine, pediatrics, internal medicine and obstetrics. Accordingly, it will
be necessary for the educational process to promote the integration of these disciplines with preventive medicine teaching in the development of new knowledge
the delivery of preventive services and evaluation of,the Ilalth care system. This
monograph attempt-&: -to analyze ways,in which this integration can be accomplished.
a

MILO D. LEAVITT, JR., M.D.

Director
'Fogarty International Center
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Thes&PM/Fogarty .Symposium on l3t4entive and Community Medicine in
Primary .Care arose from the realization that Primary Care is the most important
single aspect in the spectrum of medical care and, a the same time, the tnost
neglected, both from the poirit of view of training of personnel and in delivery bf
'services to people. Ntedicd1 cae has becotne fiagmentectiincomplete arechaotic,
and existing knowledge is not being adequately applied for prevention- of disease
and disability. For at least a decade, leaders in medical educatidn have been calling
for 'increased and improved triaining of primary care health personnel, both physicians and piramedics. Arid ,particular stress has been placed upon the training
of a new type of primary physician popularly called the. fanny physician. This
physician carries out three majot functions: he is the physician offfirst contact with
the'patient; he is responsible fof maintaining continuity of care; he integrates the
care of the patient. In a word, he_is the patient's managing physician.
Along with these developments have come new challenges in the training of.other
primary care providers such as phy'sician's assistantsand nurse ,practitiorters.
addition, in the United States as contrastedwith England and most of the Wester
European countries, there always have been many other kinds o£ physicians who
provide primary Care services, such as thoge in intetnal medicine, .pediatrics, and
to a lesser extent, in some. of the other specialties.'
These factors combine to create a sense of-urgency in improyeme4 nt arid rationalization of primary medical care training sand irt the better implementation of
team practice to which, for many years, we hive, all been paying lip 'service..
Sidultaneoilsly, the educatop in:preyentive and social medicine have become
More, conscious of their isoAdion from the mainstream of both training ,of medical
,personnel and delivery of services. The exciting research and dissoveries, in epidemiology and in preventive majiFine are not being adequatlity exploited either in
the medic41,school classroom or in the doctor's office. Doctors are graduated from
school and go into practice,with inadeqriate knowfedge of these vital instruments.,
for better,service to the human race,
All of. this was brought to a head by the approval in 1969 of the. 20th specialty #.
of medicine, family practice, and th# ensuing renaissance in the development of
training programs throughout the country. Very soon many of the "best and the
brightest" of the medical students were flocking into the field and within a few
years more than 200 approved residency training programs were established and
their number is still increasing. The phenomenon indeedoreflected a need which
finally was receiving long overdue recognition.
The medical schools responded and today virtually every school. in the country
either has a program of training in family medicine and/or "primary, medicine" or
is crtemplating establishing one.
. ;Mere is an inextricably slose affinity be4een preventive medicine and primary
care. Indeed, primary medkal care for the individual and mass community pro-

.

...

.

xi

.

1. .1;
,
-6;

,

grams are the. two stages on Which preven)ive. medicine performs. Realizinh this,
many of the forward - looking people in preventive medicine dePartibents have

initiated progitms in primary 'tare inCluding-Jamily practice training! In many
schools, separate depa,rtmentsof 'fainily practice have been established. In .these
instances the,separap-departments- soon.realidd pie need to have components. of
r

inediCine-together:and either have developed these
resource's within their departrnenti of crealeif-thd-,nocessary
iateedepaitmental al.s
fiances to accomplish the. same oblective,'
4.
. Asa result oithese arioend complex fk rS, we,ee primary care training in
sicians, greater remttiily
training
the United Statis taking matiyi lc
Is and pe lafriiiians; and new
phasis.on primary care in the "traihing-of+'
programs of training ittrilhysician prlinary ckre personnel. Deflecting these 411-y7

,

`

,ing developments are the names of 'the departments: family and community
medicine; primary care; family protioe; family and community health, etc.

A century ago Virchow. said, "Medicine is a socia scienc$, :and politics are
nothing else than medicine on'a large scale." Preventive--mediCine IsTO,tge'essence
of this social science, yet it is the most'neglectea area of botut medical ediscation
and medical practice. Fundlmentally, this may be largel3f-the result of di

I

ing mode of medical practice in the United. States, with its emphasis on disease
and bn commercialism to a, deplorable extent. Yet medical %education bears heavy
.0
.fiesponsibility fot leadership to linprovs, the situatiot.
It is (n this context that the 'Association of'foacherf of Preventive Medicine felt
it important to look into the matter of how p ventive medicine and primary care
w one can help the other in the
training catlike most effectively coordinnted,an
umafte and effective. physidevelopment of better informed: and therefore,
cians.

.

.

.

dr

.

y

In puttinriogeiher this symposium,-ATPM recognizeS first lif all the, Fogarty
Center for its practical assists we in making Ike symposium possible; se44ii dly, the
participants Whin gave of their time and talent to contribute, we hope, me constructive thoughts on4the4ssues; to Robert Berg, M.D., Chairman of the Department of Preventive Medicine and Community Health at the Universityof Rochester, who was Presidentof ATPM at the time and gave it his encpuragement and
to William Barker, M.D., Assistant PrOfessor of Preventive Medicine Nat the Uni.
.
rA ers4 otofRoohester, wno
who wrote the excellent intrOdliction, edited the papers and
.
.
put it all together..
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. loNTRODUCTiON
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.

Inspection, palpation, percussion and aus-Cultationdiaghosis and treatmeilt=timplignored attributes of ilhe practice of clinical medicine. In addition to these,
what tools and thought processes of preveritiye and community medicine should.be
included in the primary physician's edtication,'hence hopefully fh his practice? As'
dtuiciet1 in figure 1, this question.fottltes upon the areas of,ftfnctiOnal overlap

zr

-

ti

.

4.11

-

,

,

,

,

.

tween the fields of Pieventive aneCornmunity Metiicinj and Primary M ical

I

Care. The task of-this symposium has been tb define these overlap areas d to
recommend ways. to optimally incorporate them inteondeigraduate an
.
graduate medical education.
The need for such curricular undertakings has beenacknowl&dged in' the forei!
'most assessments of Medicine and medical education in the 20th century,
In the introduction to his epoch study Medical Eduction in the United States and
Canada, Abraham Flexner (1910) observed of the practichig physician'.

.'

his

a'

-

relation,war formerly to us patient,at mosi to his patient's family; apd it was almos4alto
gether remedial. The patient had something the matter with NM: the doctOr was tailed in to
cure it. Payment of a fee ended the transaction. But the physician's junction is fast beyoming
social and4p-reventive,rather than individual and curdtive, Upon him society relies to ascertain,
and though measures essentially educational to enforce the conditions that prevent disease:nd
make positively for physic'd and'motal well being.

The Report of the Committee on Costs of Medical Care for the Am
(1-932) ttated in the section on physician-education:
.

an People
'

P

Medicine is not an abiabstract body of joi'ledge to belsed only in A laboratory. It is a social '.'
as well as a biological science, and it has economic, psychological, andosociological relaVon' ships. The social background and interrelations of medicine should be.ps much a part .aj.;
medical education as the physical, chemical, and baeteciological backgrounds. Indeed, this
pits of view should permedte the entire. professional training,. . Vie content and chardcter of
the education given to physicians'sliould locus major attention AthOse aspects of medical
knowledge and technique which in the future will occupy a major pari of the time and attentiopnr eipecially greater emphasis on prevent4 medicine in all aspects
,of practitioners. This
. of practice, better iraining in the health instruction of patients, autrinore (filen:W.,' to probleMs of nienta(and social adjustment

More re'cently, the Report or4he Citizen's Commission on Grad uate Medical
. 1 Education . . . Millis (1966), in addressing .the training needs of the contemporary
-.
primary care physician, noted:

4-

.

The young physician preparing hself to offer continuing, comprehenjsive care needs to know
people as,well aslhelr tissues and organs, medical:hitorier ...and relationships as well as'iridi; vidual disease stales },' aedical ecology as well ds .vonptematology. Work Co psycNiatry woldd
give him some of this backgron 14 and so would some materials from Sociology and public

.

.

1.

.

.

,
4

.

...

;Finatly,*the DllEp f orward Plan' for Health, 1976-180 (1974). which-identify-ing prey ntien and primarvcare as two majelf themes for guiding national health
,\
.
.,
policy, s .ted:,

.

,

.4
t.
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FIGURE 1.

Shaded areas indiGMe the focus of symposium, the overlap
between the fleNs'of Preventive and Community Medicine
,
and Primary Care.
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Introduction /xv
Primary care is ate key to the medical services component of our prevention strategy because
nay preventive health service; are providfd on at ambulatory basis through primary care

An reflection, it, is apparent that a mix of preventive and Community medicine
with primary care practice does in fact already exist, end.will grow considerably
in the future. "Content of practice" studies,of general practice (Brown et al., 1971;
,Chamberlain and Drui, 1975), internal medicine (Coe and Brehm, 1972; Dowling '
and Shakow, 1952), and pediatrics (Hessel and Haggerty, 1968), and most recently the National Ambulatory Medical Cap, Survey (1975), have repeatedly
documented that 20 percent or more of tasks that primary, care physicians are
rallecru to perform consist,of activities such as wellbaby care,lhealth checkups,
health I
ling, immunaations, family planning, etc. The extent to which di-- nitians might apply concepts and tools of preventive and community medicine is
exemplified by the work of such persons as Pickles (1939), Fry (1957), and Hart
I

(1974) in England; and Hames (1971), Robbins (1970), Bjorn and Cross
(1970), in the United Stites. The growing emphasis d preventive services and
ptibliC accountability in Current federal health legislation' defines further emerging
community-Oriented roles for the practicing physician.To effectively carry out the many nondiagnostic, nontherapeutic roles conferred
upon them,by their patients and' by society, the primary physicians need appropriate education in the concepts and application of epidemiology, behavioral. science,
asdbiostatistiCs, as well as selected aspects of economics, behavioral, political, ancr
management sciences. The content and method&jor educating future practitioners
1i se disciplines remain to be determined. A variety of sources (Kane,-1474;
k, 1974; Morr4 1970; Davies, 19:71; Harder, 1972; Breslow, 1976;,,,Alper4
and Charney, 19717 and several others in the `Fogarty Interional genter series
, on the Teaching of Preventive Medicine 2)- provide extensive aAtoritatNe information: To render this material into,a curriculum appropriate 'forftiture clinicians is
i

4

a,

-1a challenge. A recently.proposedproject to define the preventive / community _medicine competencies required in. clinical medicine should/prove particularly useful
for establishing such core educptional material (Segall, 1975).
,
Ideally,.these educational materials o,nce defined would be integrated into pre,.

clinical and particularly 'clinical phases.omedical edutation. In this regard, surveys conducted by the Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine in 1973AJ:
and 1474 yielded disquieting, if not unsurprising results (ATPM, 1'974). While
most medical schools reported required coursed work in epidemiology, biostatistics,
Medical care, and related disciplines during the preclinical years, very few reported

teaching these subjects durhi the last two, predominantly clinical *years when
students' future practice habits are most profoundly influenced. Additionally, few
departments reported more than occasional educational input in postgraduate
primary care training programs located at their respective medical schools. With
the growing national emphasis on developing innovative primary care teaching
pro
in both wideiFraduate and graduate zedical education, the time is most

prop us for incorpyaling preventive and comthunity medicine teaching far more
lively into this pars of clinical training.
Against ttis background' the present symposium on Preventive and Community
Medicine in Primary` Care was convened, under .the thoughtful chairmanship of
e

_

'Occupational Safety and Health Act, 1970; Profestienal Standards R view Orpnization
Amendment 'to Social Security Act, 1972; Health Maintenance -Orga
tion Alt, 1973;
Nitional Health Planning and: Resources Developme Act, 1974.
'New Health Practitioners; Teach* of Chronic illness and Aging; Cons er.,,Participation
in tleaith Care; Teaching Resources in Preventkve Medici*.
,
1

15°
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Dr. Herbert Abrams. Participating in the two-day deliberations were a highly
qualified and varied gfoup ringing from longstanding leaders in the,fields'aof preventive, community, and family medicine to residents in training in these fields. In
addition to a common commitment to seek rational and equitable approaches to
providii health services, individual participants provided valuable vefspectives
front' a number of Slated areas, including history, sociology, economics, politics;
community organization, and ediration.
ntents of the symposium, a series of. -six perimary papers, each accomformal and informer-discussion,.
have been organized into the following
- panie
.
four sections relating to,teaching of eventive, and community-medicine hi pritent and Methods; Disciplines; and De__mary care: Medical School, Aspects;
livery Systqn Aspects. Tv.) short essays, which were submitted by special request
followPng the symposium, Avjound in a supplemental section:at the end of the
book. The first is entitled, Preventive-Cownity Medicine Roles in Primary Care
EducationThe Family Practice Resider' s Perspeetiyel and the-second is entitled
.Medical Education from the Perspective of,..MinoiltY GroupsA Social Policy
Issue. Each section is preceded by a briefttrnmary, and set of recommendations
distilled from the proceedings is listed,at the front of the volume.
.,-k.

Tit

,;.

The. symposium covers' in some depth bath the conceptual and operhat

aspects of the stated problem of integrating preventive acid community medicine
into primary the education. At the conceptual level the section on Medical School. .
Aspects addresses the issue of synthesizing preventive/community medicine departmehtal activities "with those of primary care teaching progrOms; the section. on
Disciplines focuses on those aspectS of primary care lb Which epidemiology, be-'
havioral science, economics, etc.,, might mos productively apply ;' the section on
Delivery System Aspects pbsfulatei a rational structtire for delivery of prevention- ',
oriented primary care serVices and assesses the Societal. forces that might bring
about such change. At the operational level, the section on Content and Methods of
education provides detailed descriptions and analyses of specific preventive /con)munity medicine teaching objectives and -meth* from several existing Family
Medicine Programs. (Note: As the leading primary care-teaching discipline in
,
United States Medical schools, ?may ivieclioide is the logical clinical model to
focus upon. Howeyer, it is anticipated Thar thA principles and recommendations contained in this volume might aOly to the education and practice-of all types of
primary care practitioners--ex., internists, pediatricians, new health practitioners .

\etc.)

.

.;1- Ve

-

.

To summarize and reflect: ,
Is this era when prevention of disease and community accountability, on the one
hand, and primary care on-the yrther, ar; mon! the leading goals of our emerging
national health policy, one discerns infreviewinetle subject in these pages, great
potential for these goals to proceed not only iri parallel but in consort. It is equally
apparent that certain significant barriers must Tx surmounted in order to optimally'
achieve such a mii in practice. Not the least among these are the' following:
1. The tendency for public and private finencelfrs of medical esearch and edudation to equate-medical progress with development and institutionalizing of new'
measures fbr diagnosis'and treafment di disease.
2.. The tendency in turn for the medital education process to focus- almost exclipively on 'traditional diagnostic and therapeutic roles o( the physician.
.

Introduction/xvii

.

3. The tendency of the medical profession to view its role almost exclusively as
_ . that of healing the shk.
4. The tendency for third party financers of *medical services to restrict themselves to actuarial models based on the occurrence of symptomatic illness.
5. The tendency of the general public to restrict health concerns to the obtaining of relief from symptoms.
SOme of these barriers to preventive and .community-oriented medical practice
may be surmounted through education of primary care providers, as addressed in
this symposium; other of the barriers will succumb only .to different kinds of educapersuasion, directed at consumers, ejected officials, third party carriers:
pon
etc. (Currret al., 1974; Susser, 1975). Accordingly, it may be hoped that Ihe readership of this monographstudents, teachers,tdeans, practitioners, policymakers,
and othersswill not only be persuaded of the impcktance of modifying medical
education, but also of the necessity to participate in the modification of other
critical factors in the fabric of our health system. To do lesi would be scarcely to
go to sea at all.
WILLIAM *. BARKER, M.D.

t

Editor
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REtOMMENliAT1ONS FROM THE CONFERENCE
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..

,
These recommendations have been reviewed 4nd approved'by a majority of participants in the symposiuthr They are addressed to those persons whores' tablish and
.
implement health policy. This audience include:
,

.

-

--Legislators and administrators in Federal and State Governments who write,
fund and implement legislation and regulations pertaining to medical educatide' and contenof medical practice (e.g., Health Manpower Training, National Health Irigtmance)... !
Private faun ons concerned with supporting programs in,pritUary care and
community. ealth.

4.

.

I.'

Deansind urriculum committees of medical schools in deciding structure,
content, and

nding olf curriculum.

,

,,,,ci',

.

1,.

Preventive/Community. Medicine, Family Medicine, and other
ary.:care
faculty in asiessing teaching priorities, content, and Methods of their depart-

.

mutts or programs.

Medical students, preventive medicine, community medicine, and primary care residents who are concerned with influencing the kind of education they
receive.

ConsumerS lv,ho are concerned about the type of physicians graduating from
Ainerican mAlical schools.

1. A major role for preventive and communitS, medicine (PM/QM) in primary
Medical care (PC) should be re_cunized by alkin -stittions with PC teaching
or .training programs. Artangenients what facilitate ditec involvement of
PM/CM faculty in PC teaching programs and research should be strongly
encouraged in me 'cal schools, and other institutions with such programs.
Representatives
t'h respective fields should actively participate in meet-,
ings and other related activities 'of each otffer's professional ocieties (e.g.,

R.

Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine, Society of Teachers of
Family Medicine, etc.) 'to facilitate the building of acaderitit bridges between
,PM/CM and PC..
,--.440 core set of preventive/community medicine competenciesrequired for contemporary primary care practice 'should be identified, and optimal methods
for teacbingthese should be developed: Such curricular materials hould be
'developed through the efforts of a consortium of PM/CM and PC teachers
and practitioners and profesitional educators. Such materials should be made
'available for use by all VC teaching programs and as resource material for
setting stanilards for "the PM/CM aspect of PC trainingppograms.'
3." The role of ifC in providing a full range of basic health services to a corn*
munity of persons should be explicitly recognized and exemplified by teaching .programs. Accordingly, such programs should have thyttopowing
attributes: (a) Based both in, community hospitals' or practice settings, and

.

1
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/
ademic centers where resources and support make.it possible to give
- .inadequate
training in' rimary care., This will: assure adequate visibility of

,

primary medicine in thespectrum Of medical care and, at the same time, fully exploit available' community and academic- resources. (b) Provide ready Ac-.
'ass to various community agencies and organizations which play` important**
roles in PC (e.g., health departments, school healt, programs, family planning

,
and welfare servids).
. The impprfant contributions to be 'made by the disciplines of epidemiology,
biostatislict; beha.viral science, and selected social 'Sciences to PC service,
teaching, anal research should be recognized. The usefulness of descriptive

I

and analytic techniques of epidemiology and biostatistics in developing medical record systemsiAnd in utilizing these for self-audit, peer review, identiftcation of high risk PgrOups for delivering preventive services And conducting
eseatch, should be recogniied ant! promoted, Thy importarkrole
evalua
ence In understanding and optiMizing patient utilization of
o behave
health services, particularly' pieventive services, should 'be gecognized and
promoted. Political and economic decisionmaking processes should be tut-

ciprstoOd by primary care practitioners to 'assist them in interpreting and
influencing new health Iciislation and financing mechanismswhich affect the
delivery of primary care.,
,5. The need for primary care Iseryice administrators with managerial and cornmunityhealth training should be recognizd. Appropriate curricular materials
and training programs for preparinksitch individuals should be developed at
undergraduate, and graduate levels. Department. of PM/CM should take a
..leading role in thiste.ffort.

6. The 'critical role of health service financing in determining the content of
medical practice and .education, particularly as it pertains to preventive and
community aspects, must be clearly recognized: The benefits of PM/CM
aspects of PC practice in terms of effectiveness and efficiency should te well

.

doCumented and used to persuade consumers, third party payors, he41th pro-

fessionals, and policrnticers or the importance of developing positive incentives (professional, economici-etc.) to enhance access to such services.
4,
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MEDICAL SCHOOL ASPECTS '
,

The symposium opens with a series of formal and informal analyses

of the issue of intarelating the teaching of/preventive/community
medicine and primate care in medical schools.

'Dr. Tapp relates-this symposium to the` overall prime purpose of
medical school edudationto train pfiysicians suitable to meet the
needs of society. He
the current strongly expressed need for
primary care physicians and the :role departments of preventive medi-

cine, with their traditionaletnphasis on defining and solving health
problems from the- point of view of the, community, can play in this
movement. The main body of 'the paper is a review of current goals
and p oblem lists avreventive medicine and primary care teaching pro -'
*gr
s in medical schools. Since the two fields have substantial comonality of ISurpose- and institutional needs, the; paper advocates a
close, if no formally -consummated relationship between departments of
preventive/community medicine and, vrimary care programs, particularly family medicine. Dr: Castle's invited discussion agrees with Tapp's
formulation of the issues, but argues for-the creation of a new type of
community medicine/primary care department rather than attempting
to harmonize the ways of the traditional non-clinical preventive medicine department with those of the new primary, care. Experience with
such a department at the University of Utgh is briefly described. Gen:
eral discussion beginS with an exchange of opposing views on the proposed sprev-entive/community medicineprimary care departmental
marriage. An inevitable interlude to establish a working definition of
primary care follows. The discussants then address community and
preventive roles appropriate to primary care, giving particular attention to the concept and the mechanics of a "trusteeship" between the
primary physician and his patients and community. Discussion closes
with questions of the distinction between "family medicine" and "family
practiet and of,the=
sthole
roleof these prima
primary care concepts in our chang-

ing soc,y.

22
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preparation of allied health nd physician, support
personnel, so that physicians and other.proxiders'of
health services can work more

ROLES OF DEPARTMENTS OF
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
a

Jesse W. Tapp

oductively together.

With all of the yerb4 reco ition given to the
"health care team," it is still u lear who should
lead and who will serve on thh
m. The role of
the medical school in prepgi team members
seems to be just as confused as the role of the physician himself within the team. Improved health care
teamwork in the community_ will require more effective learning in the formative years of physicians.
Medical care is being provided to la* numbers
of patients in order to achieve the educational and
research missions of medical educators. Providing
this care could afford opportunities for eesearch and
development in improving the health care 'system
also. Educational. experiences for students in the patient care systems of communities should include,
finding ways to expand care in
rserved areas.

.

=

INTRODUCTION
4

This paper deals with dArtments of preventive
medicine faced with the current rapidly growing interest in primary eke. Already, a number of medical
schools have linked these elements, 'both in school
Structure arid* function. I will review the desirability of this development in view of the general furl:it/Sea of medical education. First, I will look at
medical education in general, and the turn to the
specifi
preventive medicine and primary care,

Educational

experiences

in

rserved

areas

should be more 'conducive' to p
1 practice in
these areas. Until we put as mach "effort into the
quality of the educational experience aigl at meetespecia
as they pertain to meeting society's
ingoillealth care needs as we do into the morefresOexpectations.
teric aspects of medical diagnosis and treatment, we
Medical school is Conventionally viewed as a triad
cannot expect to have physicians oriented to cornof education, research and service, with" increasing
tnunity service as much as they have, been to reattention currently being given to the last -of these. , search and subspecialty practice in the past:
.

What responsibility do we in medical education have

While.meeting themhealth itianpower needs of socitty, we are also 'meeting the career goals of futtite
continually have to explain, that, for us, service and
professionals, which may be arioniuch of a service to
education'are indivisible. Our unique funCtion is to - the Community as is direct provision of patient care.
meet manpower needs for providing health care. To
Medical school provides, access to becoming a phy'
achieve this,, the prociss of educating Physicians at
.sician net only as a traditional middle class career
all levels should be focused on, the identifiable needs. pathwa , but now increasingly as a vehicle for minority o ortunity. We have to be careful, however,
of society, both in providing adequate numbers of
r;
physicians and in,preparing them with skills and atthat we o not confuse career opportunities for mititudes conducive to serving society. Graduate medi- Inority students with attempts to meet health care
cal education needs to be much more attentive to
needs of shortage areas that require another kind of
the needs of society for the various kinds of speeffort for solution. Minority students have no more
cialty manpower, as well as to the problem of obligation to help meet the needs of shortage areas
geographic,distribution of health care providers, by
than do any others, but they have potentially great
whatever mechanisms will work. Likewise, graduate
sociocultural advantages if they do enter practice in
education must prepare physicians for medical practhe settings in which they know. the language and ,
way of life.
tice arrangements which are not only cost effective
.
-..
for, society, but also 'conducive to continuing educa- .
Scientific exploration continues to be the basis for
tion, focused on demonstrated needs fot.health care,
many health improvements in society, if kept in
not juit the preexisting interest areas and current
perspective along with education and service. Medi- ,
novelties attractive to physicians.
cal facultiesiconduct research in al4, three areas of
their competate, basic biology and chemisy,
Medical education may also serve society in the

for helping to.meetiodayl health care needs? We

.

.
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4/premntion in Primary Care

These objectives are pursued'in a variety of du-

clinical medicht and community health. Mere at-

cational and service programs. Prftclinicql courses in
the basic disciplines of epidemiology anti biostatis-,t

tention is needed _for the last;`' the community ex-

pects the%tititions it

supports to be

tics persist in spife of arguenents about relevance,

its needs. ediaartchpol responsibility to'the community often has been expressed, primarily in traditional departments of preveritivmedicine, and it is
to this area ,t1Zt we noN Jurn-ffor the Pit of this
discussion.

00

afid usefulness for most students. Field trips, familf
studies, home. visiting and home care' programs are
used in demonstrating the applications of preventive
medicine doctrine. Learning by don% is popular in
student projects-and research involventent in epidemiology and healtheservices. In the pastwidespread
medical schobl disinterest in ambulatory care and
outpatient department operations .sometimes -found
them relegated to departments of preventive medi-

A

DEPARTMENTS OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

The long.and often distinguished history of preventive medicine in medical education has been well

;

documented and analyzed (Grundy and Ma &in',

,

toph, 1957; Shepard and ROney, 1964),, yet its nature'and definition are stiff debated and the 'necessity
f5r departments as such frequently quest-roled. In
spite of the popular belief that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound Of cure, the poplar.purse still
.supports cure far more handsomely. Departments of
preventive medicine exist in a variety, of forms, ranging from being the catchall for whatever. is not
wanted by other departments to another extreme of
bag separated from the medical school altogether
as a school of public health. Some feel that, departments of preventive medicine are not needed, believing that all clinical speCialties teach ,prevention
adequately in their own ways, and furthermore that
epidemiology and biostatistics should_be taught by.
those who. actually apply the fruits of these tools in
practice. Nevertheless, separate departments of preventive medicine persist in most medical schools.
. The educational objectives of preventive, medicine
teaching in medical school may be characterited as
follows: (1) Doctors should be, able to use a null
...-hypothesis in evaluating the statistical significance
of biomedical data. (2) Doctors should be able to
use a denominator in searching for and evaluating

cine where they might serve to. denkinstrate the
practice of clinical preventive medicine as part of,
comprehensive care. (These ambulatory care opera-

tions now represent money in the, bank for those
departments wishing to express 'themselves in the
new era ,of primary care popularity!)
Graduate program's in preventive' medicine are
more common. in schools of public health but also
have been deveibped as residencies in preventive
medicine or master's programs in community health
in a few medical schools, with or without a related
master of public health degree.
The problem list Tor a typical- -clefirtment of preventive medicine might read 'as follows:,

1. An appearance of diffuseness, lack of clear
identity or unique contribution in the medical school 4.
curriculum (Versus the more simply defined content
of the clinical and basic science departments).
2. Student unrest and/or disinterest, questioning
the relevance of biostatistics, epidemiology, etc.
ing neither a pure
3. Departmental isolation,

basic science nor being re ily aepted'.as a peer
by the other major clinica specialtiei.
4. Medical indigency, acking the cash flow
which derives from major clinical practices and ac-

problem solving, both for individual patients and for
entire communities. (4) Doctors should be skilled in

cess to hospital beds.
5. Inadequate, if any, physical space in the 'academic medical center.
6. Dependence on community agencies !aid voluntary faculty for teaching and research,,as well as

using environmental and occupational health data

service.

causes, cures and care processes. (3) Doctors

should be able to use the vital and health statistics
of their population in clinical decision making and'

in patient, care and community leadership. (5) -Doc-

tors should know how to use behavioral- science
_tools for understanding and modifying health and
disease

behavior

in

patients. nd populations.

(6) Doctors shouldunderstand an
participate in the processes of health service p
ning, organization, and administration.

24

Facing such pernicious problenis over the years,

some new formulatiois for Preventive medicine
have been put forWard and have found their ways
.into departmental designations. "Community Medicine" now claims the most adherents, but confusion \
has been compounded.
Some define "Community' Medicine" to mean

diagnosis and treatment of the community, as if it
were a,patient (McGavran, 1956; DeuscMe ek al.,
1964), giving a unique fobus to the community as
the object of interest and work. In this camp, edu-

ately by the design of those Who feel that no physician can competently deal with all agesiof patients
with all sorts of .presenting 'complaints. (I ant,
tempted to draw,aa analogy between our letting gen=

cational objectives give ellnphasis to knowledge and
skills dealing with groups and populations for problem solving, environmental control, health educition,

r,

practice decay and the origins of the current

etc. Educational methods focus on studying entire
communitie§ with the intention of developing and
implementing)olutions to defied problen*Personal
health care to individual patients is not generally of .
primary concern, and may be actively avoided.
Others interpret "Community Medicine" do mean
medical practice in &immunity settings, giving emphasis to the health care delivery system. Educational objectives cite 'availability, accessibility, ac-'
ceptability, equity, and quality of personal health.'
are services. Direct concerrritelTnessed with.providing pealth care facilities, funding, medical manpower and teatnwork: This orientation. is more
sympathetic with'meeting demands for sickness care,
as well as preventive health care. It is also, more
connotive to a coalitiOn with prinitry care providers
in the process of delivering' health cafe in such locations as neighborhood health centers, 14MO's, etc.

PRIMARY CARE

Roles of Departmentt/5^

r

fir

energy crisis. Society failed to see the impending resnit of the overuse_of scarce resources. No provision
was made for economically meeting everyday needs,

either of energy or health care. Will society enjoy
rediscovering a simpler lifestyle in the same way
that physicians are rediscovering .the pleasure'
taking care 4:4 whole people and whole
Now family medicine has emerged as, a recognized
specialty defined in terms of breadth father' than
depth. Though it is viewed by Some as lying the
jack of all trades and the master of none, \many
family physician's see themselves going well beyond
the level of primary care to provide secondary; and-

even tertiary care in situations in which theb feel
able to perform. All in all, it appears that hardly
anyone wants to be either limited to, or excluded
from, primary care, Everyone would like to have a
piece Of th31 primary care actidn,.if it appeals to
them or meets their economic needs to do so.
Other kinds oflproviders have been getting on'the
primary care bandwagon, with and without our help.
Physician's assistants are, being trained to provide

primary cue on independent duty, perhaps with
Let us now turn to primary care in medical education and explore its relatiopshiPs with preventive
and community medicine. Especially since the time
of the Millis Report Millis, 1966), increasing
recognition has been given, to educating physiciank
for providing-primary patient care as primary in it-

special telkommunicatiOns linking them to physicians for

supervision

and qcisionmaking. The

self., not simply secondary to other specialty training.
Among traditional specialists, pediatricians have

nursing profession is beginning to take greater interest in primary care, in somelaces providing direct 'services without any physician involvement.
Needless to say, nurse practitioners hotly debate to
what extent they are physician's assistants in primary
cal'e. Legislation now defines the extencleti rap of

beets especially receptive to the importance of pri-

the nurse in some situations that do not require ,

mary care; including well-baby and child health
care. Nevertheless, their doctor orientation to sick
care has bepn frustrated by the preponderance of
well children; consequently, the latter care has begun tb be relegated to non-physicians, especially
where income protection is not at stake. Internists

physician participation. Patients themselves are being taught to examine every orifice, with or without,
interpretation of their findings.. Self care has always
been the most basic form of primary care and still
may be preferable to inappropriate subspecialty

have
much more difficulty' clarifying their roles
asisconsultants and also as primary doctors for adults.

Educational objectives for the teaching of primary
care in medicd1 schools hav varied according to the
setting in which the student has been exposed to primary care. The focus usually includes 'health maintenaace, episodic, acute and emergency' care,
psychosocial care, continuing care for chronic illness,
and'recognition of other kinds of care for referral or
consultation. the teaching excerience for attaining

Surgeons, too,scontin'ue to offer themselves as primary care, providers and in the process haite, been
accused of providing twice as Much surgery as may
be required by the general population. Meanwhile,

the old-fashioned general practitioner has all but
disappeared, partly from neglect and mote 'deliber-

'

care.
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kiichlobjectives has been vaiioysiy packaged. Each
'specialty department has, operated' its own outpatient
departpient with the objective of,-ieeing new patients
and follbwing'old patients, befor.e. and 'after hospi'talization, not ordinarily with the objective of providing either ,comprehensive or continuing care.
Attempts are being. made to coordinate
services by improving systems of communicationbeOmen' the different specialty services, and are lzej.
ginning in turn 'to plovide some form of continuing
care to patients:Sometimes this chore is delegated
to departments of preventive or community medi-

cine with the idea that their concern for health
service organization could result in a Workable sys-.
tein. 'Fatuity representing all,specialties may function as a -grim!) practice and even as 'a health.
maintenance. bilanization. It is not inconceivable
that such organntions could-provide comprehensive
and continuing patient care teaching ,models at primary, seondary, and- tertiary levels . without the
need for a special primary care organization. Other.
teaciiing, approaches are preteptorships and other
assignments with family diictors, rural practices,
'Outside agencies, chatity clinics', . and emergency
services.

/Combinations of specialists, mainly internists and

pediatricians, are providing primary care learning
experience for students, sometimes in' competition
with family medicine progra , which also offer primary care oxperience with' the same medical
'asts prefer to
school. Some family medicine en

remain sePate from other primary care providers
while struggling to gain recognition and legitimacy.
Medical schoels-have to consider whether or not to

grant departmental status to primary care and/or
family practice. If so, what entity will it be? Already

many departments of family medicine have been
established, larttly in response \to political pressure,

both informally and by legislation. Elsewhere primary care and family medicine programs remain as
coalitions of ambulatory service facilities with input
from multiple" departments, or as nondepartmental
entities, perhaps attached to the dean's office. Ambulatory and primary care sections are recognizable
in 'some departments of pediatrics and medicine.
The rise oniterest in family practice is undoubtedly the most spectacular aspect of.the primary care

picture today, beginning with the recognition of
Family PraCoce as a specially with American Board
ceirffication in 4969 and the rapid proliferation of
over two hundred approved residency programs. Ac-

cording to the' American cademy 'of Family Physicians, these programs atti ed 'almost two thou-

sand graduating student applicants from U.

1'

S.

'medical schools in 1974. Increasingly large humbers

of students and potential residents want to be
'trained in this n 19. defined 'specialt51.,:The most
characteristic feature of family practiceis the oicporz

tunity for a single physician to plogide care tc(an
entire family, which is claitned to be more efficient
and personal than the usual Multispecialty approach!
Likewise it is claimed li consultation and referral
can be minimized and done more readily, and effi-

ciently when required for somek to ten percent of
patient problems. Comprehensiveness and continuity attire are extolled 'as the primary virtues. Iris
expected that the family physician will ,assume the
role of leader of the primary care team. 'The leadership role is not clearcut with regard to the other

,r1

medical ,specialties except in those,situations where
the family physicians controls theft flow of patients

and income to theAer specialists.
The problem list for departments of family medicine 'in medicil schools resembles that of preventive

medicine in some respects, adding in their lack of
specially trained and experienced faculty members.
Family medicine has had to draw its initial faculty
largely from the' preexisting academic specialties,
but is nowsteginning to train its own. The lack of a
strong research background is being remedied, especially in the study of the pattern of illness and the
pattern of practice in family medicine and priMary
care. Lack of academic space requires heavy reliance
on community hospitals and community health care
facilities and limits the visibility of family medicine

in the acadeMic medical center,. In the traditional
curriculum, no time was allocated for family practice training. Howeyer, the plethora of new curricula
in medical schools provide increasing opportunity
for penetration and reorientation to family medicine.
Lack of hOspital beds and OutpatientoDe'partment
space have hampered the development of family
practice._ Lick of recognition by the traditional specialties has been helped by the recognition of the
American Board of Family Practice and approval of
residencies in family medicine. This entire phenom'min is only five years. old, and is hot yet accepted
as reality by some cautious souls.
The sudden poputatity of family medicine among
students and residents appears to ,represent among a
'other things a widespread desire to return toa:simpler lifestyle in more pleasant surroundings. It is not
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at all clear yet whethif thelamily unit is really go. ing to be the basis for this practice or Wlither the
name is not still a 'euphemism f9r general practice.
Cqtainly the emphasis on the family is the tipjaue
characteristic of the dircipline and holds vast po-

In order -to provide good primary care, critical
selection and evaluation of preventive health care

tential to reorient thi.fficing and practice, especially
.gong preventive lines....

preventive medicine enthusiasts require, clinical

PREIVENTIVE MEDICINEPRIMARY CARE
-

Departments of preventive medicine have bOen
drawn into the primary care `phenomenon and some
have joined forces with family medicine in joint departments. Ety,1974, 17 of,76 departments responding to a survey by the AssoCiation of Teachers of
Preventive Medicine (ATPM, 1974) were conducting family practice residencies. As noted, preventive medicine needs help in sothgthening its 'position
in medical.schoialsand also has resources to offer.
Preventive megicine is expected tC have The tools
for the study of health care problem& of population
groups, and primary care seums to be the area in
which to .apply these tools. At the same time, primary care needs support. It lacks departmental resources and is not yet widely recognized as a legitimate entity in academia. It is natural for preventive
medicine and primary care to join 'hands to share
resources and pitrsoe complementary goats.

'

.

Educational objectives common to preventiQ

.
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medicine and primary care include knowledge and
skills in the areas of health maintenance, comprehensive care, behavioralsand social determinants of
illness. and
. management of Community resources to

.

provide conlInuity of care.
The advantages of collaboration between preven-

measures, is required. Otherwise, items -of doubtful

validity may be embraced' by primify care' in the
effort to appear cloaked in ilitevention. Likewise,
feedback from primary physicians about feasible
forms of prevention` and current disease problems.
Health services evaluation at all levels can make
good use of controlled clinical trial methodology,
Thquiring collaboration 9f preventive medicine with

primary care physician,s. This sort of clinical research take's advantage 'of mutual' concern' for recog-

nizing the natural history and spectrum of disease.

Both preteen ft medicine and primary care . are
underitaking Mr reduction of risk factors and measdrement of outcome. Both require community re-sources to achieve *lb goal 'of _improved health
status for each patient in the population. Occupational health is an example-of an area in which primary care and preventive medicine are in practicesimultaneously with individuals and entire work
groups.

Close collaboration also has risks and disadvan-

tages for both preventive medicine and primary
care in the medical school. Areas of antagonism
exist along with synergism. Both have unique missions, beyond the areas of common concern. Pre-

ventive medicine must be able to maintain an
emphasis on the community as a whole, while the
primary care physician focuses on a close personal
relationship with each individual patient. One or the
other of these emphases in. teaching, research, and
service may be overshadowed by the success of the

-*

other or may be hindered by the failure of the

tive medicine and primary %are suggest that the " other, affecting ate performance of both. At the
present time the popularity of primary are and
combination can 'be synergistic. Common educational

-

'objectives justify taking advantage of student -and
physician interest in, patient care to help improve
the impersonal image of preventive medicine. ,Combination of efforts should provide more efficient use
of space, cuniculum time, faculty; and community
resourctit for teaching. Jbint program can encompass
the entireapectrum of care from an individual
e patient
co munity.
tient,, through his family, on to the entirecorn
If services can be made operational for the enti
spectrum, it should be easier to provide.heale care
intervention at the most efftittive level. This would
be true espec ly in coping with Chronic, disease
dealing with
probletni vvh re intervention requ
gl 1 age groups/and multiiile risk facto

family itiedicine has the potential to eclip preventive medicine in the competition for scarc= resou es
in the medical school. Ata time of disen
with government and the rowing anonymity of
mass society, students and, teachers may tend to turn
away from the community as. a,whole to give their
attention to the individual and this family; Never-

theless, preventive medicine areas suoh as health
education, environmental health and, digease eradication require continuing strong emphasis on communitywide effort. International"health programs

become more and more critical as the magnitudes .
of current world health problems increase, No dim-

inution of effort ,in these areas can be condonig, r
7
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regtatless of how much devotion primary care education must show to the poligonal elements of doctor-,
_patient relatioriships, and the excellence of diagn#s. tic -and treatment services.

they can by expected to produce happiness
society.

Those who want to work with .this entire con-

Mit= of care from-the individual to the whole community must ,he committed' to securing adequate
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came too help. He indicated his impression that
community medicine was superficial, ineffectual, and

INVITED DISCUSSION

-

G. Hilburn Castle

S
I agree with the problem list outlined by Dr. Tapp

for Departments of Preventive, Community and
Family Medicine,..4 medical schools. They can be
snmparized as: ,(/t4) isolation from the mainstream

of. student ind housestaff teaching and from the
kind of research that interests academic faculty, and
(2) lack of strength and resources to influence and
affect decisions that swill promote Preventive, Com. munity or Fajnily Medicine.
;4,
My comments reflect niy personal experience
/ over the past four years in planning and develo ng
a new Department of Family and Community M di-

cine. In the spring of 1970, I spent three mon s at
a well-knolkn school of public health locate in the
East. My experience there was disappointing since
it appeared that little was knovivit about how to successfully integrate the teaching of preventive medicine, epidentiolo-d, biostatistics behavioral..5ience,
economics, management, health planning, etc!, into
the education of the" people who would be responsible for delivering health care. The isolation of this
school of public health4rotn the medical school, as
well as from the immediate problems of health care
in our country, was quite surprising. I did meet several people who were struggling to acquire the skill's
necessary to study community health problems and

'to incorporate this ,study into the curriculum- for
those being trained to deliver medical 'care. How-

.*

ever, I had great difficullc finding successful models,
inspiration or even direction.
In an article published in the Archives of Internal
Medicine, Kaplan (1972) defined "community
medicine" as the delivery of health care in the community (a definition quite different from- the one
presented by Dr. Tapp) and noted the advantages
to medical schools in eschelving involvement in the

irrelevant. For example, he described outpatient
clinics as "inadequate facilities for .slisinterested
faculty to take 'care of uninteresting patients." He

clearly felt that Departments of Medicine should not
re to community
become .involved in deli
populations.
With our similar c grounds of training in internal Medicine nd academic careers as biomedical
investigators and teachers in a subspecialty (he 'in
Endocrinology and I in Cardiology), after review mg the urgent needs for improved delivery of care,

we disagree on the future role of medical schools
in meeting these needs. Unlike Dr. Kaplan, I subscribe to the definition of community medicine presented by Dr. Tapp, i.e., th; identification, and
solution of community health problems, and feel
that medicallthools have a responsibility to become
involved in community problems and their solutions.
My comments'regarding Departments of Preventive Medicine, Community Medicine or Community,

-and Family Medicine are bused on the, following
assumptions:

1. Health Science Centers with their me dics(
schools have a responsibility toprovide leadership
in meeting health care manpower needs, particularly
within the region irvhich they are located. It is no
enough for a Health Science Center to train a sufficient number of providers; the providers must also

be appropriate in type and must be eipped to
meet the' needs of the community. ,Physicians nd,
other health workers -should be educated] participate in a team approach to delivering hea th care.
3. Health Science'Centers must researc> ealth
tive
care needs and formulate and evaluate alt
solutions for community health problems.
Ji 3. Health Science Centers must be able to negotiate with the people in the community in a'mutual

.

quest to provide appropriate solutics to health
problems.

4. Since most medical schools operate on a departmental structure, we must assume we will continue to operatepth this administrative'arrangement
-for the immediate future. Perhaps this i? not the
'beg arrangement, but in estalilished,medical schools

delivery of medical care. His opinion was that if

it appears to be the only acceptable structure at

sch,1144.culty did become involved in patient cars They should always be in i-poe sition to
opt out of such activity if the service function be-

present.

I doubt that the public or even' the Vecisionmakers in the Health Science Centers perceive a strong
9

,
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need for epidemiology, biostatistics; behavioral science, and environmental aid -occupational health,
etc. We in preventive and community medicine
the need so clearly it is incomprehensible that others
do not: We will be making a mistake, however, it
lack of undertado not remind ourselves o
t
ese
disciplines in
standing of and interest) in
dedical schools. The,terms "Preveptitie Medicine,'"
"Social Medicine," Community Medicine" and
"Community Health" provoke a variety of feeling5

4. Primary-Cori, is fiat contact care that prothe 1:itieties entry point into the health. care
The primary care provider::
a. evaluates tilt patient's total health needs,
provides personal medical care within one or
more fields of medicine, and when indicated,

liie

N

,

vironmental . and occupational hea'th, economics,
management, etle.

refers tie patient to appropriate sources of
care while preserving 'the .continuity of his

and reactiohsmostly negative. Even though thV*-#

..-

term "Community Medicine" is becoming more frequently used, it still has not proven very' helpful in
conveying to people outside the field the goals and
functions of such a discipline ina medical schoo1.1"
The similarities among medico"l schools in their Departments of Internal Medicine, Pediatrics, Surgery,
etc., make these disciplines easy to underst,and but,
unfortunately, this is not true for Departments of
Community Medicine. For example, if we 'consider
the enormous differences in the communities that
surround Mt. Sinai Medical School and the Uniler-

sity of Utah, we can imagine how different their
community medicine activities are likely to be. Appreciating the diversity among those attending this
conference, I 'suspect we will have. many differences
of opinion regarding Departments of Community
Medicine and their roles and whether they should
be combined vAth other departments that have

al responsAlitle4 Ideally, however, it seems
s of such departments should
1he overall
t
l
be consonant even:
f
their
activities vary.
,.
1.

care;
b. -assumes responsibility- for the patient's
comprehensive and continuous health care,

and acts, where appropriate; as the leader or
coordinator of a team of health care providers;
c.' accepts responsibility flor the patient's
total health care (preventive, diagnostic, curative, -and rehabilitative) wibin the context of
his environment, including the community and
the family or comparable social' unit.

5. Family Practice is one model for delivering
primary care. It synthesizes and integrates a wide
fgnge.of medical and ,personal skills into the prac-'
tice of a single physician. A family physician is one
who provides comprehensive, continuous care to all
members ola family,
:6. Family Medicine is a discipline concerned
with the relationship of life in small groups is health,
illness and medical care. It focuses On the relationships between the individutl (patient) and the fam-

/

and between families and thgir surrounding
environments. As such it represents a continuum of
We must define ,:..Several terms beforle we...proceed . ;clinical medicine with community medicine.
.,Traditional departments of preventive medicine
in our discusston4It should be noted hat these are
he not generally played a prominent -role in re'not necessarily- mutually exclusive. he terms and
, sponding to the perceived needs either of the comtheir definitions follow:
munity or of those who provide direct medical care..
a' whole spee1. Preventive Medi
In fact, in many schools disease preventionlias been
at e prevention of digease.
num of activities
better taught by'other departments, e.g.,' pediatrics.
These may run the gamut from primary :prevention
The problems of isolation and lack of resources and
(removal of the riskor initiating force) to preventstrength among departments of preventive medicine
ing complications of a terminal illness.
have sufficiently handicapped them to make them
2. Clinical Preventive Medicine is the application
ineffective in glis7 area. There is an evident need for
of the knowledge of preventive medicine to indiinstruction in epideniiology, biostatistics, environvidual patients. An example would be the ty
s mental and occupational hea4th, behavioral science,
prospective medicine advocated t;y Robbins a
..gnagement and economics for those who will be
Hatt- (1970) in the Health Itazard Appraisal or the
ivering health care. The unresolved question is,
activities performed in routine well-baby care.
where should these disciplines be located in medical
3. Community Medicine is the identificoiorr and
schools and how should providers f care obtain the
solution of community health problems. This is
knowledge and skills they need? Separation of these
medicine of the commu.nity and not in the cam:
disciplines into schools of public health has created
mutiny. It is an academic discipline and includes,
epidemiology, biostatistics, bdtavioral science, mt.' barriers and effectively precluded their access by
,

3O
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medical students, housestaff, and medical school
faculty. I belieyelt these disciplines are to be taught
in the medical school, for their suivival they should
be grouped together- within a unit, that411as clinical

responsibilities which relate to the needs and interasts of medical students. There must be a better
demonstration of the applicability of rthese disciplines to solving 'problems physidians Beal with

.

,

. .

today and in the future.
In order Se train qualified health providers in costeffective primary care, which is responsive to the
needs a families and communities, we need new de'partmentS of -preyentive or community medicine
which' have been,eufficiendy altered to take on such
responsibility. A department combining community
medicine and family medicine and offering a resiclkncy'in family practice is attractive in some areas,
and
bueperhaps inappropriate in others. Local
circumstances are sufficiently diverse to make one
reluctant to generalize about such departments. Unfortunately, 1. am not aware of any studies that
document which arrangement in a medical school is
the most effective in cultivating health providers
with the knowledge, skills and attitudes obtaipable
-from such disciplines.
Aspointed out in Dr. Tapp's paper, family practice progranis have been handicapped because of
theit origin outside the'academic community. They
have been mandated by the legislature in some
schools and by the organized general practitioners
'in others. The 'conflict between training the "super
doctor""or anew type of physician has not been resolved. Separation of family practice training from
the academic community producei the same problems encountered by teachers trained in community
colleges rather than Universities. The superficiality,
triviality, and ossification, emphasized by Silberman

(1970) in Crisis in the Classroom, which has occurred among teacheirs trained in community co!Ieges, could be duplicated in the products of family
practice education. Family practice is still in transition and must become more of a "cerebral' -pursuit
if it is going ap have a long life. Family practice

education already has great advantages over the
training previously provided to the general practitioner, e.g.:

-4*

Training is longer and better.
standard of quality have been at-rStatus an
tained thOough specialty boards, in family practice and organizationalliepresentation in groups

that and making decisions about the future of
medical education and practice.

.

:A

.

.

Many outstanding medical school graduates are
being attracted into family ptacfice.
Approximately 60- medical schools have devel-'
oped autonomous divisions or departments of
Family Practice or Family Medicine and support is being provided to forMulate goals and
evaluate effectiveness of teactle students and
residents.

over two hundred Family Practice residencies
have been established with 1,200 first -year po-

sitions for which there were approximately
2,000 applicants in 1974..

Manyof the Familyyractice training pr earns
have the following attributes:
tq
the type qualified 'physicians will p sue
later.. are being used to provide experi-

Learning settings and patients siniil

ences relevant to practice.
-L.-Knowledge and, skills in human _behavior,
-__Kroup dynamics and health hazard assess-

ment for individuals,,families and corn,

munities are being taught.

A good beginning has beenmrde, but the advantSge of Family Practice over other clinical specialties in training physiCians to me .p'4%the community.
needs in health care must be dernonaated. If family
physicians can be cost.effective; J suspect they will
be sustained on this basis alone. Preferably, if they
provi better dare with better outcomes as 'a result

of p playing principles not embraced by other disciplines, they can be sustained on this ground.
Through.a synthesis of Parhily and community medi-

cine education,. efforts are being made to do thil
folloWing for family physicians:

Cfeate a systeni for accountability and feed;
back regarding the quality of care provided.

Utilize what is known about families and/low
this affects the problems they have.
Develop a technology that is unique to Family
Practice, i.e., classification of .patient behaviors

at the point of contact with physicians and a
scheme for classifying interaction' between patients, families and their environment.
Some have argued that 'primary care and family
medicine can be practiced well by individuals

trainee in InternalMedicine, Pediatrics, ObstesGynecology, or even Surgery. Others hafequestioned:, How azpropriate is it for people with such
selective training tb engage jn the teaching and prac-

tice of primary dare? The family practice model'
appears. to prOvide more appropriate training, and
if principles of community and preventive medicine
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are encoMp'assedsin the family physician's training, "
and are within :his competence, he should be better Fireparod to address the givent needs in delivery of
care. Internists see themselves as soRhisticated per-

pertension detection and follow-up program. We

variant Of the family physician. ,Although 'this, seems
a preteMious and unrealistic image!"it.ii one that has

because the disciplines In community tnedicine and
family practide have 'been brought together in the
same department. An emphasis on trainin or competence in our family practice residents r er than

have, made considerable progress ineintegrating the
educational programs in community medicine and

family practice. Quilt ). care assessment based
swat pOysicians and 'even, as a' higher quality . on process and outcome studies has,been possible,
prompted internists to propose that they are. the
most appropriate .type of ,physician to meet the

."

°

health care needs of individuals.
Individuals in departments of Internal Medicine
,,have'noted that ,support for ,subspecialty(training is
disappearing. Primary care is now in the spotlight
and the public is dejnanding that medieal school resources be more effectively,. use& to- produce indi.viduals who can provide the necessary kind of niedi- cal care'..The dominant position of departments of
Internal Medicint in medical school ,makes them a
logical resource for producing. new practitioners.
Many .Internal Medicine deparkments have more
than one-third of'theAmedical school faculty and the
most success-oriented faculty in the' school. Unfo

.

.

A

t9ately, many of them live by the Charlie Wilson
axiotn:
,"whaes gopd for General Motor in-,
ternal Medicine) is good for Our country." It is
doubtful that departments of Internal Medicine

-relyingt-im amount Of time assigned to a specific service lils been maintained as a result. of the disciplines oriented to. evaluation and research.
Some educators and administrators,who advocate
a* new type of prlmary care physician, feel that entirely new metlical,schools are.needed. I,think the,
job can be done within existing medical schools if
new departments are created, especially if these depaitments inglude the disciplines mentioned above,
are allotted adequate resources and can depend on
'other chi-ileal departments- and divisions to teach

special clinical knowledge and skills that family
'physicians need, e.g., orthopedics. ear, nose, and

throat diseases;

office ginecologY;

dermatology;

eurology; etc. Perhaps even exiting departments
of Preventive Medicine or Internal Medicine can be
effective in meeting the health needs of communi-

which hav,e been coihmitted to biomedical research
ties,but only if a major 'revision of goals and faculty
4,and producing the physician-scientist in subspeci- ;Within such departments is effected. The question
'are actually able to providelhe kind of. remains as to the best, approach to gaining the
pcitraining needed by individual who engage
strongest commitment of a resourceful departinent
mary care.
to teaching and studying primary care. RetrospecWh'a'tever the outcome, it would seem to me easier
tive analysis probably will not answer 'the question
to form new .departnms with a commitment, of
of the most. effective administrative arrangement,

faculty apel,other resbes tpa new plposg, rather
than redirect' departments which -have fen succesSfal'in other ventures to training.' a new type of phy-

siciah for primary care in the 1980's. Within 4
years, our new Department of Family and Community Medicine at the University of Utah has
established a family practice residency with 36

but studies properly, designed and implemented now

gar provide insights as 'to the best administrative
structures to produce qualifred priniary .care physi;
clans vAiho-Wilt help-in solving community health
problems.

j

trainees, certified 54 Medox -arid deployed them to"
provide primary care under physiciansupervision in

+rural communitiei, developed and implemented a
curriculum for;medical students'in family and com. munity medicine, developed a residency training
program in community medicine, developed an ac
tive research program. in health care delivery end
assessment of quality of care, and instigated several
derndnstration projects which encompass,' primary
care, i.e., the famity health,center in a rural setting,
model family practice units, arid a edmmunity4yr,

.
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better understandingeof that. As- far as management
skills, I wanted to know the economics of running
an office: How do-you hire and fire people? What's
necessary to really having an efficient office, etc? I
wanted to know all those things. %hen I looked at
4rgrams throughout the country those, were the

DISCUSSIONC

that I was looking for.
BAKER: I'm not playing the devil's advocate
wherI say it's not a natural marriage between deings

CASTLE: There's no question that a knowledge
of epidemiology, .biostatistics, behavioral science,

manageitent, economics, and environmental and
occupatignal health' is necessary. I agree with Dr.
Tapp thit having, these things in a school of.public
health -has been a mistake. It's equally a. mistake
to house them in* meal school department that

partments of prev'entiVe -medicine and community
medicine and departments of famiry practice or primary care. I don't see that there's'-anything -more
natural about that than' marrying them with cardiology or with any other of the Major departments.

is similarly isblated and unrelated to clinical activi. ties. To be authentic to Medical students and young
Physicians, one will have to- have clinical care respons'ibilifies. In the problem list for departments of
preventive medicine, Dr. Tapp said the students are
questioning the relevance of biostatistics and epidemiology. They are questioning the relevance of
, everything. I'm not sure I know what they are interested in regarding both clinical and community
Niles in electing topurs. a primary care career.
ABRAMS: Perhaps we could hear from one of
the residents in response to this.
CHRISTIAN: When you come' into a program
like faMily practice, that's 'not well defined, you
really don't know what you want. You have a general 'concept that you want to be the kind.of practitioner that can take care of most problths presented
to, you without having to, refer out. Basically, it is
clinical concept. But as far as innovations and
wh'etlier or not epidemiology and other community
medicine sciences are important, I don't think we
know

that.

Therefore,

faculty

concerns

about

whethei the student is interested in epidemiology
are' not valid. As teachers, you should be guiding
the students in the right direction in relation to health'
care system needs. We have a genetal concept, but

still the majority- of lig have come into programs
withdut clearly knowing what we want and need
out of the program.
ABRAMS: What is the general.concept?
CHRISTIAN: My general concept is that I'm go-

There is certainly a lot of expertise to offer and a
lot of expertise' that we need, and Dr. Tapp has
pointed this out beatitifully in terms of the research
But
capability and evaluatiod 'that needs to go
rip really curious' about ,the consistent requests"that
I see fOr teachinthe students preparing for primary
care. Take environmental and occupational he'alth

data: It says, "Doctors should beskilled in using
environmental Red occupational health data, in pa-

tient care and cZmmunity leadership." Now, it's
hard, to disagree with that; but on the other hand,
you can't agree with it because jou don't know what
it is. It's a fuzzy objective that doesn't mean any-.
thing as far as what it is that a primary care doctor
needs to know. I think that instead of dealing with
this discipline; preventive medicine faculty, as well
as other specialty' faculties', should define for the
naive people in primary care what it is that would
be important to add to their skills; that is:- where-the
iuterdigitation should take place, but why marriage?
FARLEY. rbelieve community medicine,- preventive medicine and family medicine have a lot in
common. All three look at a community. A primary
care practitioner, whether in general internal medi-

cine, general pediatrics or family medicine says,
"How do I give care to a population of patients?"
Community medicine says, "Hpw do we get health
care to a population?" Furthermore, as the primary
care practitioner serves a population of patients, he
alerts identifying
community, starts identifying
problems of a community and has to pull in a lot of
knowledge of 'community aryl preventive medicine.

ing back to a small community to practice, and I 'Here is whew a close liaison between departmentsin teaching and research becomes particulary apwant to be able t6 take care of 80 to 90 percent of
. -without having to refer out. Also, my , parerit. Ai; an academic discipline, community
the
medicine/preventive medicine, looks at the cornwhole attitude about medicine is that you show
munity from a distance and tries to figure out how
prevent it before i/ happens, so I wanted to, have a
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to get in, how to obtain, knowledge .of it. The primary care doctors ate in close, observing the coma
munity firsthand, as reflected in individual patients
and groups of ,patients. The bias of our progran1 is.
that if youcan train thisprimary care doctor to or' gainze his data po it's analyzablethen, in addition
to providing for efficient practice management, he
May serve community needs through proN;iding
community medical tfrofessionalaccess to the prob-

lems of -a community and to the problems of a
population:

There is another' area where we can derive mu-

Another point is that fahly medieine right, now
is weak, albeit, and its weak because the "traditional

medical specialtie,s" want to mate sure they don't
get their turf usurped, andwe ought to speak to that.
There's no reason for a family medicine residency
to be in a community hospital for its inpatient beds
except for' the fact tha't.the tertiary care specialists
.don't want their residents contaminated by primary
care. It's important fdr tri to recognize that. We've
had to fightlikedogs for curriculum time for family
medicine, mush less community medicine. That battle is going tb continue and thetraditiodai medical
specialists will say, "That's all right, they don't need
ariy family,medicine ih.a formal environment, we're
giving them a little bit of family medicine in pedi-

tual benefit, hopefully. We have never trained ad-'
tors for' primary care. Administrators have
mini
been developed for hospitals, maybe for some huge
atrics and 0 psychiatry and they An't really need
clinics, but rarely for the needs of health care in a
ment that Dr. Tapp
that." It's/the same kind o
community. Preventive medicine and community
partme
medicine departments are beginning to look at this, -posed for preventive medic'
TAPP: May I comment on the phi oblem that
.and hopefully in conjunction with family medicine
we've already encountered inour program in insistdepartments, for these are where the greatest reing that we have a nurse.practitioner as a faculty
pository of primary care commitment lie currently.
member and a medical social worker as a faculty
SCEOTGHF1ELD. It appears to me that family
member. They have the same kincrof.. appointment
medicine and community medicine are two entirely
that the physicians, have, and they are presented to
separate and distinct disciplines. Dr. Farley's rethe students and residents as role. models as the
marks emphasize this. The focus of community
kinds of people that they should be prepared to work
medicine is the community. Its base sciences deal
with as fellow providers of primary care services.
with groups, of people. The base sciences that relate
This is not generally accepted by a lot of the profesto family, medicine by and large relate. to individual
sion to whom we try to .respond in the community.
patient care Medicine, pediatrics, clinical prevenSome of our' fainily doctors feel it's outright comtive medicine.
munistic to have a nurg'e practitioner working side
We need to recognize that these are two separate
by side with a family doctor.. There is obviously a
and distinct disciplines That doesn't mean that I'm
great conflict of interest there far some folks' On '
ideologically opposed to combiRed departments of
the other hand, we feel that the ultimate goal is to
family and community medicine. Community medihave a different kind-of worker than what we've
cine, the older depahment, ti8 been a logical pike
keen accustomed to in the past and the only way
to start the movement because of its concern with priNO model this is by starting at. the undergraduate and
mary and comprehensive care. Ate did it because of
the press of the sixties, the neighborhood healtircen- .graduate training levels. But .waybe I missed the
emphasis, you were trying to get at ds to whether
, ter movement, and what not. But we've got to spin
it off and get back W. our responsibility, 'and our .. these people, these other kinds of primary care providers, really should be more free to operate in an
responsibility is the development of community
open market than they are now.
programs, the development of community resources
They are increasingly .pperating as separate inThis brings forth a paint of disagreement with Dr.
dependent providers, in many partsof the country.
Castle. Development of community programs, comFALK. I'll have my, thance when I give my pamunity services, community resources can be exchper. I might just utter a few words of interdisci.it-10i) medical studentS, and I've seen, it be exciting.
plinary education at the same time; same plaFe,
A third of my class in medical school (University of
educational extferiences among the definitions, the
Kentucky).is.in community medicine as areflection
definitiim of primary care health team,, preventive
probably of a very strong teacher It's important for
levels and those roles'which are appropriate as conus to recognize that.
.

s

a

.
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tinuing education with existing backgrounds cornphred to the planned education from the beginning.
I an talking 'about tile' key' example, counseling
and faMily.focusiffg, nursing and the strength of the
nursing practitioner with nursing school.
BAKER: Sue Horowitz asked me to mention the
WAMI (Washington, Alaska, Montana, Idaho)
program which iii the Department of Family. Medicine's,lifort to prOvide, some experience in primiry
care. This is a regional educational prograRwhereby
every medical student who elects the family prac-

tice pathway is required to spend 6 weeks 'in a

community clinical unit staffed by teams of MEDEX

people. In Washington, MEDEX is our prototype
new health professional.

PAYTON: Before proceeding further, we need
some definitions of community and preventive medi-

tare. If they are already getting it, fine, we'll just
put it down that they .are_setting care elsewhere. 4k

primary care internist essentially says he'll take a
person regardless of sex, disease, or age; and a primary care pediatrician says regardless of sex 'or
disease but limited by age. Then we get into the
fringe where by default, in reality, OB -QYN people
render 4 lot of primary care. They are not equipped

for it, but they render it because that's. where the
woman goes for her annual .physical, and she gets
minor care there.-nd so I'll say there, it's because
of sex. In others words, these other primary care
specialties end up with family only .if the pediatriclaps, internists and gynecologists are working tbgether as alroup regardless of age,, sex, or disease.
The family medicine practitioAer can ay as an
individual "I'm concerned or I'm responsible regard-

tine and primary care with which we ca'n operate / less of age, sex or disease."

"

should say at risk

9gardless of age, sex or disease.
,
during the balance of the conference.
BARKER: I propose that we fo'us first on a defi- 0 BARKER: That's very compatible, I hope, with
nition of primary care and that is we do so we at- 'what I said. I justfelt we shoull-In't allow Our working
definition of primaiy care to get locked into the
tempt to avoid the family medicine, Model pr any of
specific attributes of a particular subgroup of prithe, several other emerging primary- care specialty
mary care practitioner.
mpdels per se (e.g., pediatrics, int(snal medicine).
HALL: Primary care ought to be Aefinable withleiAy each of these models has particular attributes, but to discuss all of these is anothe'r part of - out reference to those who, in fact,srovide the care.
anyone else has
I don't have a definition. I Oionde
the -debate. What we need is a broad working citfile
thaf excludeS
heard of a definition of primary
*ion of primary care to which we can then address
any reference to that.
Our analysis, and discussion of, the contributions to
McWHINNEY: I could answer your question.
be made by preventive and community medicine.
This.is something we've concentrated on recently in
that we not enter into an
Furthermore, I prop
a Committee on primary care set upby the local
exercise to define community and preventive medigine at ibis point. Tkese are vast areas, limited parts , health counci1. The first thing we had to do was to
define this, so for what they're worth, I'll-give you
of which are directly pertinent to primary care.
our definitions. We defined two terms:. "Primary'
These pertinent parts should emerge in the subsehealth care" and "primary medical care." Primary
quent invited presentatiobs and discussion,
health tare is the care provided by those components
STOKES. That' is a very good statement. I agree
with that completely:.

FARLEY: I disagree witl) something Dr. Barker
said, giasically, I feel that some of the issues of what
is primary care internal mediciffe, primary care pe-

diatrics and -family medicine, do need, to be dis'cussed. I proposethat the access of family medicine
to the family isnot because we're family specialists
but because, we'll take care of people regardless of
age, sex or disease. So we're exposed to the family
sm614opefully-wei develop and use knowledge that
makes us responsible for the care of all the members
of that family. If one member comes to pa, part of
our responsibility is to make sure that others get the

of. the health services which are directly accessible to
the public. Primary medical care is the care provided
by physicians whp are directly accessible to the pub-.
lic. We went on to distinguish between the two broad
functional categories of primary care professiOnals
who might provide either health care or medical care:

(1) those who enter into a tenured or contractual
"type of relationship with individuals and/or families;

not only to lie available to them 'but also to guide
them and w accept a continuing responsibility even'
after' referral; (2) those who deaf with problem,s,on a
more or less episodic basis: Examples wbuld be an
emergency room phytician or a multiphasic Nen-
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PAYTA: Speaking about the way physicians
view their commuIlity and the responsibility they do
or clif not have for that cbmtnunity, it's-always im-

ing clinic nurse who is coAcernedisually just with

one episode anfl/or referral ouI--and then the responsibility stops.

-i

v

I suggest that for the purposesof discussing the

pressed me that physicians by and large take the

.roles of community and preventive medicine that we
focus on the definitions of:primary care which embrace personal commitment to --an individtml for
continuing care. This is a value gdgment, but one I
think we in family medicine would-certainly accept.
WALKER: It is a useful suggestion. The question
then becomes where do we see ffie role of management, prevention, etc., within this definition of pri,
,
mary care?STOKES: Conceptually, Dr. McWhinney is -cotrect. He has focused upon what is- commonly thought

attitude out of sight, out of mind. If it's not a patient
that presents him or.herself to the 4-ee, to the hospital, it's not someone Who --for whom he has that
trusteeship responsibility.

I think that is a real problem and it draws into

of as the "trusteeship functIon,"-:the idea that one
feels responsible and continuously responsible If you
have a patient or a panel of patienTts, you feel personally responsible for anything that happens in a health
way to those patients-. That, conceptually, is the nub
of the issue.

-

GIBSON: I'd like to expand a little upon the
trusteeship issue. As one interested in providing
healt4 care, .I have found that 1cotIld think 'more
productively by focusing primarily-up \ti health needs

and other characteristics of an_aggregate of individualsaggregated as families, as peer groups, and
in a communityrather than beginning a priori with
definitions of wholesale Medicine
and retail mechAO
cine and so forth. 1 found these lattertoibe much too

-,

devisive Accordingly, it's been rittu(al, for me to

I

think of, primary care, family cepte'redand community centered, as being important &ince is
been
There has been a great gulf between Ivha
traditionally public health and traditionally clinical

-medicine. The clinicians have all been busy with
everypne who walks in. Public health has traditionally been denied the role as 9_11nician So we have had
many people in our societApho, lacking financial,
cultural and other means of access have been without
a "trust'officer." for their personal health care needs,

The crucial need in training clinicians in our medical
-.schools is never again to get cut off from a feedback
loop_as to where the 'problems are. Primary medital
care education must be community centered, not
merely for the panel of families that can keep us very
'
busy
in the model family practice unit, but for all the
.
other people who are there to whom, while respecting their,privacy, we have a right to be, an obligation
to be, accessible.'

,

question how4we defitie the contract for a physician.
Is it a social 9ontract or ati.individual contract with a'
single patient, or maybe a patient's family, if we're
talkin,gitout family medicine.
The way I relate that back now to the general discussion is that we raise some real issues of contract
when we talk about prevention of illness because this
is not something Oat is traditidnally thought of by the
patient or the. community when they Idok at the physician.
We have a responsibility in thig situatioi)Af we look

.at the global effects of health "servidesand-try and
recognize their economic values. If we consider that
we

thing from. those of us providing primary care,
FALK -I'm afraid We also have to identify in OuidefinitiOns-a very uncomfortable borderline between
being health professionals and health.. I think that

dear e1tamples are the importance of politics, and
econo'mics to health status. We have to be crisp(in
our definitions, understanding that health care, particularly medical-care and what its practitioners can
offer, must lte clearly differentiated from efforts to
maintain or obtain health for society as a whole. It
gets us into an extremely difficult borderline because
society w I tolerate certain things in social changd
It i I look to,its priest, doctor, its community

health doctor in certain ways:depending upon the
shifting winds of the total socio-political scene. I'
referring specifically to the atmosphere' in the civil
rights revolution of the 1960's; the1968 election, the

impounding of Federal funds and the role of the
Medical student in all of these matters, and how all
of these have affected Community health.
THOMSON Somehow or another I amjeminded

of the girl who said that she wouldn't sleep with a
man for $2.00. "What do you think I am, a prosti-

P
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munities at large, as would be suggested by those here
talking about community, medicine and prevcritive
medicine, then We Shave si education responsibility
to-make sure that patients come eo expect that kind of
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tute?" He said,'"Well, will you do it for amillion

ment., They, as physician advocates, tried hard to
false the Mississippi Delta areaup economically, to

bucks?" She said, "Well, that's a different, thing." He
"Itis already_defined what you are, now we are
just bargaining for price!" This is fundamentally what
we are doing. here--.-it's not:so difficult to define a

change the social and physical environment, to act as
health officer within the area, and so forth. They had
to fall back. That is, they learned' the limitations of
health services a$ an operational basis for that type

primar' physician. It shkuldn't be difficult. You
could dust go and loo k at what my dal did in his
practice because he was the primary physician. He
was the only physician so that made it easy. You

of intervention. This is why I object to putting primarr care in the position where it's really encom--passing the classical functions of public health and
other functions of government, as exercised through

could tell what he %lid and you can define that.
Our problem-here is that we are trying to, build a
definition that refers to the process of the delivery of
primly care in a complex modern society. Now, are

e' Tying to define the credentials of the primary
physician, or content of primary care, or are we trying to define the process of it?.We're not reafIy hung
the, primary physician or
up on the definition
what is primary care, but we each have our different
li!levils of whht We'll buy or what well pay for as far
A what the _process of delivery is about. Does this,
divisiveness make a difference so far .as reaching a
Conclusion for defining this?
. SCUTCHFIELD: I would disagree to a certain

extent with Dr. Thomson beconse we're trying to

circumscribe the scope of primary care,and the cornmerits that Drs. Gibson, Payton and Falk have made
are valuable in nneating and delimiting the trustee-

ship concept the trusteeship not only for health
"'care, but also for health within the community. It's
important that we define this as a part' of primary
care. And that, incidentally, reflects 'a real role that
community medicine has to play in impressing whatever-student-or trainee, educator or edlicatee of their
responsibility, not only for health care but also for
health. They must assume this trustee responsibility.
STOKES,: There is a real argument developing
here and I want to come down against some things
that ,have just been said or implied. If I were responsible for preventing disease in a community, I would
not hav'e a job since society) as riot worked primarily

through the health services route. Its not the most
efficient way of preventing disease. Environmental
-intervention by public health, byusing, .1:7y high-

the police power of the state.

idcWHINNEY: I would agree with that. However, it's a mistake to try to erect a sharp dividing
line there, I'd rather, see it as a spectrum. As you
spectrum, you
start at the primary care end o
,

have a physician who predominantly relates to individuals. But then responsibility gradually extends
outwards to the family, and to the practice as a group,

which is a fairly new concept. Extending beyond
this, one encounters responsibility to the community

as .a whole and then to the country and the. world
eventualdly. The ways in, which the physician intervenes to solve the' kind of problems that Dr. Stokes
was talking about are quite different from the ways
he goes abbut solving his individual patient's problems. And so, I would see the people at the two ends
of this spectrum as really ha ling rather different roles
and attitudes. Onevis primarily a personal physician.
The other is primarily a .health care administrator.
They share certain basic sciences with which to fu'fill their responsibilities to those they serve. Epidemiology contriputes to both and it should be looke'd
on as underlying both.
I was rather intrigued by %omething a veterinary
-

epidemiologist in our departmeit of epidemiology
said .to me, which pinpoints our problem. He said
that he found in teaching veterinary students he had
no diffidulty making them think in terms of the herd,
but with medical students he had great difficulty mak-.
ing them think in such population terms. This is part
ofthe challenge I affi facingiwith fainily physicians
those physicians whb are actually physicians for individuals but have also this capacijy for thinking and 1

4

way design and environmental design are really more
important and have a greater impact on life expect-

functioning in terms of the herd.

ancy from birth; infant mortality and other major,

whom all of this is Calledfor is the individual family
doctor in a rural community. He's also the parttime
stealth officer. H ;'s responsible for everything. There
are quite a few of them and quite a few places that
need people like that.

health indices than have health services. Jack Geiger
and colleagAei showed very well the limitations of
health care services as a Means .of ,ffifluencing the

health effects of the social and economic environ.

,4BRAMS: The prototype of the physician in
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HEtQERSON: I originally drifted into public
.

,

health through a situation like you just descr,ibed,
and then when I got into more,complex.situarions
working in public health, found that I was not supposed to be concerned' about individuals anymore,
/which was very upsetting.
ABRAMS: Before closing our discussion

com munity.

ABRAMS: Would you say that On occasion "famof

ily" may be a community, or a factory group, or

definitions, I would like to invite comments on Dr.

whatever?

Castle's di4iction between family medicine. a,1

FARLEY: Economicially. it can be, but I would
hate to be an industrial physician and say I was tak-'
ing care of families.
ABRAA1S4eBut most industrial medicine in this
country is done by Aneral= practitioners or family

family. practice.

McWHINNEY: I agree with Dr. Castle's distinction between the two; that is family medicine as
a body otknowledge,land Family practice as a Method
for providing primary-care. One source of this body
of knowledge grows out of a conceptualization of
what practitioners have been doing for a very long
time and have learned to do unconsciously just by
trial and error.
CASTLE: I-have a problem accepting such con
ceptualization. I really question whether /here is

much of the ideal of good family medicine to be
found in "family practice" as'it has existed in the

practitioners.

FARLEY: Right, but it's-not family medicine. It
different-7-I won't include that in my family medicine defimtiob.

KISSICK. The rest of you are quite informed and
have read and written in the area under discussion.
I've reflected some on it, mainly it the prodding of
our dean because he was under great pressure from
the legislature of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

past.

to orgatiize a department of family practice. As I

CHRISTIAN: Agreed, because if you lirdit your
concept to someone who takes care of anybody regardless-of sex, age and diseale, you don't *mote
the concept of looking at people as part'of
In selecting a family practice residency, I was specifically concerned with providing he th care to
small groups, namely the family. However, really
don't see why there is such a distinction betWeen
family practice and family medicine. t
GIBSON. I'd like to 'reinforce this distinction. I
find it a fruitful one. There has been an at ormous
deficit of research and study of the-family in health
And there are many, many kinds -of disciplines that
need to be concerned. Perhaps one can say7that,frhe

listen I have two concerns: First, is around the family.

family practitioher has more crucial need for research
(in family medicine than anyone else among the clinicians. But a specific prerogative or monopoly. should
not be implied. For insiance, at Stanford, the social.
worker are doing very beautiful research on family

medicine and health as it relates to the parents of

.

their setting, and the families are probably the most
crucial part of thk setting. It's nop.Lhe only part.
There are other aspects to the -individual's :social
environment; for instance, his.work group and his

children with leukeMia. These social workers are doing something informative to all of ,us. The internist,
the subsikcialist, -needs to hear it as yell as the family
practitioner.
EY: F wonder if putting all our ernMcWHI
the faspily isn't a bit too restrictive. The
phasis

It appears to me that we are struggling with a 1980
problem with a 1950 vocabulary, and we've got to
be truth oriented. Most of us are medical reducatOrs,
and the medical students we are now selecting will
ke4ach the middle of their professional careers, if they

are not wiped out by myocardial infarctions, in the
year 2000. Euen though I'm a long range planner,
that staggers me! I don't know what's going to happen to the-family over those decades", but from the
limitedreading lhat I've done of Warren Bennis,in
the Temporary Society d Beyond Btrreaucracyas
popUlarized by Alvin opler, 'the family_ may not
exist as an institution as a social institution as we
now know it, in the ear 2000 and-beyond.
Is the family an e during concept? It's been here
since biblical times. lc keeps evolving.' Maybe its
going to be a lot d rent than the way we define
and stud it at the present time. If we're really intereste
n family medicine we have to put great
emphasis on the sciences basic to understanding some
of these kinds of problertis.

The next question is, does it makt a difference?
The few published studies are somewhat discouragingL-most of all, George Silver's study at Montefiore

= essential di etenec between the family physician

Hospital where they gave superb comprehensive,
family-centered medical care with:a team of superb

and the specialist is that he sees peopleas a whole in

health professionalsanAmake that las1 statanent

a8

t
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it we're functioning under the assumption that it
does, and it may. I hope it will, but it's incumbent
upon us.to demonstrate that it does± and if not, to

advisedly because I worked with those people. There
.;.

was a

ute157 no digerence between the control
the group that was receiving comprehen"group
sive alth care.
liutdoes it Makd a diffeience? If we're advocating.
.

modify it.
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CONTENT. AND METHODS

This section, in two ,parts, reviews experiences of several existing
Family Medicine programs in.d6veloping code& and method of pre- ventive/com unity medicine education for primary care.
_
Dr. Bake ou 'nes a core set of learning objectives in,preventive/
community medicine for medical students and residents preparatory for .
family practice. The objectives, developed by a multi-disciplinary facility tommitiee at,...the University of Washingto, are subdivided into
competencies in the domains of knowledge, skills, and. attitude. Dr.

,..

,

Thomson's discussion endorses the competencA-based methodology for
defining skills and knowledge; however, he:cites 'several potential shortcomings of the system. First, systematic learning. tends to limit the student's conceptual range. Second, the system needs stronger emphasis
on developing. preventive attitudes. Third, cognitive facts may become
irrelevant as medical knowledge advances. Solutions to thege perceived

shortcomings are discussed. General discussion focuses first on the
issues raised by Dr. Thonison. This-is followed by suggestions that bOth

consumer dejnands and measures of health care outcomes should be
used, along with physician performance'in delineating educationa) ob-

.

jects for primary care. The discussion concludes With several statements
regarding the potential for medical school to effect attitude change.

I

Dr. Treat's paper describes ,the type of educational resources and
methods conducive to effective preventive/cornmunity medicine education- in primaly care training programs. Exampleg are cited from the

'
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-University of Rochester's Family Medicine Program. Dr. Heudersons
discussion compares and contrasts point by point the printly care edu,,cattonal milieu at the Pennsylvania State University College f Me I me.:
at Hershey with that in Rochester. Dr. Hall's discussion pro deg- a third, '7,
model
vies a vis preventive/community medicine education, that-of the
.
.
Rockford (Illinois) School of Medicine, based pimari in existing,
community adtice, settings. Alls,the authors establish the, importance''.,
"caticintie partiCipants, .
of a comm ity setting for1primary care
rims cafe training when: ",
however, e hasized the danger of
confined only to community hospitals. They expressed the peed. of
assuring a prominent place for primary care within the medical school .4,
if it is to be visible to the student, if it is to benefit from the prestige of

A

61.

,

21.

4
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.!

,, .

t

,; .

4,

i
r,
s
to
be
effective
within the power structure of the
the school, and If it i
institution.
--The brief 'general discussion addresses the critical issue of financing
,

.

for both education in and.delivery of community-based: preventive
health savices. Limitations in current.third party and prepaid Plans are
no;$4, 4 the potential for governmental or private, Corporate actions'

,

to overcome these is voi4tfd out
.*-

.
-4

'1

4

.

r6

$
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I

,

and community medicine.* Though tirtost of the docu-

ment can be related to pltventive medicine defined
broadly, .those 'objectives ost directly related to it
tion of this paper. We
are reported in the ma
have based these upon e arbitrarily defined "core
competencies" of the .family physician 'successfully
completing our postgradilate (residendy) training
program..Our initial list. of objectives

,

COMPETENCY-BASED 'OBJECTIVES

IN PREVENTIVE MEDICINE FOR
THE 'FAMILY PHYSICIAN

Ity in

in 'a series of three nretingi of fulltime

Richar*. Baker?

the Department of Family Medicine. This draft was
then modified-by input from family physicians in
the community and in rural areas involved with the
teaching program. and by faculty of other departments. Subsequently, residents and medical students
'have assisted in modifying the objectives. Last, we
have found, some objectives' too ill-defined or trivial.,
lo remain, and we have added, others that have become apparent id the two,years.since initiation.
Many objectives are_most appropriate for the un,dergraduafe curriculum. The partmene adnimisters
or- medical students
a Fam?lly PhyScian Pat

Family .medicine, urgeoning new discipline, is
beginniing to define .itself. Pitilentive mediApe and.comfnunity medicine are clearly a part of aW fang,
Fradlice. 1;ealffing competencies , in these' fie4
should:.svve M modify the primary care delivered BIJI
the grad5ates of family Practice programsAIn this
sense we now have a great Opportunity -to influence

delivery of primary care in the United States. We
,must, therefore7 carefulii, defigle_ the knowledge,
-skate, and attitudes of preventivi attct community !medicine in relationship to the "ideal"-future family

during_ their clinical years.
._

- The definition,Of -preventive medicine competencies for priinary care establishes the fr ework for
iliveloiiing educational objectives,' tedeffing 'etrategies,t and evaluation methods. Such a process of
definition is in contrast to the, older, more iesu21

other dew meptst

servable ability in an area, such as preventive mediknowledge, skilli, aAti attitudes (Mager, 1962). The
competencies defined by different training pro ms
may well be quite. disparate ,until. we -are able to
dwonstiatelhat the proposedrabilities 'enhance pa;
tient care '..7pr physician satisfaction. Two levels
of cbinpetencies,are likely to emergethose common

to any, g
achiev4 "acc

physician

urd those to

g to individual

a Wplates

fam

interests,.

, Thg Department of Family Medicine at the LIniveer4ikof Washinion 6as established "CoMpetencyBAed Objectives for the Family Phyrsician," (Baker
& Gordon, 1974) including objectivesin preventive

*

i,

r
the achievement of most obj,Pes in oommtinitr ,
Resider, training seems, the aepropriate time for

medicine' and practice' managdment. It is only,then.

attinadasof suggesting, "Why don't we have them take
'Vie Schook of Public Health?" or, "COM-,

,cine. It .seems to be formed by a coraiination of

nar is from the

Primry 'Care,"
course "Preventilie Medici
-taught conjointly with the Sc ool of Public -Health
faculty, appear in Table I. Other,objectiVes are apprciached in, the require.d,derkship in family mediR .
cfne 'at rural sites or in -clerkships or ekiv.. 'In

physitian-._

icine ought to have sortie. seminars."
teney," in this approach, refers tq an ob-

tr

...

that the 'trainee has acquired enough confidence in

his 'basic medical skills to de.te attention to the
"process" of family practice. Faculty Ambers assets
resident perfprmance in areas of commaity .Medieine and practice mariagernent utilizing a question!mire which appdrs in:Appeddix I, this chapter.,
"Health maintenance" can be au ted*on-the charts
of residents by following such a, w sheet as illu, Strated in Appendix II-, this chalner.
'. The proces's of Modification of our statedobjectives underlines, ;the negd for' making :and -writing
them down. Studeuik rdsidents,.faculty member's of
'Family Medicine 6nd:other depagpnents have utilized ;
the objectives heavily in their curriculuni design and
'

:

.:

..._

.

.

* Persorls who contributed to the developme 'oRthese ob.jectives are; Drs. DJ Bone, MA Lowder, DK laWsoni WM '
,

'

Cole, WB liowe, JR, Jacobs, JA Lincoln,
.

Phillips, CK Smith, WC Stolov, dnd ,RV Twe

Oakes, Ti
b. 1.4.s:v.,....
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SENN AR TOPICS:
The scope of preventive medicine
Gellerjables and health hazard appraisal
.< 'Hypertension
Cancer of the cervix

2.12

but important ones to permit diagnosis and

- .

treatment or referral. "Disease" for the family
physiCian includes not only condition due to
Physical stress, but those dile to psyc social

stews as well. "Uncommon but important"
diseases are .those that must be understood because of potentially serious consequeqes that
maybe averted or postponed (e.g., glaucoma,
diabetic- ketoacidosis) or because the disease
.
shoulebe understood as a model of a pathophysiologic process (e.g., muscular dystlophy,
systemic 'sclerOsils, cerebral palsy). Knowledge
of any given diseaseshouldinclude:
2.121 Prevalence (approximate,. including
populations at risk)
2.122 Manifestations at various stages
2.123 Diagnosis- (including hazards of pro-

OTHER TOPICS
2 Screening in pregnancy (rubella, Rh factory'

cedures).

Effectiveness of the screening physical exam
Automated-multi-phasic screening presedures
Factors in patient compliance
4,

2.124 Natural course, including appr
mate morbidity and mortality rate
2.125 Complications
2.126 Effective interventions

Seat belts
Gdnetic counseling for selected diseases
Nutrition

2.127 Preventive measures

4

2.15

Environmental 'hazards (smog, heavy metals,

However, thu.term has come to refer ratherspe-

-

cifically to diagnpsis and treatment while the
paant is as yet unaware of illness. In the abseNt.' of symptoms, the physician is totally

_ Smoking

Drug abuse
'1

Evaluation of Preventive Measutts

'All of medicine can be consideredotreventive A
since motl actions are taken with the expe
tation or hope of averting worse disease.

asbestos, pesticides, 'etf.)
Obesity
ImmunizatiOns

/oh'plistn

Disease Information .

For minimum competency in managing disease,.the family physician mot have sufficient
knowledge af common diseases and uncommon

SUGGESTED TOPICS tOR STUDENT
.
PROJECTS:
SCREENING FOR SPECIFIC DISEASES
Bacteriuria
Tuberculosis
Breast cancer
Cancer of colon and 'rectum
Glaucoma
A Syphilis/gonorrhea
Coronary artery disease (diet & exerctse)
Lung cancer
Prostatic cancer

'

CLINICAL MEDtINE

2.1 KNOWLEDGE

,

'Diabetes

'2.0

111.

responsible for what he initiates. He is not, as in

Elective course developed and taught by Dr. ,Ann A.
Browder .;x1 14VVIlliam M. Cole.
I

responding to needs also perceived by the patient, protected against deficiencies in the state

'4

of the art-of medicine. He must be able to
,

evaluation. Objectivo in preventive medicine and
community, medicine make relatively concrete and
her What) hre sometimes considered amorphous
orphous

identify and evaluate availablo measures before
launching arogram of prevention. The following question sar e the most cogent for the logical
approach to re discharge of this responsibility:

lids. The following sections in outline form are the
bbjectiveli most closely related to .preventive medidine as Accused 'from the "Competency-Based Objectivei for the Family Physician" '(Balc,er, 1974).
The numbering c,jarresponds to that of the cdmplete,
document.

Has the disease a morbidity/mortality that
, makes it an important one to prevent? The
more serous the potential illness, the .lower
the prevalence needed for the disease to be
Considered important.

43
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preventive,procedures. An example serof forms
may be seen in Appendix II.
2.231 Occupational medicine
2.231.1 Assessment of common risks
2.2i1.2 Injury prevention techniques
2.231.3 Evaluation for work "fitness"

Can one 'detect one of the following stages
of the disease process?

A risk exists?
The disease is present but asymptomatic? 1°
The disease is present with minimal sympto
is tfie detection procedure such that:

2.231.4 Management of industrial compensation cases

the sensitivity and spec' city (the number

.

acceptable?

it is acceptable to the p

2.233

ent?

Tables

relation to the yield?

nt of detection
rbidity/mortality
make a difference in th
of the disease greater than that which can be
exerted when symptoms are most easily appreciated?

Section 2.24, and "Evaluation of Preventive Measures," Section 2.15
2.24

Diagnostic and Preventive Procedures

2.241

Is it reasonable- to accept the risk of inter-

uri-

Office laboratory procedures:
nalysis, urine acetone

and 4;

hematocrit; white blood cell count;
differential; peripheral blood. smear;
sedimentation rate (Wintrobe Meth=
od); throat cultures, sensitivities;
Gram. stains; 'tests- for pregnancy;

vention for the gains anticipated?:
the intervention acceptable to the patient

and will the patient comply with the regimen?

Are resources such th'at:
follow-up of positive screening tests and
subsequent intervention can be carried out?
the proposed screening and intervention are
the best use of available resources?

,

2.2 SKILLS

It

For individials..-and for the practice, the
family physician must develop a program to"
maintain health and prevent disease. Standard
ctocedures should be woven into the system to

Risk evaluatione.g., using Geller

2.234 "Screening" proceduresSee "Diagnostic and Preventive Procedures,"

Nies intervention at the

Health 1hr:reliance Skills

schedules

and techniques

the cost and risk of testae reasonable in

2.23

'

2.232 Immunizationaccepted

of false negatives an false positives) are

,"
4

mono 'spot test; microsehpic4evaluatio'n of vaginal discharge, urethral dis44 charge,* Skinstapings.
2.242 Audiometry and visual testing
2241 Pap smear
2.2422 Tottometry

2.2424 . Pulmonary function testirtg FEV;

VC MDR
2 25

Treatment Procellures

In the following ha we try to enumerate

procedures:kW spine management skills that
ensure availability of all indicated measures
sho40 he a rarcof the fanilly;1"sir4an's.minir
all patients.at risk. Members of the health care
71epertoire.team must, be able to maximize compliance by :,"""
2.254'
Rehabilitation manageihent
with
recommehded
procedures
and
patients
2.254.Y Evaluation 'of a disabled,pat4nt*
schedules, consistent with the attitude of respect A
and his envkonment in ker to
for the individual's own responsibility. Health
determine the:heed for a special
maintenance is the anticipatioh of problems
rehabilitation center and the abiland appropriate action in situations of risk to
ity to solve the problem' with the
individuals of known physical, sociocultural, enlocat 'community resources.
vironmental, and emotional make-up. There-

2154.2 Prescription of basic physical

fore, one may advise breast' exams, or even

therapy and occupational therapy,

mammograms,- every six months on a woman
with a strong family history ot')hreast cancer, or
one may spend more time than usual preparing
a given child for elective surgerN. Health maintenance forms display the hiVlory,and plan

.-

for commons ambulation problems and pain and motion'prob701ems.

.

-

2 254 3. Use of behavioral jillinciples for

44
16
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. problems with job, relationships,

of

problems in
maintaining function; chronic
pain, use of drugs.
2.254.4 Management of disabled individuals involving the, fkmily home
situation, visiting nursortand other
4111.r
community resctiirce persons.
2.255 Obstetrical, management
modification

feelings.

.

(d) Aged: isolation, retirement, ,feelings, loss of function
(e) Couples: tommunication, sex,
other interpersonal problems
(f) Family: communication, role problems, management of problems in
one member, newly emerging pat-

2.255.10 Clinical asseiiment'of pelvic

terns of family life
3,258.8 -Anticipatory guidance: This skill
stems from sensitivity to platen-

adequacy

110

2.255.4 2 Fetal monitoring
2.255.14 Prenatal care
2.255.16 Post partum care
2:255.17 Genetic counseling
-.2.256 Management of newborn infant
2.256.1 Immediate care'in delivery room
of normal infant .
2.256.2 Detection of acute and lifethreatening problems (tracheo-

.

2.258.9

esophageal. fistula, diaph,ragmaticipr,

physician's point of view and

Witia)
2.256.4 Mtection of neonatal problems
during 'transitional phase '(first

four hours of life)

about the physician's plans and
expectations'
2.258.10 Self-knowledge: cognizance of
'own attitudes, problems and

and later

phases: respiratory distress syn-

tomes;
urrtnt:

transient
apnea,

hemolytic

strengths in dealing with other
per\13.,
n s. Ability to act in an accepti
objective manner with
sensitive or difficilit topics

tachypnea,
infettiOns,

44ase,

metabolic ,abnZfmalities (hypo;talceinia, hypoglyc:emia), CNS
abnorthalities

tial stresses because of the special nature of the stress (hysterectomy, child leaving ,home,
eic.) r5r'of the individual
Patient education `ability to inform pittients in an appropriate
manner; language, and detail
about their problems from the

(deaths., sexuality, "deviance")
2.3 ATTITUDES

2.256.5. Management of common prob-

1.37. The prevention of problems -should be

lems of the premature infant:
mbnitorjOrowth and nutrition,

sought whenever possible; risk should be
evaluated and minimized when feasible
for the individual ,patient.

physiologic handicaps
2.257 Gynecologic management

2.38 Patient education should be carried out

'2.257.2 Abortionambulatory patient

to whatever level is appropriate.

-

2.257.3 Contraception Counseling

2.257.4 WD insertion
-1/8
2.2.57.5 Diaphragm prescription and fitting

3.0

3.11 Legal Aspects of Family Practice

v.258.5 Counttling

3.111

(a) Children'and parents: rearing practices, school problems, discipline,
responsibility

State and national regulations: reporting communicable disease (VD,
hepatitis, etc.); premarital' exams;
preschool

(b) Adolescents: sex, school problems,
peer relationships, substance abuse
(drugs, medications, alcohol, cig,

.

3.1 KNOWLEDGE

2.258 Behavioral management

t'

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

exams, neonatal procehandlers' screening;

dures;. food

qualifications fOr driver's licensdre;1,
informed consent; sterilization and
abortion permission; obtaining court
ordeal for treatment; commitment

arettes)
(c) Adults: obesity, substance abuse,

45
41,
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)

proCedure and other mental it

3.244.6 -Flow sheets

e5s

(a Health maintenance
(b) Manageme of common problems

problems; mental incompetence,.

3.118 International travel requirements, for

hyperte sio

immunizations
3.14 Roles of Health Personnel

3.246 Recall system: "tickler file"
3.247 Clinical audit' for: patient care, continuing education management, research. Example; Patient Care .Ap-

Understanding training, competencies and
roles of nurse practitioner, physician's assistant,
office nurse; nursing assistant, technician, social

work% physical therapist, medichl secretary,

praisal

receptionist; pharmacist, _dietitian.

Set criteria for "quality" management
Pose questions for chart, review
Identify charts

3.2 SKILLS
3.23 Team Approach to Patient Care

3.231 Sharing responsibility, fOr patient care
vith another health professional: the

Review (by
ideally)

degree of sharing will Nifty widely ac-,.

Cording to the -competencies of the
health. professional (nurse practi-

Attant, etc.)

ofters in the medicalcare team: office
nurse, nursing assistant, secretary,
other assisting personnel
3.233 Conjoint management of patien.
problems ,where indicated with other
physician, social worker, counselor.
psychologist, public health .nurse,
physical therapist, -dentist, pharma-

%.

3.31 The physician's professional role must be

planned into available time, consistent
with other comrhitments, -especially the
family role.
3 32 Tasks and responsibilities should- be
sciared among coworkers and other health
profeSsionals.

3:33 A medical practice should provide care

identification, problem fist, ambulatory follow-up notes, hospital prog-

that is available geographically, financially, and temporally.
3.34 Since it is impOssible to understand a pa-

ress notes, use of records by all m embers of health care.team.
Fihng ancLretrieval system: Morbid-

tient in a single encounter, he should
' ideally be observed and foll6wed up over
a prolonged time period.

ity Index (CodingICDA, RCGP,
etc.), age/sex, geographic distribu.

3.35
'A medical practi e- should facilitate ap-/p,ropriate gby a much of the commu7

3.243 Data collection devices: questionnaire, imerView- lly office personnel

nay as possible by aking the procedures
and environment acceptable to persons of
wide age range, cultural and rittia? back:
ground, and socioeconomic classes.
3.36 The physician's practice should facilitate
hiss pwn happiness.

3:244 Data compilation and display
Chart system
3.244.2 Clerical information 4
3.24,4.3 Dat0base
(a) Family structure, and health

(b) Past history
(c) Personal and social. history
'(d) Physical examination
1244.4

Laboratory v_alues

3.244.5 Medication records

other primary care Physicians, Public
Health Department

3.3 ATTITUDES

cist.
,
3.24 Clinical Records
3.241 Problem-oriented methods: problem

.

personnel

3.248 Transfer of information to: thirdparty payers, consultants, hospitals,.

3.232 C peration for patient care' with

Sion, Others

clerical

Collate data
Evaluate
Alter practice if necessary

tioner, Medei, Primex, Physician's

3.2s

diabetes; etc.

3.245 Data recor mgdictating, computer

4.0 COMMUNITY MEDICINE
.

Community-Medicine has 4 yet no fixed definition because it is such a wide-ranging field The term

4

le

k

-or
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m4 be used to designate all those aspects of the
oiganilltion. of practice- which impinge on the cle=
livery of care, the relation of the practice to its cornmonitor, locally and nationally, and the relationships

of a variety of factors within the practice to each
other (also see "Practite ManageMent," Section 3.0):
The famNy physician must integrate his practice so

Maternal and child,health .
Mental health
Communicable. diseases
Community resources
4.122 Visiting Nurse Association (usually
fee-for-service)

Assessment of home for nursing

that resources available for health maintenance,
disease prevention, and -medical care delivery give
the best care possible'to the most people, to those
within the practice and the community at large. He
'needs to know the community in two waysas the
composite of .health resources and as an entity itself,
requiring prescription .and care.
4.1 KNOWLEDGE
ively
4.11 Health needs of thtioommun , ..th of
and as cogimunity expect. ons
4.111 Perceived need
by community

care

Hornet asing care
Home heAlth aid
Physical therapist

4.123 School healthoften Public Health
Nurse paid by the school chstiict

4 124 Cdmmunity Mental Health Center
(if available) government suppdrted
plus fee-for-service
.4.125 . Social Services

The following agencies are' peculiar
to the State of Washington, particu-

groups, individ

..- 4.112 Health planning: national priorities,
state emphasis, re ional "comprehensive health" plan g body (usually

.

larly to the Seattle area. Most will
have counterparts in other areas.
State Department of Social and

4.125.1

for one or several co ties), and local
commttnity plans and -sires.
4.i 13 Evaluation by physician data nevessary

Health Services is a sopel..agency'
encompassing several divisions:
(a) Diyision of. Public Assistance

to plan involve etit and im-

Aid to Families pf Dependent

provement in commonity. health.
4.12

Children
General Assistance
(Old Age Assistance, Blind Assistance, and Disability Assistance shifted to Federal Government January 1, 1874, under the
SSI /Program [Supplemental Se-

Health Resources of the Community

4.121N Publ ic. Health Department

Traditional provision: sanitation control (water, milk); environmental

uality (contiol of pollutants); colnon of vital statistics (birth and
-1-death registration with compilation of

Curity. Income))

corresponding rates, including infant
mortality); surveillance of disease
frequency and investigation of epidemics;,care of the indigent.

.Services for all the above categories remain with the State:
Medicaid. food stamps, chore

Recerrt trends: provision of' direct

(b) Services for the blind provide medi-

medical care to special groups in the
community (such as persons eligible

cal care, rObilitation and voca-

for maternallpd infant care or children and youth clinics, selected minority groups) or care for specific

_ (c) The Division of Vocational Reha-,
bilitation serves handicapped per-

services.

tional scrvic

sods who have potential for becoming employable.

(VD, family planning,
tuberculosis). Screening and followup of chronic diseases is increasingly
done (hypertension, cervical cancer). 14Public Health Nurse:
111
`Basic health teaching
conditions

(d) (Health services are listed above.)
4 125.2 State Employment Security provides assistance in procuring jobs;

unemployment compensation.?
4.125 3, State Department of Labbr and

.4 7
1

1

1,

V`
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is a' listing in the telephonk di-

Industries processes industrial
claims; provides a rehabilitStion
center.
- 4.125.4 Private agencies
.

rectory. Social wo'rkers, and psyc'hologists in private practice are
included.

(d) Division. of Public Assistanee,pre -

ta) Alaerican Cancer Societytrans-

sonic counseling services
through Family Services, MO

vides

portation tot medical appointments '
for cancer patients; patient education services; sick room eqyipment,

Services, CPS (Children's Protective Services).
(e) Hospital social workers and'chap-

hottrly nursing services.

,

(b) American Red Cross-lhort-term
emergency assistance for sem-

lains

(f) Counseling with Vocational Rehabilitation and Serv' icest..-for the

men and assistance to .,victims of
natural disasters and fires; services
to aged.

Blind
(g) Legal Aid and Lawyer Referral
Service (Bar-Association).
(h) Schoolsprincipals, counselors,
teachers, psychologists, nurses and
social workers
(i) Red Cross provides counseling for
servicemen and their families; aged.

(c) Easter Seats Societyprovides appliances, rehabilitation equipment,
orthopedic shoes; Information and
Referral Sevice.

(d) Salvation Army Welfare Services
Bureau meets many unmet community needs, e.g., emergency assist-

(j) Lay groupsAlcohdligi Anonywous, Weight Watchers, Planned

ance for food, lodging, medicine,
.

counseling.

Parenthood, smo,ker's clinics, prenatal classes, drug rehabilitation
groups, etc.
4:125.6 Other loCal resources
Migrant health, Indian Health
Igo
Service, National Health Services
Corps, Regional Medical .,Program' projects, etc.
4.126 Referral resources
Consultants
Medical Center
Special eesources: regional comprehensive -health planning agencies should have files 'on, available
resources for special problems,
such as blindness,speech and hearing problems, mental retardation,
renal failure, muscular, dystrophy,
congenital disorders, leukemia.
e4.127 Medical emergency resoarc
men, police, rescue agencies, mill ary ad,
1"
4.128 Nursing, rehabilitation facilities

(e) St. Vincenf'de Paulsocial services section provides emergency

.

assistance and counseling.

(f) Jewish Family Serviceprovides
limited financial
counseling.

assistance and

(g) Volunteer services organiz ed by
church groupsprovide transportation for medical appointments,
emergency assistance.
(h) Service clubs and fraternal organizations may provide help in spe-

i

cific situations.
(1)

-

Crisis agencieslocal groups to
provide crisis assistance and referral.

4:125.5 Counseling resources
(a) Family Counseling Service, as well
as church affiliated agencies

(CO-

olic, Jewish, Lutheiin, Unitarian,
etc.). Check telephone directory
"yellow pages" under "Social Services." Fee based on ability to pay.

.

(b) Community. mental health clinics.
Ftossbased on ability to pa,.

'

and harmful influences upon
health:, illness and medical care in the cornmunity. demographic characteristics ,(employmvt, age, race, income) and environmental hazards (pollutidn, industrial hazards).

4.13 Beneficial

.(c) "Counselorspersonal problems"

48
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4.14

--7

fkments of Hospital Organization and Relationships

4.17

Tripartite system of hospital govern-.
atice: rightand obligations of board
or trustees, medicalstaff,,hospital administration.
4.142 Staff by -lav
Selectioni and approval
restric,procedures,
qualifications,'
.
4.141

tions.

t

4.2

from the community and the ability io
lifestyle.

__

4.23 Effective relationships with other health
resources in the community.

4.24 Influence in a community for inlprove-.
mein of health care and of related pro- -

,

.

4:15 Ownership: individual, partnership,

ctsses.

proprietary corporation, non-profit
corporation

4.3. ATTITUDES

or ft, partnership-owned_

-Jand the role of the family physician in the
community.

nursing homes),`director of nursing
services, medical review board.
4.153 By-laws governing operation oefacilitiesadminisfrative and patient.care
dip

4.33, The understanding of community resources as an integral part of the health
care system; cooperation is essential in a
joint effort to maintain the health of the
commuhity4revent disease, and care for

policies.

4.154 , Key personnel: a,dministrator,,board
of trustees (where applicable), busi.
ness manager in large facilities, directOr of nursing services, social worker.
4.155 Physicians' services required: admission to skilled nursing or rehabilitative care only upon recofilmeneration
of physiciatt, and- patient remains

under care of a physician: Medicaf
findings and orders must be made
availableto the facility prior to or at

problems.

In summary, we have found 'that our initial at-

.

tempts to codify the knowledge, skills, and attitudes
of the family physician have yielded rewards in virtually every aspect of our educational effort. Though
much refinement sand frequent changes need .to be

carried out, thtoint statement of objectives provides an openness of purpose and a .commonality
upon which,to organize the educational effort.

the time of. admission. Patient information includes current medical

status diagnoses, rehabilitation potential; summary of courses of prior
treatments and orders for immediate
care of patient. Patient's toyi1 program of care to be revieweT and revised by attending physician at least

f

Ponce every 30 days;
4.16

...
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4.31 The assumption of reiponsibility for providing health care insa community.
4.32' Acceptance of the. corhmunity's lifestyle

4.152 Nursing home governance: administrator, board of trustees (except in
individual

.

' nity to improve hialth care and satisfy
personal goals.
-

Ekmcnts of Organization of Skilled Nurspg

-

.

4.22 Integration of practice into the commu-

business manager, director of nursing
services, laboratory director.
.
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SKILLS

4.21 The assessment of one's own expectation
,

4.143 Key personnel: administrator, board
of trustees, medical staff officers,

4.15

Cdnimunify comniuniefion network and dip:
aster plans

.
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APPENDIX I
e

Fatty MedichkResident,Perfonnance Evaluation 2.
The following items are excerpted'from the three-page questionnaire filled out

brall

fay members for each resident quarterly. The rating scale is

specified on the questionnaire and space for comment is provided.

PART I

BASIC SCIENCE SKILLS AND ATTITUDES
APPROACH TO PROBLEMS

PART H
A.'

CLINICAL SCIENCE

Clinical Science Knowledge
Understands principles of clinical physiology and pathology Demonstrates knowledge of common and otherwise important diseases

Demonstrates knowledge of clinical behavioral science (human develop;';
ment, behavioral disorders, psychiatric disorders, psychiatric interven-tion, psychosomatics)
'Demonstrates knowledge of clinical thevapeuticsDemonstrates knowledge of preventive n,...trtoe Voncepts of epidemiology,
evaluation of recommendations foifirdetectiotird intervention)
B. Clinical Science Skills
Demonstrates skill in guiding patients through health care system (appro-

priate referral to other heljh resources, maintenance of co munication, cooldination of care)
Demonstrates ability to implement an appropriate health maintenance
program for patients

6' Clinical Science Attitudes
Sets realistic goals in management of patient problies
Maintains an attitude that help should be attempted for all patients
Takes a broad view (physiological, behavioral, social) of patient problems
Shares resp6nsibility for solving patient problems with the patient, includ#
ing adequate patient education
'Maintains a preventive attitude

4

PART III PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
A.

B.

Practice Management Knowledge
Demonstrates_understanding of the trai ing, roles, competencies and effect
on practice of non-M.D. office personnel
Practice Management Skills
Demonstrates skill in management of clinical records (use of P.O.M.R.,
dictation ,filing and retrieval, transfer orinformation to consultants,
hospitals, etc.)

'Constructed by Michael J. Gordon, Ph D.

7

.50
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C.

.

-

Practice ManagemelAttitudes
Shares responsibilitie appropriately among co-workers

'

Emphasizes follow-up and Continuity of care
Appiopriately allocates personal and professional time

a

/

ya.
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I4EALTH MAINTENIalleE
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RECORD_
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DATE
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'36 37
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40

1

BP

.

38

Cardiac PE

Fundoscopic

Cholesterol

CXR

Pulse
Assessment

HCT

Rectal & Stool

ONCE IF NOT PREVIOUSLY DONE

--, /

Guaiac

ONE TIME

-w- PPD
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.
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.
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Interval
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'
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Cholesterol
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Pulse
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.

1
.
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,
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.
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,

.

Rectal & Stool
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,

,

.
_
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_

.

ONE TIME

.
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Dental PE
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,

Interval
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FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER

University of Washington
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HEALTH MAINTENANCE
RECORD

DATE

%

_
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> 40 Yrs.

64

41 42

3 44 45' 46 47' 48 49 50
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53 54
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58" 59 60
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'Cardiac PE
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CXR
- Pulse
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f
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T
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Urine Culture
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ONE TIME

,
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DT

Interval hx forni

35

54
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4
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In Vol. II of
is repeated three ti
-becoming phYsicia

INVITED DISCUSSION

.

8 British Medical Journal, it
4 that ithe trouble with ,women
is that they too closely tallow

the dictates of their professors. That is, it was fslt
- that woriiep were easily trained but*.couldpor
educated.' (Forgive the Mictorian error. abo
0' women.)
Do you consider yourselves as being welrtrainet,,,

George Thomson

.

or do you believe you are well educated? As a
$._

''.

trained' person, you know that b follows a. As an
educated person, you know why b -follows a. Td
paraphr
Michael,Shimkin (197.1:
In war asin medicine, the well trained say "caticlo ."

r 2 \-,

My lirs; comment on Dr. flaktr's paperI wish

I hacr Saidthatl Let me quickly give an encapsulated
rt
'rr,
didn't see it right I
summary
I see if tticau
may be.' eein'g-toAhe wrollIng. My summary of

'The well educated-asks, "Shedd we do?" While, we

that the ohjecirves are in the field of

need both good train,ing and good educaton, the

-

hits p-

14,0
otije

I S,

skills and vitudes. 'Then: (a) set W. competency -based objectives by Dr. Baker seem, to
'(b) 'give tit,. -experience, (c) identify

those ri-oi met, :(;d) recycle to' ensure objective ob-

tained, and k) reevaluate to
, ensure all have Sue-

-.- c

,

Th

4

goals'atie important and the system efficient.

iL

emphasize the training. The!,major, questions to be
solved in the propbeed program are the Sackett -like
questions on evaluation of Screening prcacedutes
(Sackett; 1972).'

r
..41.,, N.A.ITITU

Wheil i system is-absent, real problems will arise.
'PO my Candian Licensure E,xamination, Iftfaced t 1I.AS NOT BE
'...' ,'

.

DIRECT,ION
ET - .
.1

ici Just eve' atestions on internal medicine---one- s
,Through competency-based_ objectives, there is an
about gout. I, must have missed all lectures on
extellent
emphasis on knotledge. and why to ac:I hadnever seen,a patien't with gout. I found nothing 4
.
cumulate it. After all, one learns best under the presin my four yearS of class notts on gout. I had never
sure of, moderate anxiety.---:and if you don't learn
gout! Thai was at once a
learned -anything a
this, you flunk' Skill, is leal6ect when you recognize
tragedy for me and a p tential travesty on the public
that for right- banded deople?;the right hard is darnwhkhAwould serve. aker's system would probably
inant. But, has there been nn effective. pedtitogical
-- v have preventedthis tragedy andotravesty,
toordevelctped which teaches attitudes?
However, I alit left with thilEe Major concerns, for,What. is attitude'' From the American Heritage
which I tied HELP! These concerns are: (1), LearnArtionary, that Dirty Dictionary which defines. al
ing of a systemdelineates concepts; (2)'Attitudinal
the four letter words you might have wondered abobt
diVtion has NO,T,,been me.1(22 COgnitive facts
"A state of mind or feeling with .regard 'to so
martiot be teleyant (i.e., competency-based objecmatter.", Your attitu8e, thene is a state of mind which
tives are based *oit.the assumption that the goal i4
focuses your thoughts and affect your behavior.
v, agreed upon but ail agreement may not be true or
(I'll apologize in advance. I Kt out of the service
certifiedias an
correcte.g44i remember, in 19$0 to
and,startedtMedld4 School he next day in: Canada.
ctive was to
a4p, gob petehcy-bas
Man', of my classmates were ex-pilots and artillery
'a
f
Piethylstilbestiol
daily
to a patient'
gi
officeis. H. L. Mencken sale for four letter words
v)ith a t reatr ddkabottion!)
look to Canadian troopers or Neapolitan boatsmen.
My attitude toward four letter words changed in that
LiNiATFS
LEAJ4NING OF,A
aSTEM,

CO

.environment and my behavior may reflect it. So, what
the helli let s talk about teaching oft attitudes.)

..

4PTS

.

Th' is not bad. Learning,sif a system, a protocjit
an
n

4

orithm, kstandard workup, a' health mai
procedure is good. But learpingly such a proure presclibes thortht.
-

To .01 me a ne.w attitude, it 'has tom . : (a) A
practical size I can carry hi my head, not in
(ii). I can easily, see it does some _pod, (c)
, is
something so belieVable I can use it day or night (d)
,437
I

56
61'

4

-!
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When I use it, it works, (e) It will help nie help
. others.

use develops a "preventive attitude." See example in

Table I.

,

It attitude teaching in Preventive Medicine, Baker

has tended to follow Hilleboe's (1965) model pf:
(a) Prevention' of Occurrence (b) Prevention of
Fiogression (c) Patient Education.
I' propose that Thomson's 3 X 3 probleni-solving
,matrix is easier `to use. My model is not new, only
yin its daily application to clinical: problem soiving.lt

is a combination of the Epideiniologie Model of
Host, Agent, Envirqnment, and the three levels of
4*

prevention: Pr,itnary, Secondary, Tertiary.

kThe advantages are: (I). it provides an easy
formula to remember; (2) it'requires consideration to
fill in or reject filling in, (3) it provides a manage-

Ment toolto.patient problem solving; (4) it can be
applied to all clinical problems; and (5) its constant

COGNITIVE FACTS MAY NUT BE RELEVANT
We may well question some of our experiences. Is

there a valfie in d1. Pap smears? Kinlen and Doll
(1973) just finished s oing a rehash of the data in
British Columbia. It again raises the question of what
happens as the result of doing all thesells.ap smear's.
It has increased the number of hysterectomies done
in British ColuMbia but has it affected deaths front
carcinoma of the cervix?
Multiphasic screening raises another question.

When you consider that there is a calculated five
percent,false positive error for, each test and you do

an SMA-I6, you are getting almosto the

poi/It

4

411P.

Prevention Matrix pre

TABLE L
)

-.v.-.

,

a problem ot a 75-year-old won

PrimarY
Preventive
Measures

fracture of the wrist.
vp

I-

War? patient of brittle hones and
fall
.
prone

'Ir

ENVIRONMENT

AGENT-

ftos-r

;

,
Mai airs' nutrition and vigor An all No appropriate preventive
measures found
Ek rly
J

With,a

Promote senior citizen centers to,
encourage physical activity and"
better nutrition

Wear nun -skid shoes
'Decrease 'weight if overweight

Teach to fill correctly

Promote better lighting. smoother

,walkways which patient might
use

-'Weat wrist band% when walking
.04 ice

Hormone supplements

spraihs 4
X-raiy
arefullyi select anesthesia
Secondary

Preventive
Measures

Provide transportation for injured
Insure trained personnel available
for care

No appropriate preventive
es found
me

I

- - ye.
Cast
in
coc.k-up
position,
mtibiliz,: Removable protective splints
Ai
aftercast rertioved, to he
early, keep fingers active
worn rn daytime

( heck for irritation

allergy to plister,

f )m cast,
fi

css or

fit

omplete Medicare reports

'

,.,
Active and reistance
fingers and elbow

ruses for

Patient protected from filling
again

of

facility and appointment for rehabilitation. trans-

Adequate

portation, payment of costs

Tertiary
Preventive

. J. .1

Mea

Program' of better, health Mamie- NO appropriate fIteventive
measures found
trance to poi vent recurrence

Edtkate Lundy and orenursipg
home personnel about increased

risk for recurrence of accident

odt

1

-

Competency -Based Objectives/39
was describea by qne of my' residents as ."giving,it
the Nnefit of your best guess."
2. Specific Protection

TABLE 2. Abbreviated Statement dfCriteria for Programs
of MnItipbas1c Screening (after Sackett's Committee Rep cirt to APHA. 1969)

Geyour Tetanus and Diphtheria shots so you
won tdie. Burt neither has an effect on creating
a herd immunity. Polio vaccine probably does.

I. Screening must lead to an improvement in end results

'among those in whom early diagnosis is achieved
4
a) Therapy is effective.
b) Diagnostic confirmation is available
mptoraatic patients can
c) Compliance by
achieved.

But where does herd immunity fit In our criteria
8
kir, specific protection?
B. Secondary Prevention:'
1. Early diagnosis is a good thing. In koTte iny ,u worry kyr ,abou,...
stances it only
ou- ow what you
your disease, but at lea
are suffering from. That is one possible conclusion you. cap draw from the data that life expey*
tancy after age ten his not been' prolonged in
the past 20 years..

be
.

d) Long term benefits 10 patients will outweigh
mental effects to those labeled -diseased-1r -at'high

riA."
e) Effectiveness of each conlponent is proved before._
being added to a multiphasic system.
II. The cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness characteristics of
the program of screening and lo g-term therapy must
be known.
a) The frequency andAeverity of the isease Aarrants
an action to detect it
b) The effectiveness of a screening test should rel.& tclt

2. Management of patients to ledlen 'the severity of their complication-is fine. But, if longd immunosuppressant are nor,
term steroids
decreased, w '11 kill:trselves Withsuperinfec-

the population screened

c) The probable level of use of the information by'the
screened population should be known
d) The mix of screening tests should be appropriate for
the target population.

tions or old fa hioned TSB, '

C Tertiary Prevention.
I Rehabilitationis it always,good? Let's get
some criteria which will help 'ns evaluate posv

wherethink ofsit this way, wait until the ,get thatnew machine. SMA-21'
y father-in-law's experience
This reminds the
ventionsAi pad one which
,Among his many us
exeglled. He deiigne a low cost- little tool which
looked like a pair Of pliers. With it you could easily
4. the buttons on shoes. It was ready for market
repan
just as they quit making high button shoes.
These experiences suggest a need to develop a-set
of criteria to assess what we are doing And. gentlemen.this- is why, i am here My hidden agerida,is to
get you to help me develop a set of criteria for what
we axe doing. I had hoped-this conference could at
least deduce these. For the Secti6u of Epidemiology
of the American Public Health Association ( APHA ).
David Sackett (1969) prepared some criteria for the
field of screening for early diagnosis. (See abbreflated statement in :Table 2.) But, is early diagnosis
Is

the only level'of Prevention in Primary Care.'
early diagnosis the only thing we do%What atiout
developing criteria for assessrrfent of all ley

of

prevention?

A. Primary Prevention:
1! 'Health Promotion and Education
Keep out of drafts, drink yrfurnrunc juice, wear
galoshes, brush your teeth'okice a dayand see
your dentist twice a year This type of .education

.

operative remedial exercise for a mettiy4tic hip
fracture in a 75-year-old woman with emphy-

sema Let us look at this:fr'em a cast /benefit
standpoint as well as a caring standpoint..
2 Terminal Car4--1 don't know if any -or you
Halve. read my descriptions of primary, secondary and tertiary prevention. I always add considerate terminal care to the tertiary level Look
at criteria in reference to this because it may be
that here_ is where we can get the greatest payoff
of anything in
i
the field of'prevention. When we

prevent problems for a five-year-old child, in
adjusting to having lost his grandmother, the
effects of hit that is done may last 70 years or
that child.
At this point I am going to ask a question How
many of these "good thingswill emanate from professt 'C of preventive medicine and how many of
them are actually going to he Coming from the prir mary physician in,his day--day care of patients? It
seems that our relponsibility as teachers of preventive medicine is to teach preventive medicino in a
primary care'clinical setting and we might find it
.

)

more effective.
I will co
ude with the following. (1) Teach
knovklItge Arskills per Baker's paper. I tWnk It is

excellent, (2) Consider a way to get some deep, in-

58
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Hilleboe, HE and GW Larimore 1965.

grained Oblides of prevention ,into all students

Preventive Medi-

cine. Philadelphia, WB Saunders.

whether they.be primary care, typel or not; (2) Let
the experts gather0 here develop a sebof critelia on

1973. Trends in mortality from.
cancer of the uterus in Canada and in England and Wales.
Br J of Prey and Social Med 27:3.

kinlen, LJ and R Doll

how tp evaluate what is relevant.. The priMary physi-

cian wants this helpand.he isn't.gettlng it.

Sackett. DL 1972. The family pgysitian and the,periodic
health, examination. Canadian Family P,hisicM 18:61r

.
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with Dr. Thomson's point that it may be very constricting.

-

#1.

r

SCUTCHFIELD: Depite the limitations of the,
DISCUSSION

thoughtprovoking presentation. f-lowever,- when talking. to
new residents coming into our program, rtalk about
these three or four areas in a different Order. I put
values and attitudes first for several' reasons. First,

McWHINNEY: That was

a

very

because they are the fundamental thing that were
trying to change. If we change the values and attitudes, then the teaching of appropriate, skills, anti
' knowledge will follow. Secondly, I think the
more durable because certainly the kno i ge will
ause they are
Infact, one can't
so much More difficult to tea
any foimal seine. This
teach values'and attitudes
makes' the setting a tit* role Models absolutely
vital. In other wo s, if the valiies and attitudes that
turn, over every few years. Thirdly,

i
1

A

FARLEY. I would like to ftirthei reinforce the
prac -'

titioner.is, the attitude and abi ty to be critical of

then we might as. well not talk about dEm.
Further reason'why the setting- is so impfktare..is

,w fat he is doing, to ask questions-saying, ,`This is the
ten years
way I do it now, but is it rights" Ma

that it's not until the student or resident confronts.
the problems that he's ab to learn.howli deal with

.from now we'll change our whole sy em of looking
at cervical smears orexamining breasts or whatever.
The practitioner needs an attitude to adapt and contribute to such'chanse. This maybe .reinforced by
encouraging p'eactitioners to 'play ergle.in develop:
' ing data on which decisions regarding such change

Wok.]
My last comment would be one*.of s)u;qpathy or

,

student.

of education and are not practiced b the teachers

In relationto skills, some are uniquely suited to
family practice. Among these are the tactical and
stlategic preventive medicine skills to be used by 'a
family wictiaorier. [Note: these are discussed m detail in br. McWhinney's paper in chapter 4 of this

,

that he had that attitudeothen you can com
put that into your behavio
ectives. This argues
Ifilimodel family physician with
for task analys"
that 2
live attitude. I would further support efkirts to establish Megeriap behavioral objectives because the exercise 'producing those educational objectives in and of itself allows the faculty to focus
of a
their philosoppic-efforts towaids the prod
acuity".
common eduNional product--it makes
focus on what it is that they want to, co y to the

point that among competencies tt, he tatigtit

looking (of solutions to it This is one of the'problems
we've encountered in teaching epidemioldgy to residents.
.
.

empathy with you in writing Magerian objectives
because they becomeless and less possible and meaningful as you go up the scale. When you're down in
the practical scales its easy. The more you jet pa.to
attitudes, v,alues, and philosophical levels, the more
difficult an4 impossible if becomes. I was comforted

are based.

S SMITH. Pr. Farley points- out that much of
what we're being. taught might be irrelevant in JO,
15, 20 yeais. and that the practitioners shouldbe prepared to change, ideas about whpt is right and what is
wrong. One way to get that doe is though the feedback from One's patient popalatiot Accordingly, you
can't consider a family medicine-resident to be competently train id unless the training ha included firsthand experieTce with consume! fj'edback end con--

umer respossibility for the doinition of the .needs
and for the Tolanning and evaluation Of the services
rendered to meet those needs. This iffiportant con.sideration has been missing from the discussion mt.

to read in ' Silberman's, Crisis in the Classroom a

far.

critique of the Magerian approach to educational objectives. While it's valuable as a discipline, I agree

CHRISTIAN I have some reservations 6n this
koint In my residency training weave worked yiuli
.

1

"

r

,
.

GO

.

Cy 0

t.

identify what it is that he did that led you to,know

We're trying to convey don't pervade the whole setting

them. It's so very diffMnt learning Viething in
theory and thenahrig up against a OPbblem and

.

method, it's important for us to develop competencybased behavioral objectives'in order ro get any kind '
of handle on the quality of our educational product.
It is difficult tcr &fine the attitudinal objectives,
but all of us are aware of the e rience, I'm sure,
of having seen the family physician who has effectively demonstrated that he has that attitude, which
you regard as a preventive attitude. AO if_you can

41
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.
.
consumff advisory groups and frequently found that
they don't have a, realistic approach to'what is cost
effectiveoThey want' you to manage many more pa-,
tients than yoircan, They want you to create more
facilities than 6.0 can. So my point would be tha
you are 'going to. train residents to work with con- .
sumers, that you counsel them to assess how,well informed the cofistuners are regarding how msith medicine costs, what services are available, effective, etc.

art o the resident s role, in fact, might be to act
consumers in becoming. better informed.

;

social environment there tlfat sultams and supports
this preference%

ma' y students.,,graduating from. the University of
'a liington are heading far prima'ry care, particuin 'rural aregs. The first is the admissions pr-oce re which is in art the result of a State school
responding to a clear- social need, at least
Pacific Northwest. The admissioiic
harifforTST ens w o aregoing to do that. If you ask
they look fOr them, I don't know The answer
me k

(It

PAYTON: I...would like' to pursue this further

practitioners ought to create an attitude Conducive to
achieving the competencies Pr Baker has listed. '
) Also, starting with outcomes: you will .speed 'the .
-4earning process in medical school I note that Dr
13a1Zer has listed ender lOoWledge, for example,

"Pres/ale ce; approximate; including populations at
., I can remember my pathology textbook
-risk."
always ha )ng a little setien about ' milles greater
decade. etc . etc .
4-than females occurring in t th
viz know that
I
',but I couldn't understand s
Okay,
if
we
ould
start
with
the point
'at that point:
achieve
and
one
of t se
that we have outcomes
outcomes is the presention of illness. maybewe ca
Show students, both at the undergraduate and the
postgaibate training lelels. why they need to roun
that piece of information MotiYation' Get them to
recognize that this is for jhe benefit of their patients
On the matter of creating the commtIrtity preyen-Ave attitude, I would like to take us back* one step
from the discussion of training to a consideration of
the attitudes we are starting within students entering
the medical fields To what extent do these entering
attitudes determine the ultimate attitude of the 'prac",titioner9 I understand drat an unusually large pro-.
} portion (approximately 50 percent ) at the Universoy
of Washington Medical School elect to pursue the
: "family:Physician Pathway. a curriculum which.
in title at least. implies a philosophy N er): different
', from most of the training k received in medical
school. I am interested in what accounts for this Is
`there something about the students that .are selected'
Is there something additionally different about the
.

;

stainiiid sa4' that is classic in senior skits

that thcani.get into the University of WashingtOn's

and suggest that in delineatingreducational objectives
,.we ought fo begin with outcotnes of the health care

systemgetting people, plvsicians as well 'as coni, surnete, to think about what it is tat we would like
to have accomplished through this massive, Multibillion dollar effort that' we're putting forth. This
focus on the primacy of outcomes on the part of

s

B KER There are three
majOr reasons why
.

Med al ScliOol unless you say, "I'm going to be a
rural: family-toc in the Pacific Northwest.)
Secondly.-the modeling system has 'cliAged. Family
Medicine, through Its,involvement in core eUrriculum puts on three half-days of the orientation week
,duce the concepts of inter'during Which we
n 'We dc; it in small groups
personal communi
with physician's. mainfv family docs that are on the
faculti.. and these are* the first do'ctors the students
see. The-subspecialist is no longer the-prime or sole
clinician model. Lastb, there is- a very successful
curriculum advisory systemfor students who are pre -,
paring for primary cafe This tncludeS, ongoing contact wish both academic and comniunity-bae&I
fa'milY physicians'

The curriculum for'the pathway 'fits Whitehead's
Conceptual frame, beltinning with a rOniance phase
the first year--communiciiing with patients. proceeding to a precision phase during-the second year',
--critically discussing preventive medicine and other,
primary clue skills and concepts in seminars and
learning theapplicatiOn of specific skills in consort'
with a practicang family physician. and concluding
with' a synthesis phase consisting of a six-week seminar clerkship in a femily practice in a rural coin-

ti\

M 11 I t

.

QK ES 1 question the imphicaNhn that' basic
values and' attitudes. can be taught in medical cducanon Basic attitudes and values dense from the
family and from earlier training and cultural experiences All we can do in medical school is reinforce
those attitudes which we consider good.
SC UT( HF/H.D ,Wrong' Members of my mech-

L

,cal sepool class receised a Multiphasic Personality
Inters. icy. every- year for four year i We got pan
noid, lost' our 'humanitarianism, gontir: thontart
lost our micuil ,conscier_Fc% and became Yery diseas
",'Al
focused I hey certainly changed our attitude'
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PRACTICE RESIOENCV

Today, there are over 287 approved residencies,

Donald F. Treat

over 85 departments or divisions of family medicine
in American medical schools, and several dozen in

'With the publication of the Millis Report (Report
of theCitizens. Commission on Graduate Medical
Education, 1966), the attention of the medical cornmurgy was abruptly shifted from the cc:misting
scene ofleapini advances in basic hiomedicresearch to the disquieting spectacle of penous
deficiencies in the health care delivery sysfem A
major emphasis in Dr. Millis' report was ttiat .the
system would function much more' eflicien0y and
onoinically if each patient.had access to a Orimary

ysician who v.otild be responsible for advising.
coordinating, and supervising the patient's Medical
care. Another national commission -( Nation4i Com

mission on Community Health Services, 1966)
pointed.out that the direction in medical echication
. would need son*. alteration if personal phy-iicians
were (*appear in any number and be equipped to

prOvide high quality -of care The WrIlard Report
(Meeting the Challenge of Family Practice; 1966)
enunciated the necessity of special training por physicians who would both delivet-primary typetoj care
ilk patio-its at easily accessible points of entry into
thNnedicalsare system, and be responsiblelfor providing logical contin ity and supervision
s that these comnlittee re,
During the sam
ports received national prominence, the ArneeiCtin
Acadeniy of General Practice (biter chaFtged to

Amertitn Abadeitiy of Family Practice) vigorously
advocated the concept of the family physicin as'one.
which would meet the need for comprehensive, continuing care. The family physician would be broadly
knowledgeable in the medical disciplines mom useful

to physicians of first contactinternal medicine. pedfatrits9. .preventive medicirki, obstetrics.

ysitian would need an

manly found it the prod-.
amalgam of skills not c
f- any qlt.siing residencies, new training pro grains would ave to be launched. In 1969, when
the new field of family. medicine received specialty
status by virtue of the establishment of the American Board of Family Ppctice there were only a
handful of residencies to train t e new bractitionecs.,

medical

gynecology, office type surgery, and behavioral sci-

other countries. Concurrently, there was a great surge
of activity among legislative and philanthropic.
bodies to provide essential, funds ?or the support of
these educational efforts, and a few of the traditional

specialties, particularly pediatrics and intcrnal medicine, began to rethinkand reevaluate,theizAown approach to medical education at both graduate and
undergraduate levels in light of expressed public
i
opinion and changing priorities
Out of this ferment the outline eit a new breed of

physician is eradually, appearingonededicated to
bringing high quality of care to the cnnonhealth
proble s encountered in daily living One can then,.
for purposes of this paper, the )primary care
deft
'sician of l-st
ian
as one who t 1) serves as
phys
contact with ;he patient and provides aimeaps_of enthe health care system, ( 2 ) ,evaluates the
try in
patient's total health needs, provides personal medi-lb

cal care within one or more fields of Aiedieine. and
refers when indicated to appropriate xqurces of care
while preserving the .continuity of his care,. (3 assumes responsibility lot the patient s aomprehensive .,
and ctantinuous health care and acts, :iN'there appro- v

prime, as leader or c(iordinak of a tcatu of ;health
care pros iders, ( 4 ) accepts esponsibility for the
patient's total, health care within, the olitext of is
environment, ,including the Aim ity anc4 the
EW, 1973)
family or comparable social unit J
While the family physician, as primary care phytoclan for the family, regards the health of Oft: whole,
familyall ages apd both sexes" under his aegis.
at least on the' primary care Itivel,Iltje.other major
deliverers of priinaty carethe nteroist. the pedia;
trician, and the obstetriciancustom4rily place c;ertam limitations %kith regard to age or sex of their
,.
patients
.
From such a definition,' it is evident that the

in

sights and skills of preventive medicine would be of
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there is little likelihood that the patient'S unarticulated needs will be., met. Since crisis care is the
antithesis of comprehensive and continuing care (al-

substantial importance to the functioning of the pri-

rmary care physician. Preventive medicine, with its

melding of social, economic, epidemiological and
statistical sciences, is a discipline which can enable
the new physician to affect the health of his patients
by, identifying incipient disease, flagging high risk
situations, mobilizing community resources, and by
working with other professionals to reduce hazards
and remo'e barriers to good health. The responsibility for the harmonious integration of these somewhat

diverse

elements

with

the

though the management of crisis falls within the
purview of comprehensive care), the physician must
have" an attitude which conveys the importance Of

curative and

rehabilitative aspects of medical .ea're requires a
"global view". on the physician's part. It also re-'
quires a willingness to4ork closely with other physi-

cies, for no single physicien can possibly possess
irthe knowledge and skills needed to solve the many
T complex health problems in his practice. e.
What, then, are the competencies required of.tfie

, ..primary care physician if he is to accomplish his
task? Before addressing 'this question I must acknowledge my own bias and identify the limits of my

comments./First, the scope of thi4 paper does not
Permit a detailed consideration of all of the competencies required. but rather calls for emphasis on
those competencies with preventive medicine content: And, secondly. my: only formal teaching exOrience has been with a training program fo'r
family physicians and. therefore. my positions and

?preventio,rcithezzient (Blanchard, 1970).
It is universally appreciated, I Believe, that a few
Patients. mostly women and children, present themselves fairly regularly for "check-ups" which are
often directed more toward the detection of early
'disease than to identification of factors which constitute risks to future health With frustrating frequency. no active disease 'process is detected
Moreover. identified health hazards, such as. obesity,
or abuse dc alcohol or tobacco, are often not sufficiently disturbing to the patient to motivate a
change in his habits or lifestyle.
In, addition to the difficult and delicate', tasks of
arousing the .patient's concern about asymptomatic
health proble:ms without' producing hypochondriasis,
the physician is aware that the effectiveness IV many

,

1,

popular approaches and techniques to prevent dis- t
sease or disability are unproven. The question, "DOeS)
preventive waeOlcine really, work'?" deserves study '
and carefiO testing under a variety of controlled ,it- ;uations Re -alts would be of great value to the physi-

cian when planning effecti've allocation of his time ,
'Or
and resources
ii
For the' prototype of effective primary prevention
-rte issLammitnization' against infectious "disease '1,

statenierm must be seen in that light

}

PREVENTIVE, MEDICINE COMPETENCIES

there- is little question of its effectiveness The pri- '
will diScuss the required, preventive, medicine
conversant with. the latest ,t
mary physician must be conversant
competencies under four headings primary prevenrecommendations in this area by the recognized ,
tion. secondar prevention. to *include elirly disease **national and public health advisory bodies ( World
anent education, apd community media
detectio
Health Organisation. 1960, 1961, 19719 He also
I

;weds a system of practice which is designe 1 to a4'

cine.

Primary PrOention

The protection and preserieation of his patient's
health may be he most impOrtant tasks of the primary physician. Yet. in terms of time and /effort dcvoted to their accomplishment. they often receive
scant attentionduring the' average' patient physician
contact (Peterson ,et al . 10.6. Baker and -,Parrish.
1965). Why,is this so' A partial answer undoubtedly
lieNkin the perceo;cd expectations of Ow paticrit. whop

.usually presents himself- to be restored to health. or
to have his discomfget reduced if anvils not possible
If 'the physician sees is responsibility as limited to
responding-to the im iediate, often self-limited crisis,

.

*Periodic updating of each patient's im uniza-;
nstatus A description of one system will be found
later in this paper Howeser, no system can substitute
for the 'physician's positive attitud tovard proven -{
c brin: yrwith
Lion, which may well be somethin
him when entering the primary care ..1),eld rather thapl

'

something he acttuires through training. A small;
study of incoming Family Medicine residents inl.
Fhe University of Rochester lsamily Medicine PRO
gram showed that they had very positive attitudes'
care. (Sec;
tow ard preventive .aspects of medic
Furthermore.
review of
Appendix I. this chapter )
the office medical records from several gradtiates of
the same program indicates that primary preventioni
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.

is so regarded as an important-part of office practice two or three years after completion of formal
education.
.
Competency in primary prevention, then, encomite knowlodge, skills, and attitudes
passes the
ble 'the p rimary physician to wevent
which wi

screened occurring witkioufficient ftequency within
the population at 'risk? Is itassociated,with significant mdrbidity? Will early detection benefit the patied! DO the screening, tests available possess the
required degree of sensitivity, specificity, and reproducability? And does the patient understand what the
testing procedures may mean to him in termsof cost
and possible benefits?
To make rational decisions in this area, the physician needs much more and better data than is cur-

disease Here possible, either through immunization
against infectious disease, or through patient education for patients exposed to identified health hazards.

'

__.

Secondary Prevention

rently available, and he needs u good grounding
in the epidemlolOgical principle's inVivedtwo
areas where departments of preventive medicine)

.

t

When the doctor discovers the presence of disease

.

in his. patient, his preventive medicine competencyswag extend to limiting the impact of the disease on
the patient, his-family, and his community. Perhaps
Ahe singly most important aspect of secondary prevention is the timely: employment of rehabilitation
measures. Like immunization in primary prevention,
.
there is little doubt that early steps to preserve and
restore the patient's abilities -to function often dramatically decrese the potential social and economic
cost of the illness. 4.vin, theLeritica element is the
doctOr's attitude toward the patient and his illness. To
from
cite a common example, the patient
a recent myocardial:infarction may ftinction a great
deal better when he returns tg.work if he knows his
family and employer are aware of the "game.plan"
for his resumption of normal aclivities. The lt,ly person to minimize reentry shocks is the }personal physidon, It is incumberit upon the teachers of primary
care to stress that citrativt skills also are not enough
to do the compiehensive job required, of the ptimary1
physician. White it is not neceTary.ththe physician.
-carry Out the rehabilitative program personally, he is
responsible for sceinrthat it is done, and this implic

could mane major contributions.
Patient Education

One of the most popular betiefs he by laymen
and physicians alike is the one whi asserts that
health education can be an effective method of improving the health of the individual or theAcommunity. The adherents seldom define , what they.
mean by patient education. For our purposes, patient

education means a deliberate effort on the part of
the physician to modify a patient's behavior by in
forining him about health hazards and by recommending change. While this is a daily exercise for
nearly everydne practicing clinical medicine when
caring for individual patients with identified problems, the concept of education for cohorts of patients,

a basic knowlfdgeof rehabilitation as one of his
competencies. `
,

*Another aspect of secondary prevention involve'

the notion that, in many instances, dettctron of disc

,

or the practice as a whole, is seldom practiced. The
primary physiciati must either learn to use techniques
for educating groups of patients with identified risks,
oremploy someone else to do the job, if he hope's to
change the health habits of considerable /lumbers of
his patients. Education of inappropriate utilizers of
medical care'has important implications for practice
iinanagment Education of the whole practice may
influence important health decisions for the corn-''
munityfor example, fluoridation of water, identification of unmet health,needs, etc.
_

ease in its asylnotomatic state will be of definite
'benefit io the patient. This arlpealing concept has " .Community. Medicine
been seriously challenged by several,(Sackett, 1972;
Siegel, 1966; Boueot and Weiss,- 1073; Ahluwalis
and Doll, 1968) who question the benefits derived
e screeningwprograms and periodic
from w
tions. A rational approach to\ early
health
on is clearly calledfoi, and should be
disc
mary physic 's co,nipetencies To
part of
of screening
. hould he prepared to
justify th
Is the, disease to be
questions
estions
answer such qu

One of the primary physician's tasks is to be able
to mobilize and orchestrate the health resources in
Ins patients' community. To use a sport analogy, the
primary physician, like a good quarterback,, doesn't
do everything on every play, but he does call the
signals More and more agencies are being formed to
meet the...health needs of certain types of pa-dents. It

is important for the physician to become familiar
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I- with the kinds of assistance his patients can- .expect
from the health resources in his community so that he
can make appropriate referrals. Thompetency can
be'taught in graduate training programs which inter.
face 'with the community at large as well as other
medical disciplines. He must be equipped through
training and experience-to guide patients-with ,multifaceted problems which often involve whole families,
cross cultural and plofessional lines; and to help -the
patient surmount numerous obstacles to obtain the
.
assistance ;aded.
Besides mobilizing health resources, many primary
care physicians, by the very nature of .their work,
will participate in conceiving, organizing and operating community based health agencies Self-help organizations, service clubs and similar health groups
often need the expertise of physicians. The area and
degree to which the primary tare physician- becomes
involved in community health problems will be determined by personal interest as well as expertise.
\Some will concentrate their energies in the area of
.
direct care, 4nd merely use well the resources available. More plan to help their communities identify
their health 'problems and plan for rational' choInge.

For this later group, training programs should he
flexible enough to allow parallel development of skill
'')
in both clini:01 and community'medicine
the
preventive
meckeine
competeuiln summary,
c s should enable the primary physician to identify
high risk patients individually and by groups. to deliver 'comprehensive primary proventive cii-e through
immunization. developmental guidance and availability as a knowledgeable source of health informatiorf,
to limit the impact of ,disease thoxigh use of selected
7

:'.

screening piocedures, early 'di4nosis, prompt/ care
and early refiabilitationind to utili,e available community resources
Having dated the preventive medicine objectives
for primar physicians. it remains for us to examine
d to
the rdsourc s needed to attain the objectives find
describe how those resources can he combindd and
integrated, into an effective teaching/ learning experience.
.
.
I '
' TEACHING RESOURCES
4

I

.

J

It will bt convenient to divide into two parts our
consideration of the resources needed for the teaching

of preventive medicine competencies to physicians
planning to deliver primary care I he fast part will
be devoted to a descriptibn of the structure or frame.-

work for -a teaching program; the second, to the
process or.teaching method.
The Structure

The structure of any teaching program provides
the essential framework of boundanes and support
for the teaching process. The strufture-tan be described under the headings of setting, record system,
consumer group, and faculty, including relationships
the following discussion,
with other departments
I will use a Family Medicine Program as a prototype b,!cause I am more faMiliar with programs in
that field than other primary care disciplines.
Consideration of the environment in
which primary care is to be taught is of fundamental
importance, for it establishes the proximity of teachSetting

ing resources. the general direction and emphdsis
within the program,, and it,attractiveness to residents. What are the necessary elements which will
ta6litate the learning of preventive medicine in a
family medicine residency? Rerhapis the most essential element is association of, the residency With a
supportive group of individuals Snd institutions
%OKI,' have goals comparable to those of the rest=
dency program. Th-e environment sholiTtl be one in
Winch teaching is at least as important as service or
research. There must he a community of teachers and
students to generate 'euthusiastic pursuit of new
knowledge and better applications ej old knowledge.

Without such a community, a residency will he
limited to -vocational training, and although it "mays
prodiice adequately :trained physicians, it will have
difficulty attracting the most innovative and challenging teachers and students
the frequently raised question is where should a
primary care residency be located, in a university or
community hospital? Either/ setting is compatible
with excellent perTormance providing the essential
ambience and resources are -present ,Ideally, the
settingshould combine both the realistic. pragmatic
te.aching ground foundiTi goodcommunity hospitals,
with she community bf learners and educational resources associated with university settings.

For purposes of illustration. adescription of the
setting for the University*of Rochester Family Medicine Program may be useful The program is p joint
effort by the Umyersity's School of Meolkeine. and
Dentistry And Ihighland Hospital, a major teachihg
-.initiate A decision to locate the program at High-
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land, a community-bastihospital abtut two miles
from the University Medical Center, was based on

Practice Residencies specifically states that the

the university's recognition that the family physician
would be caring for patients in the community and
using community, rather than university-type, medical .camjacilities,upon graduation. There were also
'radical considerations of space and financial underwriting, which Highland Hospital was able to provide. This important 4i1Gpision was made in 1966 by
an Advisory Coemittee composed of- chairmen of
selected major cliffisal departments at the University
and their counterparts at Highland Hospital, together
with administrative representatives. From the begin=
ning, the University recognized its fundamental resionsibility to make its analytical, planning, and,educational skills available to the new prograrh. At the
same time, the committee did. not dictate either the

possible, the conditions o

form or the content of the nio program. It tried to
avoid the haiard of putting aew wine in old wine

3

t
.

skins.

Rather than develop a new, free-standing and

i
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model practice unit s

uld simulate, as closely as
actice. The clear

intent is to avoid the,crisis-centered operations 'of
the hospital emergency room, or the disease-priented
approach to the patient so common in hospital based
specially clinics.iiihe selection of a suitable site, for
the model practice unlit is of crucial importance. Does

the site permit the unit to be part of the essential
"environment of learning" described earlier? Is the
site easily accessible to patients, students, and .fac:ulty? If the Progranri depends heavily on inpatient
services for teaching, is the site convenient for the
residents? Is the site of the unit. one which is acceptable to the patients it- hopes to serve, or is it
burdened with old baggagebus'station waiting
areas or .long subterranean passages through the
bowels of a hospital? And; finally, has space been
provided for teaching and research as well as patient
care? Several of ,these questions will -be considered
in some detail because of their obvious implications

for 'community and preyentive medicine departments.
separate department of family' medicine, the UniverCareful consideratiop and selection of the patient
sity decided to create a divisipn of family medicine
population
is-crucial. if one intends to attract some
which- would be the joint responsibility of four unipreemiddte=kni
upper
class patients, the mddel practice
versity departmentsmedicine, pediatrics,
unit
should
be
located=
with their expe4tations and
this
By
ventive medicine, and Psychiatry.
concerns
in
mind.
'By
the
same token, it one recogdiminished
arrangement, th%disadvantages of slightly
including- -lower socioimportance
of
nizes
the
'offset
autonomy and prestige of division ,status was
locaeconomic
groups
in
the
training
progra
departby direct commitment of each of the parent
rtation.
An
trans
public
near
should
be
tion
undernignts to the success of the prOgram. It was
early
decision
at
Rochester
was
to
develop
a
teac
ng
reedents'
stood from the beginning that many of the
practice
population
with
demographic
characteristics
inpatient
clinical skills would be acquired through
mirroring, as far as passible, Rochester as a' whole.
rotations and, therefore, the ;traditional clinical deIn this way, we planned td provide residents with
teaching
responsibilipartments would have major
the experience o' caring for families from the various
by
the
fob"ties. Family medicine was a7?s?) viewed
cultural,
ethnic, social, and economic packgrounds
departments as a, field which; contained many areas
reprekekted
in our city. We wished to avoid the
forms
of mutual interest and the possibility of new
overwhelming
experienceot assuming comprehensive
undergradof interdepartmental cooperation. At the
care
for
large
numbers
of multi - problem,, disadvinteachigir
exercises
inuate level, for example, joint
taged
families.
Sueoess
in achieving '-this goal is
rnedicVe,
psychiatry,
volving medicine, preventive

and family medicine have Mowed students to examine tfie intact of chronic disease upon the patient,
his family, and the community. Although the Roches-

ter program is primarily &Signed as a residency

from
particiRochester and elsewhere have succelsfully

training program, undergraduate f. students

pated in research and patient care aspects of the
program.

One of the unique features: of residency training
in family medicine is the model practice unit. The
Accreditation Commission Guidelines for Family

reflected in Table 1. Hammond and Kern (1959.)
pointed out several years ago that it is difficult to

maintain enthusiasm for preventive medicine among
students who are caring only for patients whose needs
and demands are -sharply focused, on the present.
While out location, adjacent to a comninnity hospital
in a multi-class neighborhood, did not "provide easy
access to the inner city population, many cal any-,

wtiy, thereby demonstrating strong dotivatiop to
obtain "middle class" medical care. Had access to
the inner City been easy, voesonld have been overP
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TABLE 1. Sotto- Economic Class Distributions of Monroe
Cotinty and Family Practice Populations
Monroe County

Family Medicine
Practice Population
by Socio-Econdmic

Popillation'
by Stria-Economic
Class

Population
.104,492
224,837
,2563803

S.E.S.

I
II

Ill
1V

,

Class
%
15.1

32.5
37.1

70,675

10.2
'5.1

34,9054

491,512,

100.0

Population
853
2,217

3)73

11 0
28.5

371

40.8
14.7
4.8

7,775

,99 8

1.141
'I

(8/73)

Based on 1970 Census, U.S., Department of Commerce%

Social and Economic Statistics Administcation. and Fivepart Composite S.E.SIndex by Wagenfeld & Willie, "Calculation of Socio-Economic Areas of Rochester and Monroe
County,New York" Rochester, 1966.
(S.E.S. I is, the highest and S.E S V is the lowest.)
of,

ambulatory patients, much easier. The adjacent hospital also provides. convenient access to many con4sultative services' and I educational- resources. The
(proximity of the hospital and the intimate relation.

ship between program and hospital staff provides
the residents with opportunity to work with other

professiOnals in solving problems of mutual concern.
The physical structure of the model practice ,unit.

should facilitate.the team. approach to patient c4lre.
Some 064 basic requirements are centraltrfrkate4
medical raords, easily accessible to all tearts; sufficient number or conference T rooms which can
double as teaching and demonsIration areas; office
§pqce fora on-. site associates,like physician_ assistants
or social...,:vor ers; a laboratory for routine of
tests and easi accessible diagnostic ra'cliologic fa-

.
-

cilities. Even the patient waiting area deserves care-.
ful planning: Not only should it convey a Swarm, relaxed aiid comfortable impressionibut it should also 'have a p)ay area1or children and fit educational area ...,
for adults.
So fa!, we have considered-the environment and
locationlin which`primary care thay be tabight effectively. The next part of the. structure is the group!of
people assembled to carry out the tasks of the pto-

whelmed by the de hands for crisis care." Certainly
more thne, money, and personnel would have been
diverted to out-reach, community type services.
Preventive medicine can bring itk epidemiological
and statistical skills into the family practice unit to
demonitrate the usefulness of its discipline for the
-gram. 1st as the tasks of education, patient care
practicing physician. The model practice unit-is a
and rese rch'are.interrelated and often overlap, so 'do
research model as well as an example `of one method
the role of individual staff meet-bus, particularly
of health care delivoily. One of the competencies exfadulty: he point at which the. various members of
pected in the primary care physician is an ability to, the staff; have the.greatest degree of interaction, and
collect and analyze data abouj, his practice. Hemust
where
t of the-teaching within the mitel practice
actuallY be, able to use the data to answer questions
unit -meth's, i5 in meeting 'patient needs. The needs
inipcirtint to him if he is to carry research tools with
may require only a straightforwaid and relatrvely
him into practice. In the'preslf residency training,
uncomplicated response on the part of one-member
with the many, demands on the resident's time, the
of the health team, such as would be sufficient for v
access' ility,of data, whether in a morbidity index or
acute, *If:limited illness. Or the patient and his
a patient's record, ofteR determines its usefulness.
family nay need special assistance from several staff
And the same is true in practice.
meniberp,---patients with combinations of social,.psyMany of these considerations determined the lochologi '? and medical problems , are obvious
1......
cation( and forth of the model practice unit. The
exampl g.
Univeisity of Rochester' Unit occusies. one floor in
The iaff includesfaculty, residents, nurse piaca ,professional building, adjacent to Highland Hostitioneri, nurses, health assistants, secretaries, adpital, a 30Q-bed community hospital. Separate parkministrltive assistanj§l_and laboratory personiTel. Aling areas, entrance and elevators serve the building.
though residents are ciWOmarily thought of as being
Other private physicians occupy offices on adjacent . taught ley the staff, it, is mote rewarding to regard
floors." The model practice unit is connected j-ly a
them. as colleagues in a joint .t ntesprise, for then
corridor to the hospital. Sihce most of the resicrents:
they cat) function more comfortably and pr
i0ely
inpatient service time is at Highland, travel time is., within 4 team setting. Virtually without X7Pcxtption,
less than if the model practice unit were locatecP the resdents intend to practice their specialty in
elsewhere. Having one's Office within a few steps' of
partnerShips Of groups _rather than as solo- practihospitalized patien makes the care of both bed and \.tioners.1 Moreover, they. iptcnd to work with other
.
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health care providers such as nurse practitioners,
physician assistants, public health nurses, social
worlters, psyChologists, pharmacistsin.fact, every'bite who can contribute to imPrOving the patient's lot.
The concept that the patient would benefit if more
of his day-bit-day health care needs were provided
by non- M.D.'s is realtively new (Allied Health Personnel; 1969). We now see many programs developing.to train a variety of non-M.D. hkalth Care pro-

viders (Smith., 1970; Bates, 1972). Most of these
programs, as well as primary care training programs
for physicians, see their graduates working in a complimentary way. From a leaching point of view, it

will be important and perhaps essential that each
discipline learrito Work closely with the other- to
bring_coherence to the medical care,s4ne. For pre-

if he hopes to do more ihm just respond to the
complaints of thosedwhO come io him.
Registry. Essential for the comparison( of popu'a-

tidns is standardization for age and sex, since the
prevalence and pattern's of disease -are strongly dependent upon those variables. Knowledge Pout the
age and sex distribution within a practice also permits certain operational decisions to be made on a
rational basis. For ,example, analysis of the age/sex
data might support an impression that someone with
appropriate skills for a specie-age group could be
adequately employed. Such an impression would be lit
enKanced further if year-to-year comparison, demonstrated consisteit, trends within the practice.

ventive medicine, these developments present chatkriging opportunities to help clarify roles by measur--+
ing the impact of new health workers on the coinniunity, by evaluating' and comparing different approaches to primary health care delivery.
Strange as it may sound at first, We have organized our teams around the secretary, as she repre'sents a relatively fixed, accessible and familiar person
for the patient. The secretary schedules the appoint?
ments Rid does the other customary tasks expected
of a doctor's secretary. In the model practice unit,
however, she has several part-time doctors (residents) and a nurse practitioner on her team in addition to a faculty member, who functions as the team's
leader.' When aopitient cannot be given an appropriate apeointment with "his doctor," the secretaty
schedules 1 visit with another member of her team.
This process both simulates ,coverage aFrangements
common in prittate practice and limrts the sharing of
care to a small group. The' team meets as a group
every week to thrash. out procedural problems, plan
conferences, and clarify roles and responsibilities.
Record System: If, one is to- compare the "Oohs
of health teams, whether they are within the same
unit or in different units, one must have sets of cdtnparable data. If one plans to make rational choices

maintenance requires a minimum of time, skill and
spate. in an established practice, construction of a
registry is a more formidable task.
'Vie registry can consist of plain 23/4 by 31/2 inch
cards on whicb the individual patient's name, birth
date, and census tract or qther identifying informa-tiori is entered. Color c4iicl file_cards specially designed for a registry have been developed by The
Rota' C011ege of General Practitioner and contain
conveniently,arranged space for recording additional

involving the operation of a practice, one needs
informative data about the operation ,on which to

medical record the first time the patient contacts the
practice in'the current calendar *year. A different
colored tab Cis used for each subsequent year. If the
medical records are filed on open shelves, it is an
easy task to identify folders of patients who have not

base the decisions. If a physician expects to "learn

from his practice," he must choose a method of
recording and retrieving important data about co-

data if- desired, and can be "notched" Or needle
sorting (Eimer 1969). By convention, red cards
are used fci fe ales, blue c rds for males. Once entrios are made, the card are filed by year of birth
and sex, Thus, all male (blue cards) born in 1972

will be grouped together adjacent to the group of
females (red cards) born in the same year.. Within
each color grouRing, the cards are arranged alphabetically. Thtts, at ,a glance, with simple counting,
one can obtain a profile of, the practice.
in order to make the registry reflect the current
patient care; populotion as clearly as possib'e, periodic updating of the registry is essential. To facilitate

removal of patients' cards who are probably no
Cringer using the practice, a color6c1 tab is placed on. a
conspicuous, edge `Of the folder Molding tile patient's

contacted the practice, awl, to then remove their
horts of patients so that he can review his management of groups of patients with similar problems. or 'rds from ;the registry: The usefulness of the data
derived frdm this method of identifying patients
ages, or geographic locations, or socio-economic
within a !malice needs to be tested, and constitutes
status. And he mast be ablc to do these sorts of things
,

.
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The establishment of an Age/Se; Registry is a
simple matter at the beginning of,Practice, and its
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nostrc index
is 'a ,syseEinatic grouping of patients
unly an arbitrarily limited nurnter of rubrics wh1c46.
were selected' CO reflect typal of disease and prob-

Another profile of 'a practice popUlation can be

lems conlInnly, encountered in Primary care setti
Because prxiblems, symptoms, and Other ill-defined
state) are inctudod among the. rubrics-, the index,is,
in Stict," N- morbidity index. Readers
interested inn a'.
R

metisely helpful.

obtained by grouping' fredical record folderson open
shelves adording, to vographic'areas,served by the
practice. if the areas canbe characterized in tsoeial,

ang economiw ms, additIonal profiles Way be ob-

tain0...--For Mityle; certain social and eciwomie
its in
charaeter4Sticsar,e known gbOut the census

..

....
,

.

description, of tlii diagnostic index (or- "E"
i detailed
BOok) should cpnsult, papers `by Eiinerl 'T1969),
Froom (1974d, and Metialfe (1972). I wish to focus
on some-of the ways such a collection 4pf pertinent
morbidity data ell be used ¶*teach preventive medi-

our area, and the relatively, dense population makes

use of census tract filing practice..In less dense
areas, other geographical divisions such as school
disifict, postal zones, or townships, wan be used.
Theselection of a particular method of filing 1houl
depend upon What. use one intends to make of t

t

-

one of the Abr* areas 'Ilvitere" the expertise of
epidemiologists 'and: biostatisticiams can i be im-

cine.

II

WhOr each resident eithe; keeps his own Index or

has a computer printout available to himire can
uickly review the'recognized morbidity within his"
practice, With the minor addition of two modifiers, ---

Ming system amid the costs involved._ The pos-sibilities 'for useful, epidemiological studies are numerous
to the three digit code for each problem eaterecCin
One could easily study the patterns of disease'as they' the index, he can distinguish incidence 'ailil prevp.*
appear within t,hcill practice, the difference in utiliza- : lence. As- ,his practice experience 'grows, he -ear!
ti5n rates, between different geographical areas, the
lerutinize cohorts of Patients with accidents, poisonprevalence of disease among various social and, ecoings, acute rheumatic fever: suicide, invasive carcinomic...Aro-9e, the association of suspected-environnoma of the cervix, and iron deficincy anemia, to
mntal trazais W:ith the .iippearance of dis &se,
name just aiew. Review of his tases should stimulate
correlatifrof
census
tract
se,,vera1 'questions: 'Could any of then pripleans be
and -s6 fortFThe
,

divisions with the -age of the housing in" our area
enabled us to easily identify all households within'
our praltice

....

at high risk forleakpoisoni4. Once.

s4identified, the pdrents of childien A--high risk were'
contacted by letter and urged to come in for testing
Of the 75 thms identified, 40 responded to our -ap-.

one census trftct''
.
Problenkprte 'Pied M eg 4 at Record Since the ac-

peal; and th6,reeords of the ethers were flagged.
.

At first thought, geoyaphic filing way won-I-tun.;
duly cumbersome. It does rtquiri. a tri,i'ter locator
file where all patients are cross sefjreNt ed with die
geographic

9

M.

lb

areas.

owever,

uu

.experience

has

shown that reference to the maser le is needed only
e team
t. Th
for those unfamiliar with The
e units lye so
secretaries in our motrej
ilicy,wrth census
thorotighly associated indiyidu
tract numbers that they can usually gotlirectlyto the

appropriate section of the les and retrieve the
fr about 500,
record. (Each' team is res
families.) When one is familiar 4iiiLl'he location of
individrual census tracts, one can oTIllin an overview,
of where the 1:)tients liVe by viewing the open shelves'

with their cluster; 44 siistinctiely colored folders.
Diap<slic Index Another impdrum%41ement in
our dlta collection-system with importru applis:a:t
-Sentive medi-tions iii the' teaching and pradce of
stated, the (hagcine is the diagnostic indexr5i

prevented') How does my practite compare with
did*, oforn.y peers?, Am" upverlooking important
problems,
are they not twin in"my practite, I
wontleit why 1 am eeing so many YZ diseases`4 is
a ,because I lookVor it, mote than others*. Why do
must of my patients with problem ABC come Ir(Int

'.
-

curacy of the entries in the diagnostic index is no
Netter, than tae diagnostic acumen and coding_ pre:cisiork of thsphysician Making those entries,..anyAne ,
analyzing t
data would .want to .icamintithe ea,vi!

-

dence whic. h suppoykid the 41jagnosis. The only docurpcnt -containing su evidence is the 'Patient:, medi-

cal record. We insist that 'a logiciihy constricted and
cardfully maintained, medical record is essential fo'r
Miele& review We also believe that 'the selfdisci
required contributes to better patient care
clueing unnecessary teqsi, medication erhos.wlix4

,overlooked problem. The fo [tint we have adapted is.
based .ort WL:cd's Problem -0 entea illedical Record
.f 1969 ). Ne*the front -of eve patient's record is a

distinctively colored page colltalningw lit of those '
health problems judged to be of continuing concern
by th(!. \-iiictor BeSide east)-proble mit:ars a tag -, '
no;nc rode number and the date when the diagnosis

69
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clans, in: ur area joifedlour data collection system.

,-

was made. The same code number appears beside
the doctor's progregs notes relative to `hat problem.
The problena list serves- as a smaster key to unlock
the evidence in the medical record for each problem.
on the list. Moreover, if iris 'reviewed at each visit,

lubftitheehould be possible to display for each
nd practicing physician a profile of the
r

oblems_he has recognized and coded. Appropriate
adjustments for, differing age, sex, and socioas it should be, previously identiftid "high risks,' _economic factors within each 'practice should perrnit
worthwhileicomporisons'.., Stich , comparisons should
which are ';cerisideted to be pr btems just as worthy

,ainclusibninn the list as t
dise*, 'atebrcrught to his

It to identify educational.deencies, problems in

presence of serious

Practice management, or trends Inpractitce. AU of these elen;ents of data collection and anal

ntion.

masterproble li and
the titled and cod-nu.ned prdgress notes; we have
found, flow charts, useful for .displaying data in a

*is Asa supplement t

Sis are integral and important. parts of
feired to earlier as the structure of fanti

believe hey are
useful in any, primary care settinrwhich intends to
promOteboth comprehensive and continuing care.
In our teaching, we have placed considerable em,phaSis on systems and -organization because we be-

OV,ith appropriate modifications,

compact and rapidly reviewable form: Iwo examples
ularly pertinent to primary preveTke
are p
An immunization grid, which contains the
' medici

patient's immunization history, current status and
recommended procedure;, and a health maintenance
grgtsuitedge the patient's' age and sex, which shows
the examiner when. certain screening tests and proere last donefWhich Member of the health
es

r

lieve modern health ,care demands k. We also believe
that the thoughtful discipline required fo perfect and

.'nsible for review and maintenance of

patient hit areas. .is'a decision left to the teams.'
ace uRngskil'eland -knowledge for
addition
rding of ,datitographic and diagnostic
the Curate
are physician needs a working
data, he
tar' y statistical aprinciples and
know!
nalyze
this data and draw valid
meth
....4nel ens., He should be familiar with the princi,plesigf frequency distribution, population sampling,
tests of significance, and-the concepts of association

,

and causality. For specific application, in practical
circumstances, he will probably need the assistance of
expert statisticians and preventive medicine specialists. The statistician of prelientive medicine specialist
will, in turn, find he can be more helpful if tie has
an -nndehtanding,pf clinical practice as it exists]

maintain the structure enhances the probability that.
the individual patient will- receive maximum benefit
from his. encounter with his health care provider.
The Coniumer Group With so much emphasis on
organization and systems, we are concerned that the
structure may became so rigid or complex that legitimate patiept needs May be lost ih the `interstices.
One major approach tp,monitof this potential problem has been the development of a consumer advisory pup. This'has been accomplished primarily
.throgh the offices of a social worker on the,faculty.
A lettollkafi invitation was sent to the entire practice..
Sixty-elght patients responded "(a little less 'than
percent of those over age 24) to forma consumer
advisory group.They in 'turn elected a steering'commitve- for the purigise df securing 'dentefoPmerrtal
,fundwg. Obrimmelrale,o6jectives are to familiarize
1

the consumer's with ourt-program's objeCOves,Particu-

prtary care setting.
'V One major, structural aspects i practice with which
, i.e.
the cpmbined efforts of 6he prevenuve medicine and
family medicine /primary care disciplines cankome
gripi is peer review. This is particularly fl-Mvith(
respect to development of a peer review process for
ambulatory care. The participatThn of family Medicane residents in the dev".lopment and operations of i
such a preacess must becontdeted a inajor structufal
component of the resiklenCy: If my fiv.,1 years ex-

perience- of teaching family Medicine Itsigents

is

any -indication, the typical resident is eager to com,44

redicine'.

pare_the quality of care his patients receive with
predetermired norms or with other groups (Metcalfe
and Mancini, 1972). Recently, 28 practicing physi-

larly in areas other than direct pati ,'nt care. The paplication of a- newslettcer'W one step in that ,direction.
Another. immediate objective is to let' the
dents interact .with patients in a setting when
sirtionspfrom c patients irelas appropriate and
m the .doctor. Long-range Objective are
able as
ve consumer representatives in many areas of
policy, planning, operation, and -evaluation of. the
y Medicine Griitip. Possible projects in these
a
...areas with implication's for prevenitive medicine are
sponsorship of Iltalth education classes, conducting
eomniUnity surveys, identifying unmet health care
needs., It is our hope and expdctation that the value of
direct consumer participation can be demonstrated to

.9
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The necessity for validity-extends beyond t set, ting in which the primary care skills are lear d, to
Faculty: "Wilo should 'teach the primary care
the teachers who expound them. While it is ess ial,
40hysician?" is a question that has been raised
believe, toIhave appropriate role models for e
many quarters. If We grant, as 1 belic,;ve we must, thiaill resident, it is equally important for teacher and resithe primary physitian must be superbly educ'ated if
dent to understand 'that the ultimate objective of the
he is to do a first class job in a broad and demanding
program is to produce physicians who -are different
field, then the quality of -1ftis teacher should. be at
From their teachers in many' important wa)k Inihis
least' equal to those of any other disciplineg. It is
respect_ particularly, primary care physicians should
selfLevident that our medical education system, with
!cub in programs where the teaching emphasis is
its emphasis on subspecialty, training, has not proeducational, riather than vocational, in nature. The
duced an adequate numberAlt primary care sthysidistinction is riot just semantic, for the future primary
ci4ni with the requisite combination of ability wed
physician (as defined at the begin4g of this'paper)
motivation to teach what is--known and to explore
will be recognizably different from most of those
what is unknown in primary,care." The cause is approvtding primary type care today.
parent: youpg physi'Cians in university affiliated resiFor example, the internist planning to functiOn as
dencies seldom have significant ceptact with practica primary physician will need to have some (basic
our residents and that they will incorporate the lesson
leained into tti4own future practices.

.

,

physiciansttcrsay nothing of full -time teachers of
.49rtmary eke: It will take time to develop a cadre of
.teachers for the primary care discipline and it is inevitable that many of the early graduates of the cur-,.
rent primary care programs will kespond to that need
for career teachers and thereby, temporarily reduce
the/impact of these new programs on the supply of
primary care physicians
Since there is alcarcity of qualified. teachers, the
new programs, musl'.look to the well-established traditional disciplines for teaching in spicific areas.
by Hilliard Jason .( 1970):,
component
the traditional disciplines
disciplines c,an
knowledge anZi skills Whichwhen
when combined with the
developing-knowledge and skills peculiar to primary

Using the model

care can produce a new composite physician. With
reference to 'preveptive medifirie, the needs are cv
dent. The primary physician's task will be preve6-

tive as much as curative, the minimizing of the
impact of diScase will not suffice. To accomplish 'this

task he nee s tube able, to'define realistk obtainable
objectiv

in health cure, to use epiderniolOgIcal skills

e both the dartensions of the tasks before
him ail the effects of intervention. He also needs to
be'ramiliar with community resttrces and how bens
to mobilize.them for his patient's benefit. These skills
can provide one corfiponeiIt When integrated with
omponents from Internal medicine; pediatrics, be.havioral selence, and other selected .dqjplines, these
ski can produce an effective primary care physin. It is generally accepted that this integration can
ost appropriately and effectively take place in a
setting. simulatinOont line- practie with its "real
to dote-

°

life" validity.

nowledge and skill- in gynecology, in the tecognition

d management of emotiOnauliZeks and in the
principles and techniques of rehabilitation. Since
th' areas ate not usually taught by internists, they
tndst be learned from noninternists. The some thing
cab be said for primary' pediatricians, and most of
all for the familyiphyetwan, the most broadly trained
of all. Of necessity, therefore,' close cooperation between the several departments is essential.
One mechanism for promoting a cooperative spirit
is the joint multiple Appointment system: fn this
system, each faculty, member among the . primary
physician group receives an appoTitment in sister
departments which have made their teaching respon-,
sibilittes for primary physician residency pr.6grams.
This administrative step legitimizes the working re-'
lationships. fosters moual support, and facilitates

the exchange of ideas
With regard tO faculty, two additional questions

must be answered. The first is"What should the
resident/faculty ratio br these new programs''"
And the s'econd 1%"Can the private practitTner
participate'''. The answer to At . first depends upon
the extent teachers in tradlltio(71 discipline4 are able
tb help carry portions ,of the teaching load Millis
(1971) recommends a national average radio of medi-

cal students to faculty of 2',/' tIo I. As yet. there is
insufficient. experiente with graduate programs fo;
primary phyceians to 'know what an average ratio
might- be. but there is accumulating evidence ,,t,kat
education, in ambulatocy, settings is more costly than
in an inpntient setting. The ratio of students to faculty

in family medicine programs ,varies frorq 2 toto
, t
I0 to 1 A 5 to ratio appears satisfactory provid-'
1

,

,
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le
ing inpatient
teaching is shed with other .departmenfs. The, answer to the second- question, is' a
'qualified "yes." The qualification has nothing to dd

,

with the practicing physician's fund -of nowItcfge or

motivation but rather a:isinterpretatipoi+tri .

rotations, an example of a problem-oriente,d medical
record, and other information regarding the program.,

Althougliar resident spends eleven of his

first

twelve months on such inpatient services as medicine

(4 months), pediatrics (3 months), obstetrics (2

months)Nnd surgery/emergency room (2 months),
edioal educati
teacher's..kasks in gradu
he returns to the model practice unit two half-days
praCtitioner can comfortably use the 'Socratic.- 'or
'
per
week to care for his _ambulatory patients. The
heuristic approach, he will be. much more 'effactive
'.patients
are assigned by families (or households) as
with the current graduate physicianitthan if ke.faIls '
the
families
requ'est medical care ;trail each /first
back oil many of his own role models who tt.ridei) to
year
resident
has approkimately -50I familia" in his
be authoritarian and dogmatic.
"Practice.; The. resident records ea h 'contact with"
The-Process
the family in that family's medical ecord, d each
/
contact is reviewed by the resident s tea leader, a'
have
In the preceding sections of this pape; we
full-time, faculty member. commeri s on Corm, conin
considered various components of 'the setting
tent, and patient management ar returned te the
which Family Medicine Residents,'as.pnitofypes of
resident; either orally orin writing Periodically,-the
primacy care physicians, learn preventive'medicine.
_entire
recordis.audifted..eAppendi ,11;this chapter).
in
We have also described the competenc-ies required
Faculty
have regularly sated led times -in the
preventive medicine and the structure of a training
model
practice
unit when they e to functionsts
which
program. We shall now look at the, process by
.preceptOrs
of
the.re'sldents.
No pa Tents are scheduled
Is. and knowfthe resident acquires the attitudes,
for
the
faculty
member
during
thOse hours: He is
edge needed to perform effectively.
onsuitation and:I-eavailable
to
all
the
residents
for.
Selection: The -ete-cvn process, which is. a joint'
t
of the preeepior's
view
in
the
unit
at
that
time.
9
effort 'involving residents and. faculty, tries to select
t
view the patient's
objectives
isto
helpthe
reside
applicants whose career goals are consonantivith the
immediate'
problem
in
the
context
-of, the patient's
consists
of
pals of the pregram. Part of the precess
sychological
make-up,
his
'toles
in
his family and
iniervjews with three members of the Selection ComapprOach
uncovers
!Areas
community,Often
'this
colts,
the
mittee, who try to assess, among other
'the
cangignitiate.
*don
to
limit
where
the
.resitt
carPin..general
applicant's .attitude toward -Amory
blem
on
others
as
Well
as
the
paimpact
of.,the
felled
and family medicine in particular. We have heavily on the impreSsions gathered from the- inter= , tient Both-the prec or and the, auditor can assess
siderit is using his time with the
how effectively th
views in making our final choifes Ananchcatiolliat
trv'eillance.
and recommend ways
patient
for
heals
this selection process tends to bring' to the program
to
improve
his
Performance'
the
residents with the desired attitudes can be seen in
During the resident's second and third year, he
results of an attitude test gwen on the day the resi'mitoses
both the time spent in the model practice
con4Ons
of
dents begin training. The test instrument
unit and his patient load 'as he decreases his" inquestions designed to assess attitudes toward conpatient responsibilities. During these years, he 'can
cepts. positions, -and situations- commonly encounchoose electives which expose him to health care
involved
tered in family practice. Several questions
problem; within the larger community. Some elect
tinarehabiliattitudes towar,d preventive medicine
midi* with school physicians and psychologists:among.the
rest'.
Cation. There was close agreement
and
some elcct, to plan better ways for'getting health
faculty'
than
among
the
dentscloser, in- fact,
care' to special groups orpatients. Others, work for
(Appendix I., this chapter)
short periods in different settings, and Mill others take
Training: The residency begins with a four-day
a year's reavc of absence 'to obtain ,an advanced
orientation period designed to 'let the resident get
degree in community Tedieme (Appendix III, this
acquainted with faculty and staff, to meet and interchapter) The accommodation, of diverse interests in
act with members of his team-ailed to hegTill. tillearn
one program is. a tribute //to the supportive elements
about our systems. Each resident receives Ali up.
in the program's environtncrft
dated "Family Medicine' House Officers Manual"
During his third year, the resiant.receives his first
containing descriptions of his responsibilities, the
intimsive expo'suro, to rehabilitation. medicine Each
roles of all personnel, the objectifies of his_inpatient
.
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resident is required to complete a two-month rotation on one of the University's teachibg rehabilitation.
services. Also duling his,third year he acquires addi-'

have -carry-over"' value in his practice. And

II
the

tional counselin ;ski1.11 *luting a two-moht4 rqtatioq
:
in mbula" tory:
chiatry.'
t must be e phasized that the resident is released
t o or' three
If-days per week fforn other services

needs ready access to educational resources.

to care for

schools. and.departments representing allied fields,
extensive libraries with ready access to' instructional

The wealth of resources available to developing
programs is probaltly the overriding reason to p,refer a universilY setting. Not only do universities Crave

patients" during (he entire three

years°. He the eby has the opportunity_ tOobserVe and

care for fa lies over e' significant period of time.
*We believe ;the knciwledge and Skill gained as he
helps fampieS cape with' their problems will be very
helpful hi hisTractipe.
Conferences: Residents at aftlevels participate in
team conrences held weekly Or biweekly. The Rurpose of Meeting' as i team is to allow opt=1,1 discussion among all members regarding-ro!ession
hin the
operational problems, and search prOjects

materials; but many are located in areas 'with a
'sufficiently dense population to support `a variety of

public and piivate health agencies. in a university
Setting, the problern,is not so much'where to find'
the resources as it is to mobilize and coordinate -them

'

effectively.

What are the.educational resources needed in the
'nixiel practice units the hospital, and iii,the com-

'

munity

Each tea r% is in tarn respoMble for choosint
and presentine-the results of a study to the entire
program tv:v or three times a 'year at a -weekly.

The unit should have its own,educational resource'

,center consistinglora, library, reference files, and
self-instructional materials. The library should contain carefully selected reference works, periodicals
pertinent to. primaryt care, and adequite workirig
space so that the reference 'work's remain in the library In planning the, library, one must remember
that it
part' Of a functioning model practice unit.

Family Mediciite Conference. Mn:s" t of these studies
' require gathOng and analyzing data-frOm the prac..

rt,is important for the resident to hgve-plficie t
firm and 'stimulation to undertake studierst.tipich

lice. The iMportance of a system which permits,,

efficient retrieval of data: is reinforced. A sample
*
stbdy dealt with the question' "Screening for,Cervical Caker--How Well Are We Doing?" The term
Only b ks useful to the physicians iii training should
presentilig .thissubject.'fri-St reviewed ,the literature -.,be .iiigilked, if -space is ,an'importaillbconsideration
and arbitrarily selected an accep able standli,1 of/ as it usually
Cataloging and- arranging the
ectedfor stud umes according to subject will increase The library's
performbnce. Certain groups v.
the 'patients in Noire prractice id ofied (Ar/Sex
usefulness Where posvbie: the integration of the
Registry), andthele, records reviewed. The percentlibrary with'a large hospital. or university hbraryean
age of patienis ,kriown to have received -a Pap Test : facilitate the exchange,of educational materials Self4etermined
withit* the---specAfied jime_izterval w
instructional materials would include -autlio and via-,
and compared-Ca the previously lee
'",ualtapes,
Fleeted programool 'caging skits, ,ilides
gs' IA:dard'.Out Of this steely, hick shdwedpar only 63', , and ,profs
he reference, fifirwouid contain
percent of iiir,:sto.40 rear,. oldl!irnale patients hid
art.iclesf
current literature; position papers. prc7ill the preceding 4wo years. came
' been' Free'
tocols, or whatever was considered to be of immedi-,
recommendations for a simple method Of ierninding
,
aft! practical value for the `very -to -day 'use of the
patients when their next lest waSdue-. A. f4low-up
residents. W4 have arranged- they fires according' ,
study
is
planned.
-,
to Tie Royal College of aural Practitioners ?Jodi- ,
4
^ Anot r conference WaS devoted to consideratl%n:
fication f The InternatioW :Clussificatitm of Dis,0 pf wha constituted cornfirehensive prenatal care, an-,
ease. A resource paper entitled JP "Comm'uni.
other c calf>, examined which screening tests
Resources for- prenatal Patients" would .bc located.
should be:,,performed on an asyrriptomatic male
fit ''Sect.ain Xr---Pregnancy, Childbirth and Pue- ''' '.
'between-215 and; 40, and 'how oftep, Both, of these
perium.; Divisor's within each section are marked by
topic's. respired 'a literature search 'In addition to
same colic tirtters av'the diagnostic index,
analyiing data from the practice And bbth' topics ' Thus, the latest recommendations freom the .Aittarfan ..'
-Raised a myriad of questions abbut cost/ benefit reAcirdemy of &dames or the U.S. Public Health
6
.1ationships for the patient, many of whi could not. 'Service on immunizations would'be foimd under
be answered because of insufficient data
Code No. 905, Aft-ophylactic In'ottlation or Vacr..'
41
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g support for 'July, 1974. The health center
a portion of the residents' salaries and educaIlona!' costs: The tenter, which from the beginning
had adopted the family medicine, model; inCluding
lath systems, regards the educational costs as 'in-

cipation" in "Section XVMISuppleinentary-ClassificAtion." Since our residents are familiar with the
cetclesbecause they use. it daily to classify what they
have seen or The reason for the patient's visit, The
thought associations have already been established.
Within the unit,or cor,eniently adjacent shouldie
suitably equippedspace for conferences and small
group discussicfs. Probably, some of the mostoeffective patiant counseling and eduehtion takes place
-wheripatients participale in small group work rather,
than receive a lecture, or view a video-tape. Therefore, Conference areas should be convenient ,for pa-

pa

westritents to attract well trained community-oriented

physicians. ,For a program ttaining primary' care
physiciahs, this affiliation strengthe_ns the community

medicine 'aspect of the teaching, it broadens and
deepens our contacts with the,community, it allows
"fro'nt line situaclose ,observation of graduates
tions," and it distributes'soine of the costs to those
most likely to be benefited. t

=Aleuts as well as 'for the staff. -

An important potential community resource is the
neighborhood health center with its orientation toward prikding health care services for all persons
certain area. Those centers which,:
n
living
operate titA,Congurnet bodies, use the health care
team iproach,..end colitct data on morbidity and
utilizationycanprovide the community- oriented primary care physician With valuable 'learning experi%ace.

r Our experience with community-based health centers has been' increasing. In 1970, ty.14 graduates' of
the Rochester 'Program joined Westside 'Health Servides,' a federally funded agency which plans separate

incerporatioo this year. ifs a result of the experience with the two family physicians, the health center's board acted on recommerlations of its medical
director to provide space. support, and funding for
'qne first year resident to'establish his base prattice
at the center in 1973. This arrangement has proven
so satisfactory that the center hawrranged for two
.`frrst,-*eat, six 'second -year residents, and additional

CONCLUSION

implicit in this paper i5' my position that preventive medicine and the primary care chsciplin
and should be' closely linked Each has a ,great
t6,2ffer. the ()theca Preventive medicine, which tends

tokoncern itself with health' problems arising from
the environment al*1 communal riving, needs better
access to data about the 'health problems;of individuals and families. Primary care phykiclans, On
Ihe other hand, need a more compfehensive- understanding of the communities in which their patients
live. If preventive medicine also providd the pri-o
mary care physician witl-raort.able, useful tools in
epidemiology, biostatisties,#d operations research,
Cooperative and joint efforts*intmany important areas
of health tare research shduld be one .sigaific/ht

result. Equally irhportant siould be the professitinal
satislactions accruing to-thelaracticing physician and
the health benefits provided to the patient.
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Response ofResidents 1 and Faculty 2
to Selected Vtements in Attitudinal Survey
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6. "1i/ medical
medical practice-. today, there are sufficientipttialists so that a family

hysician need not assume long term responsibility for patients with chronic
illness."
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4udit of Family Medicine Records

Check List

Name of Doctor: _

°Name of Patient: ___

Name of Auditor:
1111a,

<

__

Date:

,k4

No

Yes

I. g the dethographic data 4omplete9
...

,

,

,

'''

Yes No
__

-____

.-

-

2. Is there a properly constructed
complete Problem List') 4

.

Yes No

r

..--.

conipkte?
3. Is the Database
.
_

.

4. Arethe4ongreSs Notes.Problem4 Oriented?
,ii,

-,no

I

1

Does the record clearly foveal. the cause,
status, and future plans fOr each problem',i

,5.

6. Was Health Maintenance reviewed and`

is it current?

.1

0

?.,

7. Were the investigations of problems

logical and appropriate?

.

.

.
J

8. Was thes'apy logical anfitippropriate9 -,,
-

r'
_

_

.

:

9. Were "No-Shows" folloWed

,11

10! Was eVery symptom notes y the nurse
picked np by the doctor?

,qinnterits:

t
4

4

P

,
I
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Timetable for Introduction of Preventive
and Community Medicine Concepts and Practices

FIRST YEAR
Orientation Period

I

.

Determining residents' background, , knowledge and

attitudes
Outlining available community resources
3. Overview of Preventive Medicine in program

2.

el'
s
Block Time
Family Practice Unit

2.

Audit of patient care records (seeAppendf, II)
Thrice weekly patient oriented contences where pri-

3.

mary and secondary prevention can be discussed
Twice weekly topic oriented conferences v&ilere screen-

1.

ing, outreach, journal reviews, etc., can be reviewed

.

Block Time
In-Patient Services

I. Rounding and bedside teaching by Family Medicine
faculty provides opportunity to ask:v"Could this illness

have been prevented? What is being clone to avoid

complications? Plans for rehabilitation? Fact of
illness on family?" etc.

Block Time
Emergency Department

Accident and poisoning prevention
Drug control prOgrattis
3. Problems with medical care delivery system
1.

2.

SECOND YEAR
,

Block Time
Family Prektice Unit,

Block Time
In-Patient 'Services
>

.

,

2'.

Conferences same format as First Year
Peer review using patient records In model practice

3.

'unit
Vitt ,community agencies

l.

,..---..,
.

1

Review literature pertaining to diseases seen in his

2.

patiOnts
.
Present Preventive Medicine 'aspects of care at case

r

.

confeeences,grand rounds, etc.

THIRD. YEAR
-

Ifildck Time

Rehabilitation
.

58

I. Intensive exposure to principles and practices of reI

habilitation medicine
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,

Blocktime
Family Practice Unit

1.

Participate in design and implementation of studies

a.

op Family Practice patient population
2. Piepare up-date from literature on specific Preventive

Medicine topics
3. Participate in seminars on health care delivery, practice management, etc.
4. Design Ind carry out selected screening programs
5.* Participate in consumer eduction programs
6. Participate in patient education programs and inservice education of staff
7. Spend time with other models of hea lth care deliver y
(Indian Health Service, British National Health' Service, etc.) _
8. Study effectiveness of health care delivery to selected
populations (immig;ants, prisoners, welfare recip,

t

Tents, etc.)

101t'
tk

fr
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60/Prevention in Primary Care
Metcalfe, DHH anti JC Mancini

1972
Critical :event
outcome studies used as a teaching tool. J Med Educ 47.
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context of his environment including the community
and the family or cothparable social'unit. This im-

plies that the new primary physician bears the re-

INVITED DISCUSSION

sponsibility of being the personaCpublic health

officer for each patient and family unit under his
Rugh A. Henderson

,

care. It also implies a Community responsibility of the
primary physician heretofore delegated by default in
many cases to the public health sector: fife point, is
well taken by-Dr---Tleat that the new Primary physi-

cian will have to take .a "global view" to. prbvide
The preventive medicipe competencies and teaching resources presented by Dr. Treat in his discus-

such services and counsel to his patient.
Consideration of preventive medicine competencies under four categories: primary prevention;

sion of the education of primary eare physicians secondary prevention,' to include early disease dedelineate the common goals and potential resources
tection; patient education; and community medicine
of educators in this field. Although difnt methods
re
useful structure for delineating th
provides
and unique settings guide ,individual training proof preventive medicine in the training of p mary
grams, one can readily identify with a fellow teacher
physicians. Care must be taken to create the attitude
of family and community medicine. The following
that prevention, diagnosis, and treatment do not
remarks. will emphasize and expand on those princiexist as separate patient care -compartments. As
ples and techniques found Crucial by the Department ,.,pointed out in Dr. Treat's paper, this leads to the
Of Family and Community Medicine of the Pennsyltendency 'for check-ups to be directed" towards the
vania State University College of Medicine in prodetection of early disease ratter than modification of
viding preventive medicine, input.
risk factors to future health. Ahhatigh the importance
,of immunization against infectious diseak cannot be.
DETERMINANTS OF THE APPROACH
questioned, emphasis on this important subject can
The introduction of Dr. Treat's discussion deallow the neglect of ether preventive approaches by
scribes the impetus given to the current development
the physician Aille enabling him to rationalize that
of educational programs for the primary care physihe is doing first-class prevention. The primary care
cian by 'various national study groups. The thrust
physitian as stressed in the paper must bear responsibility for the entire health situation. Each step
7 of these reports has be to encourage training of a
new, type of primary physician who would be retaken should be justified as being a logical rational
I
sponsible for advising, coordinating, and supe\vising
approach to increase the patient's survival as an in-

r5

.

patients' medical care at points of entry into the

dependent person. The analogy of the . primary

medical care system. This:perSon would be a physi-

physician as a good quarterback not independently
performing all functions of each play', but calling the
signals also implies that the roles of thei'vorious
players be understood. byliipi. .
In rjr."Irreat's discussion,`of education Of the primary care physician, th family medicine, program
is utilized as 'a prototypFInismuch as I am currently
involved in devising a program to instill, preventive
medicine competence in, the family medicine residents in the Departmept of Family and Cornraunity
Medicine at the MiltonN Hershey-Medical Center, I
share Dr. Treats familiarity with the 'programs in

.

cian who functions as a provider of .primary care
, and 'as ,a patient counselor and advocate. at the.
patieqt-physician illfterfacelbf the health care system".
This' interface develops at different points depending
on the orientation of the patient and the physician

in dealing with the various disease processes, In-'
creasing the role 1of theRrimaLy care physician in
preventive activities implies in many instances shift in of the patient-physician interface to a time earlier
in the natural history of the various disease mocesses.
This of course is the area of primary prevention and

early. secondary prevention (Leavell and Clark,
1965);
An additional point emphasized in 4he paper is
that the primary physician is one weo accepti responsibility for a patient's -total h 1 alth care within the

the field of family medicine.

THE HIIRSHEY PROGRAM

.

The description. 61 the ItOchesk Program "pre.

61

.8 0

-,
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-'.seats a useful frathework for discussing the structure

of primary- care programs. Although 'most concepts mentioned havesid*,.central to the develop-

' ment of the program with which I am involved;
their expression tas been shaped by the Hershey'
,

situation and the processes employed. Reviewing the
nershey-Program in terms Of environment, site facjk

ity, data systems, patient populatibn, and relationship with other dephrtments is a useful method.
The Setting

Atilton S2 Hershey" Medical Center 'which
includes a 350 -bed hospital is situated at-the western
edge of .Hershey, 12 miles east of Hareisburg
in South Central Pennsylvania. Thf town of Hershey

and the s

ourfTittit ing Derry' Township:are *1 -rural

suburban setting. 'The, Pennsylvania State University

colter.. oMedicine adrhitted its first class in September 4967,
The Department of Family and Community Medicine, organized in , 1967, was the first clinical
'department* established. All departments are involved
in vigOrous development at this time. The Depart-

ment, of Family_ and 'Community' Medicine has
to create interrelationships with other
departments essential for a comprehensive Progran'i.
Worked

There are two model family practice centers, one
in the 'Medical Center and ipothei located about
500 yards from the Medical Center in_ a. student
.apartment *fildihg. In the future there will be a
unified mi8e1 family practice center possessing all

The IDepartment:

Tne Department is actively involved in thetrainiug
of family medicine residents, medical students, and
two types of new health professictnals, -the Medex,

the physician's assistant, and the Family Health
Specialist. The Medex Program issimilar to the program, initially developed in the State of Washington

(Smith, 1972). The Family Health Specialist Program is a master'sdegree nursing program being,.

-

developed in coopiration with the School of Nursing
of the Pennsylvania State. University. The Depart-

ment is also involved in continuing education of
family physicians on a statewide "basis. -The Team

Z..

The model family practice centers are structured
to emphasize the team approach to pakient care. The
teams'include first, second and thirctyear residents

and faculty-physicians. Medex and (wilily' health
sPecialist*faculty and students are also assigned to
ihe teams. Nursing-, technical and clerical p)Tonnel
complete the teams. Residents are encouraged to
work together with physicia'ns' issislitts a'nd other
allied health personnel. This involves the snaring of
roles in the-care of the patiert. The health 'care teams
.are not-rigidly structured; indeed considerable variatin exists in both personnel and experience levels
represented.

The function of the health care team should,be
such that response, is determined not by the availcare personnel.
...ability of physicians or other
the Characteristics mentioned by Dr. Treal.
itnation.
Inorder
kir the
but by the nature of the
The Department proVides servipe to a large proportion of citizens of Hustle), and the surrounding; team to function properly, the patient must be directed'to the proper member of he team to -maxi=
environs. Because this is predoMinantly a middlemize
quality and continuity of ntient care and
income, working ,class-population, steps hal/6 been
provide satisfaction. Comprehensive preventive medtaken 'to provide a more varied patient and comjeine canbepracticed by the' primary physician, only
munity exposure to the residents. An affiliation has
If
a reasonalik degree of stability of relationships
been lievidoped with thF,tlarnilton Health Center,' a
with
Patients is, Invitained. The team. concept enrieighborltod -health . center in the lower-.
socioeconomic area of north Harrisbdrg. In aklition,,
the Pennsylvania State University is in the process
of developing a rural community health care deliver);

program at Millersburg. about 45 miles by road
from the Medical Center. The Departmedt a Family
-.and Community. Medicine is serving as the primary
responsible department in this effort. The teaching
practice sites ieprAnt ta:tpectrum of central Penn-

sylvania primary care practicesettings and patient
populations. Full-time faculty supervision and compunity contact is a central theme forzeach- setting.

abtes

this tdItake place by proviclin additional

receptor sites for the patient to interface with the ;
primary care delivery system: This should tend to
diminish the nonproductive trantfer by the patient
from one soree of cIffito another. By. means of weekly team meetinuthe model family practice unit
tcams work toward this goal as an integral part of
learning to deliver primary care.
The Data System
.

,

81

.

As in the Rochester Prqgram a (Intl system has

4>
o

4

,

7
becoming more involved in.understanding the prob..;

beenAroped in order to teach the resident the
ce of considering patients as groups as well
as individtials. Patients are registered in the system
by name, address, and social security number. Also
recorded are the marital status, religion, race, work

leis of the,ir practice populations and their effec-

impo

status, sex, birth date, family status, educational
level, and number in the family. The geographical'
n of the patient is established by ,a residerrcIll
h locates an individual by city, bteough,
or township if he resides in the practice area. Patients

tivriess in dealing with them.
The Preventive Environment
'Fhe contention that the ability to scrutinize group ,
of,patients and to compare the handling of particu
problems among different providers in the same an

similar situations is important to the tracning of a
primary physician is correct. This enables the pri-

are alto identified by patient care team. and the

mary care physicia'n to develop a working knowledge
of elementary statistical principles and methods
through- experience with the patients in his practice.

physician they consider responsible 'for the manage-

ment of their care. Such data makes possible the
_grouping of patients by single or multiple t,mographic characteristics. ,A diagnostic index aid de§Fribed by De. Treat is used at Hershey to identify
problems dealt with at each patient encounter. Coding is dOne,by a trained clerk' using a modification
of the Rbril-College of General Practitioners Code.
The coding is done directly from the medical record.
The coding clerk also audits the adherence of the
record to the problem-oriented apprpach completing
an important feedback loop.
The data system has. been developed in cooperation with the Lancaster General Hospital Department
of Family and Community Medicine. ThroUgh the
use of the same '"Orrip.uter service and Programs
benefits of the community hospital a'rtpFoach alTa

`the university approach can be compared and contrasted. The Faniily and Community Medicine Residency Program, at Hershey considers development
of further ties _with community hospital programs
essential to its continued growth 4id the growth of
the programs in community hospitals. .
A. data system to .enable. the physician to learn
'from his practice is very important (Supplement to
Medical Care,1973). The point made by Dr:Treat
that the construction of suchta system in an estab-
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The teaching of , these concepts by a preventive
medicine specialist can be expedited, if he has a
fast hand familiarity ,with the primary care setting.
'Anis is beat accomplished by being an integral parf
of the residency .training activities. By the same
tolkri, the primary care physician in training is most
likely to accept the importance of such'concepts if
he has had the opportunity to apply and test them as
part of his primary care training.

.

.

The willingness of the family medicine resident
to beco . involved in assessing his quality of care
his colleagues has been supported by
and that

the exper nee of tha author and Dr. Treat. Stich
involvement prOvides'another source offeedbick to

'improve the quality of, the problem-oriented approach tu.nnedical care. This. involves describing a
probletArt it apprOlptiate.' level of definition at the
particular time which is important if the residents
going to learn preventive aspects of care. Too often
the recording of the patient's problem has been an

t

all or ndrie phenomena. The thresh.* for physitians' recognition has been- the exttence of dise

the problem-orien. approach has caused

e

plimary and secondary portion iff the preventive
swctrum to appear as a more significant part of the
lished practice is aTormidable task would be strongly
"ntdical records: All the tools mentioned including
suppOrted by an indivitual who has, been involved
the master problem lists, /hied, and code numbered
in such an undertakiii. The primary physician in ' progress notes; flow charts, immunization grids, and
training must learn .that the health profile of the
health maintenance grids are important components

total `practice population should be considered
equally with the health problems of the individual.
Eadh primary physician should, have a variety of
systems, available to him during his training. The
Hershey Program offers both the manual and corn.
otter options to, the resident physician. The avail-

ability of a computer system with a coder has
encobraged the residents to cede for themselves.
The coMPuter system Has stimulated their interest in

r

of the problem-oriented reco rd (Weed, 1969).
,- -- ....

Selectiotr

a,

Selection of residents is a difficult task for any
family medicine program. At Hershey. as in Rochester this is a Joint effort involving residents and
, faculty. Applicants are seen by at feast two faculty
members and one resident The interviews are ar-

82.
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ranged to a direct candidate* who have specific

interests to -faculty and residents who share these
h attitudes towards primary care
interests. Alt
in general anlYfamily and community medicine in
'particular are important considerations, so is the
basop'ersonatity of the individual. The .can3idate's
Iapproach to people and his interpersonal skills are

.

,

0r,

11.-.

.

.

.

resident conferelice is organized by the residents
and dirseCted by the chief resident. The usual format-

is a resident -presentation with a guest consultant.
This provides an excellent format for -the introducnon of preventive and community ffiedicine input
work by the faculty.. with background in the area
and p'y representatives from the community. Ond
,resident, conference per month is-devoted-to resident
input to the, program. This has also served as a faclaity forum for. presentation ofnew ideps to the resi-

key. factors in determining his poOntial for the
medicine. Physicians who are'
interested in people have potential
empathe
al
!or priventi medicine training. The wish to an:' dent group for consideration. A weet* two-hour
ticipate the oblems of their patients to minimiNs psychnilry seminar is in the process of- beingi
..
,
I _implementedtheirs health..
the ,imPact
q
.

/ program and amity

.

Training

-)

Community contact

The` residency ,program is designed. to .proyide
, Community ilikdicine *d research electives calf,
coreaex.periences while alldwing a mairriftetm of in- :, 'be taken' to.puisue- preventive medicine, corftmunity'l
divid'ual flexibility Core rotations in the.,first year
dietticine, and health care delivery interests stimuinclude two months each of internal ,rneclicine, ' lated_by involvement in the core residency pro ram. 6
ison
Experiences such as industrial Nmedicin'
pediatricctobstetrics and gynecology, ,surgsry, and
fad
ly
--medicine,
public.
he4alth
agencies;
nning,
<
ofte month of cardiology. RespotAibilities of
residents
agd cornhiunitY' surveys are designe
and community medicine residents arblidentical to
wanting mor intense expopre in he areas. In
peer residents of. other specialties onthes rotations.
In theAecond 'year. Tore .riitatibris include' two 1 may cases rife, resident is al4ro able to maintain his
.
months of inner city'' rir dicine at the Harritilton-) tram role whileasO engaged.
.
The
involveMent
of
a
consumer
group in the
Health Cenetryl two mont Aac'''h" of, inpatient
op
r

.,

4

diat;ics * H,er-' 't family 'medicine-program at Rochester is an int.trshey. The third year program centers- around tlie.--- estiog and positive development. ConUmers must
model family practice units oith a potential of six
be table, to have Significant nvolveme
KS maintain
.
.
'
their interest, The demonstration of tf value of dimonths avad-able for electives
The first year Iresident assumes the Olivet cars .' rect consumer participation is an important lesson
, responsibilities fin: approximately twenty families for the Plilysician being trained in primary care. If
In addition to Sting
huts going to be able to deal with his community'
within thlontext of file, t
.
as 3 health care provider, he must be able to listen
in
the
farnily,practice,
assigned
f
a
day
per
wee
*
to people From disciplines Ind situatittS' far different
center througbourthe year, stile first year resident
spends a full month eith the team' The second yeti- 'than his own. In ,the Hershey setting consumer
psychiatry7,,,emergency care',

/

n

,

resident spends at least two half 'days per wee

ring
.ing With his. tam. The third year residen
his- six month; model family practice unit training,
expands'as responsibilities,in family care as a
ber of the .te4m. BeginnIng with the second year
residente4e also irpuolved in 4,Ippartmental
teaching, 'programs 'for 'medical -students, ?Indy
Thealth,.specialists, and Medex. 'Resource librariec-

.

and a department docum'ent and 'curriculum -4e.nler
proVide .resources for both tAe. .patiegt care ,3and
teaching role.
The importance.. of 'conferences cannot lit under.

stated.,Vhe Weekly teain confeance has already
addition a weekly two-hour
.

o

r

.

put A most effectively mobilized in an unstructured

fashion by the participation of xatiants in various
aetivittes particularly dh.the medical student*
level: inc-e second and thir'd year residents Ate ac-

tively involved in these programs they must rope
with 'their patien6 away from .thealamiliar office
setting Additionally a different' consumer type A.

7

. derminstrilted to the) resident during his rotation.
the Hamilion,Health Center.

-The.pgsilion taken by Dr. Treat that preventive'
medicine and primary care can and should be tnseparably linked can only'erticthaiized by expandag on this premise.. The artificial divisibn that
has existed between antierpalory (preventive) med-

4

83
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es.

modification of Ow health care delivery systiewill

icine and reactive (curative) medicine is no longer
acceptatile. The new primary physician should be
equally,: oriented to preontion as to dealing with
disease. As a new health professional with roots in
both general practice and public health, his train-Ihtprdgram must provide him with knowledge anti
technique to function in this role. He needs an tineleirstanding of the proceses by which a community
deals_ as' a group with its health problems. A team
approadrAo care is ,required. The result is an inCrease in the ability to deliver prevenlivecare,..and
an increase In the ilexibility of ,the practice allowphysician more time to become involved in
nd fnarregeMent. of the activity. fotension

be accomplished.

-

-

4
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patients.willing to present themselves to such an
office for niedidal care.

O-

What do we think we're doing? Firstc,re getting
the student in contacwiththe patient, altd we think
4, students choose medicine for thiVilepose. In 'other
words, they want lo take. care, of people. Secondly,
were giving the student the chance to develop early
those frustrations which take those in practice 4
or 5 years to learn how to handlt. These include
mare 'knowledge in preventive medicine, the operation oI a health care system, the usefulness cif a

INVITED DISCUSSION
,i
,01

Gordon Hall
11,

s

In conuantini
on Dr/Treat's paper aniathe issue
.,
of programs for primary care training, I will briefly,
relate the ohilotophy and structure of the prtigram
at the recently foonded Rockford Selniol of Medicine. I sb ativibe reincsenting the ideas and work of
Gaw, Robert Evans, arid. others, is
Drs. Dave
well as-ni.jW By usitI existing heakhfacilities and

1

.

manpower,' he school is accomplNhing its objective
of preparin clinical medicine practitioners. The
education Of physicians should be and cart-be-costeffective---gunding of medical care education
through reimbursement received; for .quality care.
(Interestingly, this is °bFcoming political gospel!)
Bob Evans (1973) has discuised the basis of these
concepts at some-length in various documents.
Students some to'Rockford after 1.year of basic
..Imedical scitnebs
at another medical school in Iliac

nois. They then spend 3 clinical years at Rockford. -Theturritillan 4uring the first 7 years- is--nixed by systems taught in 4- to 8-:week blocks
by Those bet qualified to teach them. For instance,

or

the.G.I. tract might be taken by acouple of internist's, 'a surgeon, a pediatrician, and otherS interested 'in that atea. ,All such aculty are ,dray.n
from the ranks of private practiCing physicians The

/

teaching takes place primarily ,in the 'physi Cians
offices.

v

I

the last year is viewed as.a transition from medical' school to residency. During that year and for two
-s
it
half-days' a weeki`Of the- preceding 2' years, students work directly with- practicing physicians 110
-their offices,ok in one of three community hospitals
located in.the vicinity of the office practice. Practice
offices involved in the program surround the city of
Rockford, covering the four pointsof the compass.
three`of thp four sectors of the community had go
wfintsoever when our progr m tarter
medical c
has opened- offices in tnyitnigs
Now, the
.vacated by
by physicians I run one of the Dili e raCticesr Our patient panel, if you will, is that groutof

pu blic ,heatill- nurse, tITmethod of getting, a patient
to a hospital, and other frustrating situations. By introducing the physician ito the patient and keeping
patiew, the physician dehim' in contact with
veldrist what he consid s important in prev.entive
medicine. A student c not look at a patient with
diabetic ne-uropathy, inItaiefsal heads sticking out
the foot, and norCo niler 'how the patient got that
months :curin the first pldce. After spending
ing the patient, he's.notiOing to let it happen again.

That patient and otheri with. similar illnesses will&
get preventive care.
runch
ents to feel at ihd, crunch
concern. In essence, our
consume!' feedback is sintpieif they don'1.4ike us;
they sby away, and they don't pay.u. Our:feeling
is that a student will modify his behavior early in

Finally, we want s

level aboyt * patient

his training if he gets such feedback. If he geti good
feelings from---his patients; it-hes doing somethingright,' horally tares and will continue to care.
We tire attempting to do some of the things mbni

stoned by Dr. Treat, sp"e cifically, in the areS'of74
diagnostic coding and peer review experience. We
code -all encounters, using the Royal College of
General practice system. These data are then eh
tered into a eontputer-for ready retrieval. Its releliancellh the avera family practitiAer is question-,
able, however. The students are introauccd to peer
-review through'.participation in Saturday .morning

conferences where their charts and those of their
physici9 mentors are reviewed according to:_protocol By the time the students graduate, itiley.*111 assume that' this js a healthy pare of medical practice.
-Hopefully,_they, in turn, will have 'the interest to do
as Bjorn and Cross (1976), and have outside experts consult in evaluating their practice
e breadth-of
Cleatly, our students' do not kijo
innovative experiences dewribedTy Dr..,,Triat lathe
Rochester pr amtliZ health care team, etc. I
.

don't know w ether that is good or not. I dp know

6§.

Ulf

.

gar
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that the small -town physician or prima/ care whysician generally does not enjoy. those advantages.
Our program, by its nature, questions -what modej
should be constructed. Should. it reflect that nirvana
that we all hope for in the year 201,5Nith thg multidiscipline health ewe team, or should it reflect that
which the student ph.ysiciin is most likely to eh-
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Bjorn, Jr and HD Cress

1970

The Problem - Oriented

Practice of !Medicine Chicago, Modern trosisital
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,

.
cOuitter when he returns,to his hometown to put ifitom.
Evans, RL. JG Pittman and IkC Peters 1971. The tompracticewhat he has learne,c`.1sWe have chosen the
munity-based medical school\reactions at thelnierface
this situatieni,
latter. If the student' can survive
.betualen medical education and medical care N Engl I of
41
learning primarily to rely on. ills own wits and skills,
Med e2g8t1.0.71i-719
he'll be well-equipped to survive in Moliner
peoples
or any of the Other-, towns of a fear thous
which are crying for physicians.

,
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must work through: It's not ,unrealistic to asksturesidentS' to also work' through that ordents
ganitation, to obtain certain services for .their
patients. If they And they are frostratekby ioad,equacies'in that otgan4ation, we t)ink they'll suggest

o

DISCUSSION,

r-

11

IJ

PAYT(21;I:The last description of the Rockford
situation reminds me that I nlesloing to mention
somethiiig about practice *management knowledge

changes in the future tb see to it-that the community
ch fact' bootstraps itself.
ABI&AMS. :Have you considered organ in.g preelivery,
paid arrangements. whichs 'Might encour
,paid
prevent* services?

Mellowing Dr. Baker's presentation On' cuiriculum..A

necessary fctor, economics, of pealth serve del
ideranomic c
in
tRt-lite-Ieaching
situatio
-PPfling because of the well -kit wn difficulty in
'financing,' hence delivering, any 'nd of prevptive %
base, out of. the
services. out of t fee-for-servic
_
4t
come. .
office-genera
0:
ot.eVerttive medicine and
the t
..
i 'Retaining:to
Dri Hall'tcomments about no 0911-approach to the
training situation, 1'. would say that tinlesg'-wq- can
'detnonstrate to students that ther&is -a po-5sibly new

*very:was omitted. 1lt light of
tier

LL Not at prisent.
',4BRAMS. Do yoU see that aS something 'you
211 the things we're talking
need. to do to help
about?

e

"

HALL Tvhatii being discussed. tiut it the moment: in northern 1111dois, there is no model prepaid

plan. The closest we'can come to it is a Chrysler

asserntily ,plant in which the union has arm-twisted
Blue.Cross to-providing practically all aspects of
in- 'and out tient care And p iriptions.
STOKES The irony of the uation that going
,10 -IMO prepayment may not,need,,s,sarily do what
you woulfi like ene of the first things -that has beers
and better way of clOing things, they wont go into . happening in California- in HMO's in their attempts
to operate at reasonable costs is they are negotiatihg
practice known)); bow to imprxwe upon the old
,00'
away certain services. Preventive services! are usu ..,
model.
ally `the 'first thing to go. So just switching delivery '\
I'd like td. have a' Psychologisavailable to 'do a
1W-financing mechanisms doesn't neces/trigit insure
Joirof ,things with my patients to prepare parents
that you are going to have preventive services
for child rearing, for example; to, assist nip in IN..
automaticaliy, built into your practice It has to be
evaluation of emotional problems, et cetera Yet,
something, that i$Institutionally supported !bore
how an) 1 going to pay the ofli& expenseof that
.
than just through financing.
psychologist when he's not' reimbursable . under
.
First.
wo
comments
en
financing
KI.SS1(
:
Blue Cross-Blue Shield"
sent
his
health
message
to
oton
1
t
tfre
Pres
4. FARLEY For clarification, l }could like briefly to
I
1974).
(February
20,
csterday
the'
Congr.,
outline the financiril of the Rochester ftimil!, Medimating
that`
the
N'ew
York
Times
fourid
eine' Kogan). since fused co be a doctor 'and now,
sad that the President speakc\out on
ide.ntifittd
hunt for money to keep us gliing' For .! yearly budget'
)sts.
and the WcivIwzgion Post in its lead
health
c
of roughly ,S$00.000. 1 hasc to tindabout S300.000
froli)
identified'
the
President's
determination to redis*-, a year above and t4:yLind -what we generate
tribute
physicians
geographieally,
by speent4t.},, and
practice (S200.000.) and third party
t e-for-service
.
that
specifically:to
bring
about
more
family
physicihns
' p ments (1300.0001 for the tr-patient Care
restructurings
the
by
the
latter
to
pursue
He's
/
'
..
'
the residents provide.
:i
respOnse_to
financing
a
medical
education.
ABRAMS,Dr Hall, -do.ycrti have
.
.
Man ni.a rational annnal, am.emotional artitrial.
. Dr. Pa ion' comments''
and 'many other things, but he,'s also an economic
1/,4M-11. A. s pointed out. ne stave' 1)!c feeling thlit
Aitieventive medicine ought. to aid can be perva-siL e . annual. My guess is that," a severe restrucituring of
the finant'ing of AfnediLal education by the Congress
if the clinical setting as part 7 good medical care
s
of -the United States would bring shout rather
For
pertain
pre', within the existing .health, system
public
dramatic change,
local,
ventive,
services,
we
have
available
a
'.
In medicine ste look around to find' how things
i410 department This is -the san.le health deo:a-ta
done '1 hewhole Fltixnerian phenonienorLis so,
aint that- the other physicians in thc community
,
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that won't sell in traditional ways. SOat belts never
sold through-the_ powet of perseatal persuasiien.

.extraordinary because one man examined all the
Canada
medical .*pools in the United State .
and' concluded that one waskeraate, d the patti

I

Contress passed a law,ted howieverybody' that
,buys a ,car buys a sea's belt: It's a preventive

-for .medical educatidn was for everybody to replicate

measure-

that One. Whep the ;von was finally fully imple-

W as phy'sicians liltrested in preventive medi-.

mented by 'about *1-960, almost .3)1 sehOols lookehl.
like Johns litpk,irts.clid in 1910. We may soon have

'

eine4fgonize giver this fact,lycte can't make any headway_witli smoking, with, diabetes,` or obesity or lypertersion 'One' of the drug' firms has- developed

an analagotts experience with primary care if the
s .
society really,buts the lever onus.
..

what they call Project Health, a program aimed at

1 say this because I sense that the leaders in fani?'
ily medicine and_preventiie medicine are. here gath,
ered.lf Congr4nc moves forcefully in this ditection,

modifying lifestyli, changi dietary habits, stopping
smoking and so forth. Cor ctr
con buying it,-and
,encournging.their exec' 'es to enroll. ,Why9 Be-

_people are going to be looking to us and paying us

,

cause the corporation r
:vice-president drops de
$175,000 to replace hi
It's fiscinating`to see

foe ,answers that go beyond where experiments have
.

said this I'd like to try to offset my ea ler
Ha
Ion&range pessimism 'with some short-range 4ptimi$m regarding financing and the delivery of ,Ciare!
.

ventive sekvices.,

Many of the problems which have been raised
about ftnaricing,' prevention and so forth.c n be

.

solved° if we move beyond the scriptures an the
gospels. I, have been as guil,o, as the rest,of you
around the table in, writing thew'? like to think I'm
the $t. Paul of the movernent. In these, Ng4eally
fall ,back on 'Ord' drigtbers rather than asking some
rather bold and embarrassing questions of ourselves
.
and the syStem.

Where's. been a very tecreshing influx of econoMists in, the It feleyears who are beginning to-ask
some ofthese questions and are be'ginning to point
out some things about distrihutIon of manpower and
utilization of setvices and trade-offs that the consumers will make and ho ',,V you deal with probteni

4

-

zes that ?Lan executive
his job, it costs Mon
Over the campus at

t1111

for anti -'
smoking clinic The fee, tS100. If you attend the
University

of

placards

Pennsyl

busies back Reimburse,

the test, you cal) get° fifty
mechanism.'

I'm ingesting that,

c are it lot of directions

6i -week follOwup and pa

in which things,. iffe goirtg. and there: are. going to
'be multiple options sicategies that we'll find ourseles,tn the midst 0,, ofigl we're going to do some
things that v.e may ,nett' lice in terms of bur valves,
but v..ich nonecthtleia,achieve the preventive ends
which we espouk NVe are a Niginatic skiety. We
will respond to.certain
s olincenhves. particularly economic. ant's/Ilan :we've not looked at that
very iinagimativly:in our health care plans We've
been Cairly yeedestilan, sOing,,"It's either fee-ftrpractice There ire lots
service of Prepaid gr
of ways of mixing it '

.
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DISCIPLINES

.41

1

.: ..

.,

This section,' in tw.parts. focuses upon those disciplines laid 'areas
par icular
olio pertise in .preventive/ community medicine which are of par
to prithatycare practice and hence to primary care up- .tioiliil .programs. ;Vic' , first part deals principally, with variOeis application4 of epiclemit011gy and quantitative skills, while ''he second part,
enriphasiies application of social "and behavioral sciences to a variety , .

)

,

of community health problems enctlunttred in praptice.

Dr. Stokes first differentiateS between those preventive. medicine
grrategies suited to delivery 4111 the personal health service _setting and
'4Rtiisse not so silited.. The paper-tbei discusses'the. need.for and use ,t) f
various forms of clinical, evaluative, and operations research in primary
c e. Dr. McWhinney's discussion emphasizeg the important Icontribu
care..dep3)/tiara of epiderkology 'especially in

.

4

r

8

.

. and "strategic"
-.applications of epidemiolOgy.to primary care, as well as epidemiologicahy-based research in-the DepartIthent of Family Metlicine at 'the
University of Western Ontario,.are described. General discusion jcip-,
toslevelOp physicians with combined expertise in both ,
_ales, the
the, measur enter sciences of preventive community medicine and in
primary ,ine cal care in order to provide the appfopriate teaching anti
for primary 'care programs. Atiention'iS gip too
research reso

ments on sound inuifectual foundations. "Tacti

Re

,
,

questions of finatiantand training of such persons.

..

q

4

-

...

.

.

,

4

,.

,

Dr§: Falk, and, Scuichfiellts 'paper first deliicts the contemporary
primary' care. movemeTit as g. social phetZmenon, ..resulting, from con. 01,
consumers, -' .cerns of sorlie. healthy professionals; other health workers.
,.
:' and legislators. It becomes incumbent. Upon the prunarx 'care provider
to. have 'knowledge of and melhotts for 'working with those social insti=,..
anions and phenpitolfrinich relate to-health service/ d6liv . The curl.
statistiCs'
discipline)
of community health are described; namel
.
-. Oidemiorogy, enVironmental/ occupational health, heal service's ad-1 -,
ministration, acid health'educ-ation. Some pertinent aspects of -socral
,
1 science, ecemomics,an politics are discussed.
t., ..
0
Dr. Scutchfield's formal discussion cempleinents,the lead paper by
,hig ?ighting the special rol for community medicine departments to
'play in applying .their spectrum, disciplines to aAssing health ,prob-
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lems and healthkservice needs."comrhunity diagnosis." 'Often, the
findings.of sirdh assessments .will be directly applicOle igLiht develppment of primary ca* services and acc9fdirtgly, sb(1141d fflk well understolid by primary caKe providers) The 'gefle'ral discussion touches on
several ways that community diagnosis and primary Care tiight interact.
\
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poltomyelrtis, allergic reactions
to prophylactic antibiotics and the Complications -of
or4 contraceptives It has bten wisely. written
pr. 'intim ',ton no ere, and, although patients pually
,accept tsublesomt side effects of therapeutic agents,
they, are ess tolerant when preventive interventions
Ouse disability and death. It is for this reason that
use need 'to calculate and consider such trade-offs
vaccine- assdciatet

PREVENTIVE STRATEGIES,
ItESEARCIL AND EVALUATION
Di :PRIMARY CARE -

as precisely as-possible.

Joseph Stokes in

,

.

;

My seconcjorethise),that the preventive attigode
should pervade every, aspect of clinical medicine.
The objectives of both preventive and clinical mei-

1

INTRODUCTION,

,

I

7'

Although Dr. McWhinney and I have been asked
Ao'fodus our remarks on the subject of evaluation
and research in primary care, I am going to begin by

cine (and most certainlly primary care) are the same,
,namely to maintain ,451 restore health* Therefore,
bbth prevention and erapeutics share a comnlyn

goal; it iA only the strategies that differ. Unkfrtunately, we suffer from the lack of an operational
definition of heilth tO use' asia guide to attain-,this

listing a few premises related to toth the practice
goal. Foy instance. Dr. J. W. Bush (105) has
and teaching of preventive.medicine. After stating '
been developing a two-dimensional danition-:of
these premises, I will then review the general strathealth-with functional status on the ordinate and
egy by means of which prevention is implemented,
timetasthe abscissa. He definers and evaluates a series
particularly as it relates to primary care. Finally,. I
of rum tional stem ranging from full physical and
will return to our assigned task."by presenting, -the
social function withbut symptomsat one extreme' to
evaluation model and suggesting a few problem
death at the other. He then calculates the transitional
areas ripe 'for research by those coneeined with improbabilities of moving from any existing level, of
,,proving the practise of primary care. I will tilso. -- -- function (at Li) .to all ,other levels' ati"some future
suggest how epiderniologic methods can. help to
prognostic ditime "(Ty). This..latter represints
solve:such problems.
niensiuiPand tI'e factors which, Ilieterrnine these
'transitfopal pro-liabilities do not neetssarily affect
Junctional health status at , T,,. For instance,
( PREMISES
rybi first premise is that the practice of preventive

medicintlik substantially more dif5cult tin is chin-.
scal medicine. The, clinician almost always deals with

patients seeking. help in solLini health problems,
,'many of whom need little more than a'sympathelic
'ear. The practice of presentive medicine, at :least

.

.

hyperlipirkemia, per se, does not affect function 'but
it does help estimate the probability of developing
ctirtronari heart disease and other Mapifostations of
atheroscleros
time

which will affect function' at a_later

!Cope ense. my third premise is a corollary Of
the first: Since preventive medicinC is so difficult ij

within a clinical contexY, demands that both patients a regimes generous recouni and strong' trisAttutional,
support. Physicians should notenecessarily 'expect
to avoid anticipated but as yet
and physicians
their patients to stop smoking even 'after a passioniate
atcly,
it.is
much
easier
either
unfelt events.
presentation of the compelling facts Dr John Fatc
risk
of
potential
catastrophes
to deny or accts
quar
and Ni s associates (Beyers, 1974) have shown
when
s.uth
than it is to avoid them, particularly
that
group
counseling by specially trained §ehdvioral
depends
upon
change
in
entrenched
patavOidancee
scientists is the most efficient means of effecting such
terns of behavior such as cigarette smoking Prevenchange thus, suggesting them 'specialized smoking
tive medicine is furthVcomphcateby the fact that'
may represent a new intitutional
withdrawal
trade-offs
one is almost alWays faced. with difficult
, requirement of the practice of preventive medicine.
tIietween the risk gf developing disease and the adOfronu,tly. suchchnits will cost macy which as yet
verse side-effects-of prev,entiiie procedures such as
r.
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ment. Although an .ounce of prevention may be
worth far more than a pound of cure, society still

,

finds it difficult to act___ticcortling to this ancient

adage As a result, it

much easier to muster the

used to ccuitrol the excessav use of ethanol One
can anticipate the hue and ,cry were the liintod

resources for7the surgical managen4ra of carcinoma,

of the lug than it is to prevent the diseases in the

,"*.

Stafes to legislate proffibitiOn tifuhe production And
.

first place:Firefighting hits a far stronge'r emotional
fire previntion,.tind the resources
appeal than
required by The health 'systerrt are not allocated by
primarily rational criteria,
emise is that the -marriage between
My fin
communi
ntive,,anti social medicnie. on one
hand and f
m&dieirte and primary caie oft the
other Is a Very healthy-One Both disciplines hzn.e
much to contribute to the Other I feel so "strungl

on this point that both flinctions are'curretly encompassed within a 'single department' at the Line, rsity

of California, San Dieeo. approvimately

:one-third of A metIrtett/ schoOls in , ,the United
States which have family practice programs hate
'analogous organizational arranumenoi (ATPM.

consumption of cigarettes. Nevertheless. 0,e have
far from exhausted the health benefits that can be
through e,nvirontriental 'manipulation, and'
public attitudes do chanft For instance. smuking;41coholism and other farms of drug zibuse all rexceseur
. _
c arious forms of coPrng behavior.
cassel 41974) and 'others hart suggested that socie.ty sKould pay more 'attention to crowding anti'
other aspects of l.he socitil enc ironment. The elimi=
nation -`trN
merty might well represent, a milestone
grimed

'

comparable o We-cleansing of central water 41- /
plies However. it will be much more difficult and

require much more money to accomplish As 'Geiger

points out, residents of both the tarbari and rural'

pei ttos

need °bread+ far rtm-re than medicine, and
cheine should 'nincr contribute to either the ro-

1974)

C
PREVENTbVE STRATEGIES
Environment

NI

The term, public health. -was first used t.)%
gang Rau in 1764 (Rosen....G. 1958 i and 'the 2t)t)
Years since that time h Le taught us that the most
etlectiye means of 'preventing illness IS t.)N altering
the rAi ronment rather than 9idifying the host fic
and

----

1

ing back these pages of p blic Oalth.history ,Prohir
bition clearly reduced the Mcidence of cirrhosis Of ..
the liter :and undoubtedly' had other favortile efic
fects, nevertheless. society, concluded that its ,net
effect was negative and that other Means should be

cannot be recovered through third p4rty reimburse-

I

,

4

.

large. such en irovental Interceptions hate"

been implemented he exercising the Itgislatice and
regulatory power of rhe state 1 he decisions to
chlorinatt common water eupplies and to pasteuriii
milk were bAcally
rather-than medical decisions an 4 practicing Ahysicilms often did as moth
tO hamper ass to help the-ij exetutikr
ibis day. the
easiest means, ofObtaining rays milk in the State of
New York Is by obtaining a physician's
prescription
,
Regulations iontrollinood handling. housing and
1

highway construction. -:mod automobile design repro:
sent other ways in whik'h we, hace reduced enyrrtm
mental risks to health- Unfort'unately. the most

efficierif-maulpulsitiOns -hays 41resi4 becn made
What's more, there ate= limits to cc hat society we ill
tolerate Some still find z:hlorinated water clistasteful
and others steadf),*tir=prefer' raw milk. although
neit her represent a political force Apoipable of turn '

manticuation or . institUtionatlization
of 'poNei,,ty
u ,,,,
`Ci-eiver demonstrated at the Tufts-pelta health care
program, at Nloufid Bayou, Missiqsippi. how an intru \alive health care s stoFni could not on IN provide
health cart sersiCes but could also-catalyre ,certain
miprosements in the socit' ectinonitc and political
enclronmein oppressing his patients He also faun )
that
ht..aith
care 'has its linuts as a powee base fro 1
.
,
V hich to effect such social change jk herrocer ,pils.:4 ,
sible. fracticing physicians should he agents of so=,
La clutmrs, and the annuals of medicine' are rep
with slip .ices
coarage 45' CXCntpletred In 1(
Snow ronol
is haldly, frorn.,,the Broad Street
piimp

Host.

I he other major preYenn tstratcg\
stratein iicts to iJi
rectIN protect the' host I his is whit I me.an by the
lerni clinical preYentice. medic:mg, ,and what Drs
Schneiderman anif
hdc
surnmarlied In
a chart or. of A 7 eAt7)00A (4Pany,l
lice (Stokes
and Schneidcrnitin. 1973 i Fortuna,telN., Norma of
the /new er models. 'of clelr critig cornprc,shensic
health Lire repr.sent frelt 4Spportunitie to s-ypthe\,e and lic;r:ipeuttc!medicine Al t
th,is ci..,(iisslon to
It is beNiond du. ,-Ztopc
.

9
I

'

.

'
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1972) More effet:iise methods of treatment b;;;Ve
also added increased importance to screening for
diseases such as eSseitial hypertension HoweYer:

-.each tpethod ikdetail,'I will summarize below ewe)
' '
of the major categories..
Health Education: First of all, the physician
should impress upon ail of his patients that most
adultS serve as their ovn physician most of the time

.

we shoUld.be rigorous and selectivtin deciding
iould,be applied to which age, sex and
other special risk grotips, itlways keeping inemind
that we see the' reniediabl, and as yet unrecog!Ouch tes

and that it is only under. conceptional circumstances

that they 'turn to hearth professionals for iadvice.
Therefore; it follows. that 'patients should be instructed not only regarding good health habits for
themselves'-and their dependents bur should also Wc.)

nized, disease and risk factors.
Immunization Specific immunization is the" eras- sical method 'of clinical preventive medicine de-

given firstiaid instrtican and informed.,of those
-

stgned

to

protect

the

against

host

anticipated

syriptottrisithat warn of the pvesence of early and
remedial)* disease. finalty, they need to be taught
bow and 'hem to tall upon the health care system
'
foF help wpm rteejied
More tFlectively,, certain patients with chronic

exposure to infectious micro- organisms Delspitellie
routmaand rituahstic administration of these, vac- ,

management. For instance. more, physicians'should
copy Dr. Kenneth Moser (1973) who runs a course

Cher 119- and Antibiotic Prophlatis
There is a grow*g.list of speclil circumstances call"-

for pane* with chrbn

mg for administratiofrof immunoglobulins. aritzbiotics and other drug; toelfeci both the primary and

eines,

eir propar lice requires a. great dear of

knowledge regarding the agent, host..vaccine and
the natural Fusion, of the disease In ever, case the
decision as' to whether or not 'to vaccinati any
diseaies stich''as'hypertension coronary heart disease
licen patient at any given time is based upon a
and chronic. obstruclise pulmonary disease should
be instrucied as to how they can help in their own ,_bats e. of risks as I have discussed aboYe,

put unary disc...3si.Cat the
ego) 1-1 has dem-

Univasitv of California (San

onstrated that thos e so instr ted At'only function
fewer health _care secYlees-dur. better but 'al,i5 utiliz
ing the' course of their illness N'Y e should he doing
..:.the sarhe for those patients -with corona!, heart disease and for thuseisliffering front okher chronic
dAeases The sick patient is the world s best`'motivated student and'we should take full ady antagt, (,t;

4 this fact

.

secondary prevention of a ,broad spectroin ant diseases extenchng, from rheumatii: fescr to thromhos-

suet prophy laNi .ik
-The' valiie
well established for suite of they circumstances

embolic disease

t nfortunately. abuse persists and its has been demon-

strated that such prophyllxiS is either in no benefit
or

actually, detrinic:ntal

in

niliny

cinnmstanees

filer-405e, the cliniciaiv.sho# maintain an attitude

,

Unfortunately; kW data af e -, liable as how best
to effect health education It is clear that different

r,esponsivc skeptici.s'ni 'to new. 'protoci)ls as they
.
.
arc proposed
The Pretenteidi of l'renancl, 'Childbirth, (Intl
cif

patients learn' in different ways and that our approaches should vary aegis rdin to age and sQ.io, economic status:It is also cheat that Leman] patients
are better motivated to .'engave in such health edu, cation behavior*, but-we need far better data regard..,
,
-ing khese.points
Hearn, Screenn,nr-After an initial w ave.' of (1y el--

optimistic ent1iusiasm we.".are gradually deoloping a
better'hillanted an'd ratl''mal %inv. of health s,..reentrig. As tbc, recent series of articles, in -Lancet
(Whith%. 197.4)demonstratcs. ikeie are vlICIlis with
unrecognized and remediable diseaSes and. risk fail-

,' tors that can be.identified andtreatd more effccduring. their presymptornatio phise' ( c g ,
carcinoma of thecervix L. Such tests as a)t. cery.a,41
'smear cytology have akiettdy been well accepted into
tivery

the practice_of prirnary cafe A111011411 healthy debate

as-toittieir effectiveness-and etheiency persist (Yule,

The adYent of oral contrace Pet

C wii,,,,mtuiPtirie. t%

tiyes. tgenetii, Counsehrig. aninnleentesis and flia-ng-

the er-,. rapid
resUlted
facet of'clinical preycntivc

um ,uu.ih altitudes
,

cleyelopmern

nrillicip cif

lk

11.311 'primary 'phYsiiians, should be

recently c!,stimated that 411
\\%Cli -ware It
:
tik 1,tetardatitIn cal be prey ented
t lot 'a
/
throuphilie"app i3Otiton..otproper maternal nutinum

eys)nlanee ot-ta,,,;;itogenic pugs and iither 'agents
e p rula140-selectise abortion based upon 'ammos
,
lidwflle . and the' early
And pauper management of a foss rare
'tiKtTe% stk.') as plic'ny lketon Lima and g al a."-iosem
Y
Yeti).
1975) All of Ithese prokedoins should he "a n
integral part (if ptmial% L.IFC; %he shOUld
upon lotal health ilepartnients ti, fill the
g..tps tharst.11 exist
prc,1111,.. mew,.
.
.

a

p
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4 EVALUATION AND
RESEARCH
.
.
A

,

'a

N

.

.

r Finally, I come to he subject originai lly assigned. t
thdhof evaluation And ,research in primary care..
First, let me make 'clear that) do not use the words
evaluation and research interchangeably ,I believe
that there is cleg distinction betweeri the two.
always be applied-to any impor.Evaluation sho
tant task to dete mine Whether or'not the goals and
objectives were ultimately achieved. The means bjr

we have aboOt The, clinical method after all thelfyears. The wort of Elstein and Qthcrs at Michigan
State reprdsents. an example of what can be 'done
1972 )-1 Fin also impressed 'with what Smith_ and
McWhinney (1975) are doing ,in studying how family physicians make diagno'stie anal therapeutic
decisions,kis compared with internists. z

''

whifih such evaluation is to be carried out should 17i.
planned in advance noponly to assure that ohjecpve
criteria will "be' used for evaluaand predeterr

The second important research pribrity is the development of better health Information gystertis. We
must analyze fritically the information upqn which'
we base'clinical decisions and learn to manage such
data more efficiently. Information must by available
to effect decisidn4. If it's ,stored in the, stacks of a

assist the planning process in

library, it will not bear on decisions made on the

tion but

,establishing expZcit aril precise goals and objectives.
The evaluation process is to set goals, defining theni
in measdliflake terms 'Then determine how closelythese goals can be achieved Unfortunately,' one
usually falls short ofsathievement, thus leAfinga gap
Some kind of action y correct these deficiencies can
then be taken. .
, Research is different in that it poses questions.at
a higher level of significance, the answers to which

have wider application. and:often represent a true
`step forward At therriomelt, the family medicine
- movement is being swept along by a wave of social
' concern not unlike the Community medicine movement ofre 196Ffs 'A movement Is not a rational
process but a gut reality, Having ridden the crest
of` the communityynedicine wave, I would caution
some of you as to the hazard; as well as the thrills
One of the things -that particularly concerns me is
that 'the fgrmly mecicine movement has taken an

wards. Only if-it is accessible can_ it*have any lap-,
ence on the actions that ws take. On'the other hand,
vb e .have a great deal
d
of
ormation clutteiing tat;
our medical recbnls which is trivial and not useful
in .any way (Stokes' and Hayes, .1970) Here is
where th.algoi-ithin4 required by computers can'be
i

hplpful. Fortunately, computers are so simple-minded

that they need precise instructiqns at every step of
ti,ioir logic The discipline required.to write such programs should be very usilul to physicians Obviousiy,A,

if you feed a computer garbage, it %till spit it ight
w
back, at you It is not a siov e, only a speedy workhorse

If Our data isn't clean and crisp-the corn-

puter can't 'help either clean it up urtighten logic.
./k t-EirT research priority relit to the need for
mure Dnd better clinical trials, including those which
compare preventrve strategics 'A classical clinical
trial selects a cohort of poen-Itthen randomises its'
subjectt' between an intervention. and a control
/group
Intervention jot then undertaken holding the
alstA
is,
therefore.
twist
--which
-, antr-intelleCtual
anti-research One of the reaw that I am pressne- colikil group as constant as possible. Olittome and
rroccAs viteria are (hen tompared. Fur instance, at
so hard for The ,melding of fr ily and preventive
the inodft nt there is a 30 million dollar annual inmedicine lc that classical wade' le preventiVe medivestment in the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention
cine has been a little loo precious, Intellectual,
-Frail and the more selective progranis of the Lipid
iconoclastic; conceptual and isolat67d fro;the real
Rt,search Clinics and Hypertension Detection and
world. On the other ,hand, as proviOusly stated,. the
Followur studies of the National Heart and Lung
-family medicine. movement ,i; leaning to the oppoInstitute: fhe general objective's of these programs
site direction My:hopc,is that a close relationship
are Ka.. identify 'patients
between the two will bring them both into better
. at high risk of developing
coronary heart disease and other complications of
-balance
`
atherosclerosis and then to randomly allocate such
What then are the question's, which family medisubjects between interventam and ontrol groUp.1 he
'. eine research world try to answer' Fm goin to
logic is simple but the logistics are horrendous
, . present four generat examples. but I _do not 'pretend
.
Such experimental techniques also present probthat my list is complete
lems They arc- clumsy in that they require so many
My first suggestion is that family medic,nic can
carefully selected and Looperative subjects It is also
improve our` understrinding .of the clinical method
dilliLult to maintain double-blind design and the
It is remarkable howl little systematic information
I

)11
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findings are often difficult toptranslate back into the
"real HwOricr' of 'medical practice. There are 'also
vexing ethical peoblenss regarding nonintervention
as it relates to the control group. Fortunately, other
deethodf are now available including the continued

lavelopment of multivariate analysis which can be
applied to obsirvatioiral,.nonexperimental settings.
The advantage of these techniques is that they can
be-munhiess disruptive For instance, the Framing:
ham Study set down at the beginning approximately
25 explicit hypotheses from which it was later able
to -define coronary) risk factors without any interven-

tion whatsoever (Dawber et al., 1964). A current
example, which is perhaps more closely related to
primarl care, deals with emergency medical servre again, Dr. Bush and his :associates have
ices.
fusing functional health status as the depr
pendent variable on one side of the equation. and a
host of independent variables on the other. For instance,) one can evaluate the size of the hospital,
the atnount of training of its personnel and many
other fjtctors in.order to determine how they relate
to health outcome. Hopefully, such analyses will al-

low us to explain most of tht variance in health
outcomes among different emergency services. Although there are sever?l assumptions in the use of

such a method, they are not as restrictive as has
been classically assumed (Bush, 1975). Such techniques may have many potential applications to
health services research, particularly as it impinges
on primary care.

their preventive as well as diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.
1W-
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his patients will emir( him for one reason Of an
other, he has a superb opportunity for identifying
patients who are at special risk and for placing up

Ian R. McWhinney

`

,

asymptomatic disease. In order to apply this,method
with the greatest economy,/ needs the knowledge of

I should like to begin by taking up a point made by
Dr. Stokes: the'risk that family medicine may become

risk and of the natural history of -disease which

This'is a cautionary tale which we v:./ot_..11s1A o well

the practice as a whole. A primary doctor's prac-

to ponde. I think it is very important, that, in this

tice should be `regarded as a populatior at risk, with
'subgroups who are ht special risk and require atten-

clinical epidemiology can give him.
In the strategic method, he applies this knowledge'
a "gut, feeling" rather than an intellectual. pursuit..
to
the whole population of his practice. For example,
suelr
With departments and programs developing at
sfit-itytty
decide to screen all adults between 25 and 65
. a rapid rate, I see this as a very big risk.
We con learn a very useful lesson from what hap,- for hypertensipn. We have hardly yet begun to apply
this method in North America, although it has been
pened in the education 'of teachers. In his book
used .for some years-in the United Kingdom, where
Crisis in the Classroom, Silberman (197.1) describes
ational Health Service provided general practiNational
how the education oflbachels became separated fi-om
'tioners
with a ready system for defining their practhe academic mainstream, cutoff in teachers colleges
tice
populations.
There is, however, no.reason at all
from its academic roots in philosophy, literature and
'why
we
should
not
apply the method here. The main
history. As he went round from one teachers college
tone
of
brganization, 'but one of attiobstacle
is
to another, Silberman found a monotonous' pattern
tude.
Prithary
physicians
have not until recently
triviality
and
intellectual
osSificaof superficiality,
,
thought
beyond
.the,individual
to the population of
tion,
period -4 rapid growth, we ensure that the intellectual,
foundatiois of 'primary care are well laid. This`l see
as the greatest benefit from the marriage between
prevehtiwe medicine and family medicine. Epidemiology is the,basic science of .preventive medicine I

think we can idenlify epidemiology as ore of the
basic sciences of family medicine as well.

Of course, we in family medicine haye other acain the behavioral sciences, in the

demic roots:

tion even if they are not at the time attending the
physician.
.
Now I want to describe how we have tried to apply
some of these ideas at the University of Western
Ontario. When family medicine started there 8
°

years ago we' Were one of two divisions in a department of community medicine. The other was epidemiology and preventive medicine. Four ,earapago we

humanities, andlike other clinical disciplinesin

became, by mutual consent, two separate depart-

thy biological sciences.

ments. It was an excellent way of introducing a new,
discipline to the medical school.

Our knowledge is appliedas Dr. Stokes has told
usthrough the two major strategies of2nvironmental engingering and host interventionEnvironinental
engineering is .the province of the public health
worker: the doctor who deals with populations rather
than with individuals, The primary physician practices .preventive medicine mainly through the, indi-

'Otir first tasks Were to set up model teaching'
practices, to develop an information system, to

launch an undergraduate teaching program, and to
develop the postgraduate prograth which had been
in existence two, years. In all these tasks, but particularly in the first two, we ere in constant communi-

family or work roup, or the population" of his prac-,

cation withour collea ues in epidemiology.
We confronted tho denominator problem and decided to-go fora defined population for each" of our
three model, teaching practices. We did this i:iy designing a family, data grieet and recording demo-

tice.

graphic data about evei-y family registering with our

vidual. The distinctidn is useful, but should not be
' considered absolute. The primary physician is also

I"

The primary physician uses two preventive
methods: the tactical and the strategic. In the tactical
method, he applies his "knowledge of health risks to
the patients who are consulting him for all kinds Or
problems. Since; in th courselltof one. Year, most of

concerne with the health of populations, but his
focus is mor n small population groups such at the

79
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practices. Having done this we set about designing

a system for collecting data on every patient encounter in the centers. We noNV have over a year's
data and have been through the laborious process of
checkifig and validating it.' Samples of descriptive
epidemiology from this data are shown in Appendix

.

I* this chapter. 1 */
Although the methods used, and the data obtained,.
will be of genkral use aled interest, our Chief purpose
,

in setting up this 4sterw was nbt research with a
big :`k?' Its thief purpose was educational: to provide staff and residen'ts with continuing feedback
about their performance', to give us information
abeut the contest of family practice, and to help vs to

evaluetel the work of tht practices. It has alsb, of
bourse, provided data for research, helped us with
`m* gagement decisions and given us ,a basis fpr the

k

.application of strategic preventive inethods.
It is important to eMphasize here a point made by
Dr. Stokes. The collection of data does not constitute
research. Research begins with an ideaa question
followed if necessary by the collection of information. We should sot collect large masses of informa-tion and expect research to grow miraculously from
it. Of course; we must collect data for other reasons
.

--educatiop, audit; managementbut we -must always be clear_ about. our objectives for doing so
Every new discipline begins with a phase of data
.collecting. In due.course, however, this must be fol-

lowed by the glinerating of ideas and hypotheses
about the data. In primary care we are almost at the
end of phase one our greatest need is not more information but new thinking. Lout the information
which is already available.
Research in our ddpartment has arisen from questions which we wanted. to answer. about the
,incidence and pi-eyalence of disease in general practiee; about the structure and function of the primary

health care system, about the natural history of
presenting complaints, about the problem-solving
strategies used by ,family physicia&, about the ef-

How can we encourage research in departments of
family medicine9 I think it is essential that we don't
rely entirely ,,on epidemiologists to do the research.
It is equally important that research is not seen as.
something which is carried out by speci'ali4ed personnel in one corner of the Department. The spirit-

of inquiry should be something that pervades the
whole Dcepartment and affects. all members of it in
some way or another.
In our Department we have one family physician
working virtually full time on research on ,a grant

from the Federal Government, We have had two
visiting professorseach 'for 12 monthsunder the
Federal Government visiting scientist program: Dr.
D. L Crombie from Britain and Dr. B.. 6'. Bentsen
from Norway. All of these.have contributed greatly
to the development of our research activities. I be-.
Itieve that our most important achievement, however,
to have so many members of the Department actively engaged in research under the aegis of our
research committee.
It is important that funding agencies recognize the
need to support people like this in departments of
family medicine. The most important thing, however,
,is not material resources but the intel'ectual climate.
Lett Us not forget, that most of the original work in
general practice has been done in Great Britain by
working general practitioners with mivimal resdurces
(Re'arch Projects by General Practitioners, 1974)
'Having establisheda climate favorable to the development of ideas, all a department needs to do is to
establish a system by which a creative individual can
receive the maximum of support, encouragement and
constructive criticism. This is what the marriaga, Af
faculties of preventive jand family medicine is all
about

S.
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menu of family medicine to teach, to serve, and
above all, to .guide research. That bretd,is sadly

DIkUSION

needed
1.

.

SMITH You0describt.: a person who's going to
have his foot in both camps as" the appropriate individual to guide us in the collection and-use of data,
etc.. The question is where such persons might best

FARLEY: 'E)r McWhinpey cautioned that we
shouldn't get inundated with data exept as it provides _for somelynctional practice or research pur-,
would like to emphasize the '_potential
research usefulness of data systemapcally-collected
and coded in a kirge number of .family practices. Repose.

I

cently, Evan charly, in tbie Pediatrics Department
alt Rochester, carat to us aAel wanted to do a trial
of antibiotic prophylaxis q recurrent otitis media.
Within several days, Jack Froom, in Family Medicine, provided him, with *coded records from a
population of I2000 pediatric-patients from which
0

to select cases and cOintrols They were able to start
the study in a-week, compared to the months or years
and considerable additional funding that would have
ed to start de novo
been re
Td(extend beyOnd the potential for .tudy
'13ER

of disease, management and diagnosis, there's an
even larger potential for-research in the health sery
ices or health management aspects or primary.care.
FARLEY Despite these -good feelings' and a
limited amount of detwnstrated usefulness of coded'
primary care data fot stu,,dy purposes, our residents
have expresed rightly, a need to get people helping
at a high level to use this'data.

STOKES 'This reminds me of the guy, in the
dcpartfnent of medicine ten years ago' 11,ho used to

mat .a study and collect 'reams of data. and then
walk in ,,to some- unsuspecting

atistican and dump

the data on his desk and sax, "(Analyze it "--That was
bad news then ancrit will be bad news 'all over if
family. medicine collects reams. of encounter form
data and then hauls it down to preventive medicine
.
and puts it on the desk and says, Analyze it."
This hopefully can be avoided by'de,eloping appropriate study design, data management or expertise froh within the ranks of family rliedicine. I am
.thinking'of,abteed of individthils who are fully con. versant with family medicine, who go through
family medicine residency, and then spend at least
a year, maybe two or three, working in a particular
discipline such as health services research, alid then
conic back as full-time acadeninlians in the depart-,

beeducat&I for this role, and how this education
might be funded Specifically, should this occur ih
private, instifutions'whose trustees might not be parri
ticulbrly forward looking, or *at p bliely-supported
medical centers where' the State, in ssuming respon- ,.
sibility.jur public needs, would be supportive of such
a program, or would the education be based in actual
primary care practices in the canmunity9
KIS.SItK: The distinction between priv-A0te tnd
public institutions in higher education is evaporating
at a very rapid pace I'm on the faculty of a private
institutions but we've been told that if the public Cork
is pulled, wet go down the tube So the decigion
process is goiry to be very similar.

I'd Just like to toss out what is one of the most,
fascinating things about the British National Health
Service,. which- claims that the family physician',*
the backbone of the service. The family physician is
de facto the backbone of the service, although the
stows and the income goes to the consultwt who is'
the ,specialist But when you examine their budget,
what they have ne and are doing is providing 80
percent of their h Ith care with 12 percent. of the

.

,

budget
One of t.he things that will really selifamily medi-

cine,

iii. our society, including the kind of post-

graduate

education

being

,discussed,

is

cost

effective'ness. It's a more cost effective way of pro- I,
viding primary care' and Preventive care,' within
certain limitations., than what we've' got presently.
I- think politicians ,have that message. I'm not sure.;
.

the rdst of us do,

SCUTCHELD Traditionally, the university
health science center, be it private or publicly supported, ha's the resources for research to build the
intellectual batkground that Drs. Stok6s and Mcappropriately pointed out. I'm sure
Whinney
that wou ).' the primary mechanising
AcCordingly, I would hope that, if in fact there is
some strong commitment to.famtly medicine at the t
national and State lekel, there would be the corn-,
mitment Of resources for university-based research
being discussed.
in Just the kinds o
But I think there's a further paint to be made, and' '
'V
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that is that some of the most asdnating research
haseen done by a family ph sician rwith his record'
', ,system (e.g.; the work of F y and Pickles in En\
-gland):
Sin& the focus of research' is likely to continue at

the university.center, it doesn't proclude the family
physician from obtaining research capability in his
residency training To that he will carry it on in his
practice.
.
.
:
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preventive and social-mind d Of the trpditional
comfortable with public
'specialties, feeling celati

health, e.g., .well -baby, school- health and vippled
childrens'. programs. It liras. emphasized normal

NITY AND SOCIAL'
MEDICINE IN PRIMARY CARE
;

growth and. develoriment,i nutrition, prima0Voteem:in 'against infectiout &seises through immunizations, and 'maternal child- rearing education.

INTRODUCTION

Relatively modest fees and total income levels,'plus
boredoip in the health maintenance and coNinseling
role,prdmpted a precipitous decline in pediatric rest-. \
dent recruitment about a decade ago. The pediatricians,then led the traditiOnal speOalities in fostering
the expanded nurse role, the nuAe practitioner, recognizing h r independent care possibilities but asking

This paper first adentif some major streams
that are important in the nsideratiori of the relationships between communty /social medicine and
primary care. These stream are: ongoing relatist
ships between community a 4 social' medicine and

Family medicine (AAGP, 1968) has ' recently
taken its dace as a speciality, the speciality of the
genes list, requiring the same length of residency
training as medicine and pediatrics.-(i.e., thre

Leslie A. Falk and

F. DouilasScutchteld

that she Oin the pediatrician in a "ter" to provide.

Traditional primary care prO iders, the emer once of
consumer nement
the health care team and of
in health care.
Professional Streams

The pkisnary care physician, represents "first 'contacit."
with the patient or the family. The disciplines
_
.currently most thought of as providing primary care
are internal medicine, pediatrics and faMily medi-

patients (H. Silver et al., 1968).
,

years). If has acquired a high consciousness of role
and mission. The Society of, Teachers of Family
Medicine has identified special viewpoints and skills
considered to be unquely feasible for this speciality;
many of these are at the preventive,- family, and social levels, 'Bath the Society of Teachers of Family

Medicine and the American Academy of Family'
Practice demand equal status for family medicine
wh dther ftcognized medical specialties, and,want

&dical school and hospital department status.'However, they have been tolerant of the rather large number TA-medical school., Departments of Family and
medicine is based'on in-hospitat eareas'its model.
Community Health, which handle both subjects, atAlthough prior antipathy existed between internal
tempting to integrate them, especially at .the medical
medicine and community medicine, Many internists
student level. Different tracks are necessary to
now consider that community medicine is one of its
achieve approval for the respective specialty boards
sub- (or super-) specialties. "Comprehensive care"
at the residency level.
(Falk, 1972), has become an important viewpoint
Many of the social and , humanitarian concerns
of many internists. These internistsk adopted (in the
(Wolfe and Badgley, 1972) which,pteviously had
1950's) dimensions of comprehensive care that are
led medical students and y6ung graduates into social,
preventive and rehabilitative in nature as well as
curative; they discOveted streams of preventive and * preventive, and community medicine are now clearly
evident in family medicine circles. Family medicine
social medicine, and incorporated them into clinical
approval bodies require that all persons of the family,
practice.
Among
these
dimensions,
are
epidemiology,
--

cine./

The traditional educational ,Stream of internal

home cafe, medical care organ4ation and health

adrdinistration. While this identifi ation is occurring
in internal medicine, the words iii einternal Medicine Specialty Board ''Essentials" till do not reflect
this.

Pediatrics (Goldman, 1945 i has been the most

of whatever age, be el4ible to come to the family
doctor. They stress continuity, of care over 'months
and years. A gModei Family Practice UnitMFPU"
is required as a teaching base. The family medicine
faculty emphasizes long term Nottinuity of family
care. The interdisciplinary care/ family health team

87-
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. usually includes thentrse,, health wurkers,and sometimes the social-Aisiorker and dental team,, though

.1

repeated clarification of roles, (Offences Ad
.Then,
overlap, is desirable. Leadership functions may shift,
.

depending on the prpblem and who knows most

these are usually at the secondary level. The two
major variants are: a private practice with a small ;

.

about, possible answers. 'Decisionmaking resptinsigroup of family doctors, or a comprehensive,health 'bilitles and processes must be agreed upoet. Comcenter: With family Malt teams providing ZiKensive ' munications must be clear, 4-ani.1 a matter for
continuous effort 'Evaluation of successes and fail.consultation and, referial personnel and .services
ures should then lead into a new cycle for changes
under the same roof.
to, irnpro%1 health care.
The resident in family 'medicine begins to acq
faMilies and patients slowly, but by the third year Of
Consumer Stream
.
. the residency must handle a heavy office load, plus
.
A, community (Weak, 1971) and a consumer
following patients in the ,hospital under decreased
stream have occurred simultaneously (Falk, .19751:
supervision as ._preparation to enter independent
Nationally, there is increasing dissatisfaction w .
' practice.
the U,S. healthcare delivery and payment system,
Thus; commun y medicine now has know; relaof entry into primary cart ' as a pOition of what is called the "crisis in health
tively congenial w
care." Much of the dissatisfaction sterns from the,
ain specialties of pediatiies,
elliscation in, the th
fragmentation of health care The patient wants and ;
y medicine New patterns
internal
medicine
a
r
needs a person to whom he can relate for the ma- ,
will undoubtedly emerge, e.g , relating to obstetrics
jority
of his illnesses, to he.p him maintain his healif,
..
and gynecology.
.
to serve as a health advocate, to guideltim through
The Health Care Team
the superspecialty services, to help put the, pieces to-.'
gether, and to explain his illness and what is being
We should n te an important trend in primary
done about it The patient wants someone with the '
care delifery. Increasingly, the primary care physfability to counsit to guidef in the srdses of daily livclan assdrhes a p rticipating, coordinating or manage
mg
As practice became a series of specialties, most
ing role with non hyiician
providers
of
health,
care.
.
physiciates seemed unwilling to ma k, a home call or
,That is, the pri ary care physician, in the office,
to be on duty nights and weekenon. Hospital everMay Iv directing the care of patie4ts by a nurse
practitioner, a physician's assistant, a certified nurse 4ency rooms became the only resource for many
(Weinerman, 1966).
midWife, a family ealth worker and others Thew'
.. .
At one time even group practic and group
vider may also be coordinating the card the patient
health, plans projected values the pubis could nOt
receives hrough r ferral to other primary care pro=
accept', a ;., "th% personal doctor-patient relationviders in the corn unity, such as a public health
ship is a myth, a good, team of spe(jkalists can give
nurse. This trend ward a primary health care team
better quality care (Weinerman, 1964). But'-pa[table' I proved' quality and compre4ien1
seems 't
tients chlig to the dwindling supply of "general
sivene
he par received by the patient and the
practitioners" as "my; docto." Fortunately, some
thisll owing fact, it/is necessary fox us
family. t.
perceptive and honest thinkers identified this flaw in
tAl begin to think of the-Aprimary care team" or
such health care delivery systems and stressed title
and..their education, and to
"family health' tea,
values of the personal physician and personal nurse,
begin to examine tti -'"core" knowledge twit is necand of the importance of continuity of medical care
essary to provide ph all, care regardless ot the dis(Weinerman, 1968).
So, the. reader must realize
ciplines of the pr.
Socially concerned medical students, as well as ,
N
rig
the
primary
care
physithat
while
we
are
.
consumers, became aware of the4e needs, an aware/
clan, many of the p. nits that are made here have
applicability to disci ines in addition to necticineuess which prompted many students to veer from
laboratory"fteogilb and the ultrascientific spphistiand shottld be consi ered in the education of the
cation of the superspecialties back to the primary
primary care team, ho efully in n interdisciplinary,
?
concern of the prototypic personal physician, the *
"same time, same pla e" manner. Knowledge, Itticdncern for the patient as a petson, fainily and com- ,
tulles an/skills in p ent care and in working to.
-,.
munity member.
gether really ftqltere ncurrent education Mutual
The
consumerism
flame
then
blew
white-hot
under
agreement on goals o the team must come first.
.

.
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Community and Social Medicine/89,,

/

of the Black RevolutiOn in the United

States (Madison, 12269). Civil disobedience 'and so:-

cial struggle swep away publicly. legal discrimination, as the. needs of the poor and deprived food a
voice. The "Right to Health and to 'Health Care"
erupted as a demand and a Federal legislative response resulted! The Economic Opportunity Act, as
amended in 1968, enabled development of many'
dozens of neighbtrhood health centers.Tfiese grew
Into the hundreds asSection 3I4E of the Compr,e-,
ing Act of _1966 (PL 897749 )P4a
hensive
`enabled demonstrat ns in health ,delivery and pay-.
ment. FurfclIng of he OEO- sponsored centers was
.

then unified wip th

of tie 314E developments,

and administered by e Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The ComprehensiVeneks-of benefits has been broad,4nding to inchicle medical,

.

dental, social, nutritional, pharmaceutical, transportation and even legal services. Theft neighborhood
'health .centers, iamily health care plans and "store-

front clinics," involved "maximum feaiibre partici-

'

pation" or "control" by organized lay representatives
of ?be community in their policy, broad planning, and
,
evalpation.
.As rural areas becatrie increasingly deprived. of
any physicians (Nolan and Schwartz, 19731 rural
legislators responding to needs of their constituents
began to demand that public funds be used to enable
farm boys and sirls to become family practitioners,

hoping to attract them to return to the community
from which they came These legislators began tQ
provia resources, and even to mandate the. direction of medical education of State medical schools
For example, some legislatuks have rotrUired departments of family Medicine in their State-suppatted

medicat schools. Federal apprOpriatidns for family
practice education increased only..a bit later.
With the increasing public demand for, improved
prirhary health services.and support for educatibn of
primary care providers, it seems necessary that^the
academic medical community be,responsive to these

And medical, care. There are other areas ,in corn*
,inunity and social medicine with relevance t pri1.7

marykcare.

. The ensuing ,disdcussion will center on broad goal
statements and some objectives for educational activities, and evaluation methods.

Epidemiology and Biostatistics

Epidemiology may be defined as the study- of
distribution and determinants of thsease within, a
Raoulatittn: group. We broaden this definition to
include the determinants and distribution of health
within the pOpulation. Epidemiology and biostAstics forth two of the basic sciences fOr community/'
social medicine. Their knowledge is important for
primary_cace Practitioners.

,

In order to define the role of eppidemiology in
primary care we should first examine the relatively

unique position of the primary care physician in
health care and endeavor to see how he can use this
t
pogition.
,'
The primary care physician is r onsible for con-'.
tinuity of care, and'for that reason he usually has a

well-defined gimp of patients who look ,to him for
maintenance of health and treatment of their illnesses. If he a'ssumes.this role, there is a clear-cut
delineation of the grouPhaverves. From an epidemi-

4,

()logic point of view; this constitutes a fairly accurate'
denominator. 'Because the family and its members
receive care or have their care directed by the family
' physician, it is possible for the physician to observt

thus patient and the farnily over extended periods,'
of time ,(Group Health Insurance of New York,
1963). This allows him to observe the complete
_natural history of a disease from the exposure 6f
the at-risk patierft to the resolutio. n of illness. The
primary.care physician is unique amou health providers also, in that he has the respontibility for the
maintenance of health in his population as well as
the treatment of its disea4es. One of the keystones of
prevention is epidemiology Health Hazard appraisal

developments, One means of support is providing
the field of farhily medicine with relevant bodies of
knowledge. In developing warm relationships, com-

in patient ire arises directly from it (Sadusk and

munity medicine should lead the way.

necessary concern with the resources- of his coml.
munity His patients 'are Obviously influenced by
and living environments by their physi..,
their
cal and
by their cultural milieu. The health of the paand

COMMUNITY' MEDICINE IN PRIMARCARE

.
We will deal with only four areas of community/

epidemiology and biostausties.
(2) cultural-behavioral SCICUCCS, (3) environmental,oceupational health, and (4) hCalth hdin nistrat ion
social medicieie; (1

7

101

RobUins. 1966).

.

A characteristic of the primary physician is his

tients likewise influences the health of the corninunity. Thus, community resources mifbe brount
to bear on the patient' or his family, either to assist in

,
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maintenance of their fieqlth or in remedying
the*
.

..>;$

in iinproving liedith needs tos.be appraised.

.

-disease. Likewise, these community resources may be
%
(Morris, 1964)
.
' inordinately consumedthy the over - burdened families
',I.The primary care physician, mast know the range
. if health maintenance lags. ,, -%
''
' af'community health services available to his poPula- "
given this relatively unique acrd pivotal responsT: -;tiOngund bc precktred ba use these effectively in his
,'
bility,- the prtmlry care physician needs/ accufatf., ipwillf),roctice; he should knOw the relative merits of ,
.

1

data.':Only with effective reedits aN1. dath.drga`ifP ..- tlies'eirior to assuming a practice responsibility. He
3
nation is it possible for the -ph}7sicitift to inaxin;lize
shanlilobe able to e'valuafe. his current organizatibqal
- his capacity to,deal with the patient, 'family, 4..tAthe ., ,n,".f.dulini-sirative practice decisiods,an4alter tliern
coonmunity. Us'e'ful tfOols for coIlec4ng, such "dn'tiq;"__Y-i '('''o meet
the needs of his patients and his commalty2
elude the problem-oriented reel-T-T,, special' registries ''' He should also be committed to evaluation of his
by disease, age and place of residence, plus service
peiformance in providing care to his patients and in
and cost report(. Holp, does, this relate tg 'epldemtexamining the effeutiveness of that care. 'Fhese effort-s
-

ology?

.

-

/

-,'

,

for the:family -'fillysician's contiquing education. f his
seem' s best done in organized local settings such as

,,

in hospital medical staffs and in group practices.

_

7t.Wiagnose the health of the cohimunityoand
present dimensions and distribution-of ill-health
*.in terms of incidence, prevalence, and mortality; to define heedth problems for "comrhuntty

Peer review methods for quality, utilization and ef.ficienyy are extremely important to the practicing
family physician.
py
.
/
.

.

°

the condition of the people, to ;measure the

To search foe causes of health and disease hty.
idyjni t'he incidence in different group.s., de:

,

ieritance eltifi experience, their ,behaijor and

s-Pecial protection. Ways of lifeamithange,.. and ,
with them so do "copimunity health and health
,problems, new indices 4f health and disease
must, therefore, always he sought. (Moxris,
19641

environment, deserThe their patterns, and esti-

-

mate the relatiye importance of diff-ere,n t causes

in multiple etiology to investigate the mode'
of operation of the various causes. With knowl-

.

.

_

.-

The, patient's health will be influenced by the corn-

by the health of the patient.
/
The communityl-mwst.have resources to bnng\to
bear on the diseased patient. The primary physician
the Capacity and respohsibility to develop cornmunity progfams which will assist in the care of die
patients. fie can also serve a surveillance furictiOn to
pinpoint epidemic or endemic 'diseases- in his cornmunity. By maintaining adequate records, he should
.be in tiig position tore-coflize correctable community

*

X.....

health hazards which cr
population.

ate, illness

in his patient

.

To study, the ways health services work, ti'ith
a view to 'their improvament Health' services
resecirch translates knowledge of ciymittitty
*earth in terms vf needs and demand. the sr'
ply of services is described .and how. they
utilized; their success in reaching standaeds and
I

edge of causes comes the possibility (0 'preventing the incidence of disease. -Postulated
causes will often-be tested in naturally occurring
gperiments of opportunity. and sometimes ,by
.

.11

maim), ?rad the commUtity's heelth will be affected

le

°
.

ed in terms of flier contpositn, their M-

action, and their relative ituportance.And pri
\_orIty; to idetittic vulnerable groups needing
.

,

will lead-to clettnitimoi'performince deficiencies,
which will lheq become the educational_ objectives

.

' -Morris (1964) has identified several uses of dpidemiology, and we -have taken those that relate
directly. to family Medicine as a key for our discussion.

.

planned experiments of opportunity, and some-

/tues by planned experiments
them. (Morns; 1964)
,______-/a
:'
.

in
-

removring

.

-

The primary physician can beckme involved in a
variety
of studies of the determinants or distriliu.
tions
o
dvieases as well ;as health services. There
,,
are excellent illustrations of r trch3 bi, primary
care physicians with, inquiring, 'rni ds and effeutive
rsiord systems in _Britain, Canad 41nd the United
gates (Wolfe -and Badgley. 49
In our opinion,

primary care might well concern "itself with that
research 'which has, as its goals im'provell..fapiiiy
health ,mairitenance, preventive and self-care effects,
impryed methods -of patient Care, improved office
functions apd, procedures: anti steadily. increasing

levels of primary health team proficiency, and: efficieticy. OA prototype is that4of comparative ef-

--

a

Community

able. If as indiajt al does not perceive a life situusually will not consult a
ation as an illness,

fectiveness of different primatif care systems (Hulka
and Cassel, 1973).

-Cave and Behavioral (Spcial) Sciences

megber of the health are systemo(Karl and Cobb,

0.

1966).
Even aftter an illness is perceived, the nature of the

41.

..

.
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Cultdre is the "totality of 'socially
transmitted be- .persou consulted differs within cultures.. The poor
a
more frequently tonsult_04#4*,, family and folk
havipr patterns, beliefs, institulmnAtand all other
healers first, If further care .is necessary, they then
prOducts of human work and thought Characteristics
seek thatprofessional 3.'hom they consider, the, least
f.of a community or population" (American fieritage
higher class or eXpensiye, fOr example,. a -local
Dictionary, 19159). While not unique to 'community
pharmacist or a practical, nurse,' tither than a physi'- medic*, weConsiderbehavioral science as a basic,
cian (Bane, 1963). Minority group health belief
discipline in, the field, especially at -the, social group
systems may, bet-strikingly 'different from those of
tevel.
It
prozliidles
insight
into
(I)
attitudes,:
beliefs,
a
40
per epiion of this
health care, providers. A lack
and action volved iu obtaining personaF-htalth
her
he th per n
by the' physician, nurse and
a care, (2) interactions between.flimily Members, and
will 'interfere with complia ce
(j) .the occurrence of disease as related to a culture,
e.g., ,diseases of. civilization. The primary physician, 'pr.escribed regimens: This tat 'tie fo
idns'
with 'medication and "not follOwing, p
must "face the real and total problem" of the patient
orders." It may also take the form oRr "shopping" for
(-American Academy of Family Practice, 1963).
health care in different systems or ses,icing episodic
This involves the sociocultural aspects of the pacare. 4mon$ Latin-Americans the "hot;coldr theory
tient at well as the cljnical aspects. An awareness of
mustbe adhered to.
the differences in behavioral patterns, work and
The physician, while treating. the patient, certhought processes among different socioeconomic
tainly exerts influence on betifivior patternlef the
groups is important. .

The poor constitute a subculture within the
broader United States culture: They-have an, entirely
distinctive set of behavioral patterns. These' patterns

family. The family also influences the_care the patient

hav'e `positive as well as negative aspects, as they
enable the poor t4 survive in society These patterns
are: ( I ) orientation to the present, (2) concreteness,.
including the hourly struggle for food,-ciiss,,and
;housing, (3) "authoritarianism" (according to this
. source), and (4) "fatalism." These characteristics,
in addition t4) lack of income, obviously influence

the family unit, the ext nt of emotional support in

receives. Family factors which ar important to 'the
cafe 01 patients include-su'ch things as theMability of

time of stress or hind

and the `responsibilities and

-rearing process. Thus, the
family physiian'must know the family environment
in undertaking the care of the individual, since he is
also assuming the. responsibility fiA the family, its

pwception of the ch

care, and its ability to cope with the il,:lne4of onEof

system.

its meMbds,
, The understanding of cultural i0fluences on the

The rural middle class diffei's in irs health-related
behavior froth the urban :middle class. Patterns of
behavior influence the use of personal health servites

patterns of (Vase is another facet of the reltitionship
of social science to health care. The shift in Mortality

their ,pattern of use of the 'health. .care
(Young, 1964),

rates' from predominantly infections to predomi-

4
and -ttle character of that u4c..
Cultures differ in theit perception of illness. For

nantly chrome disease in'the United States occurred
earlier in urban, th'an in rural populations. Our cur-

example, hookworm disease it, the South.arourid the

tent way of life has resulted .in the emerge* of a

'turn of the century was so prevalenties to not be

new set of diseases known as the "diseases of
zation." They are attributable to shifts in life style,
including diet, the'autontobile, changes in the rork-711e,
place and environmental pollution (Esposito, 1970)'.
The role° of social disorganization as a precursor to
a variety of diseases is .hecoming increasingly apparent (Cassel, 1975).
In order to imaxinlize his pcnential to .aff.ett the

considered .an apes's, (Pettigrew, 1964). This cur -,
tural difference° is also true irk the willingness of 'a
population,to ;assume Ui, sick role." Cultures, differ
in how theyhandle. pregnancy, whethef of not it is
cansideredt illness," anctqww the pregnant Woman
responcFv'to labor Perception ofillness and assump?Jen, of the sick r Je relate to the seeking of 'medical'
care, providing i is figailcially andThwcally avail-

health status of his patients, familiesrtii%sommu-

,

.4
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nity, the primary physician needs a working knowledge of these sociocultural influences on health
''and illnessA reservoir or knowledge in these areas
(as well. as other bodies of knowledge of relevance
to the physician ) lies in the department of community

,Resoukces available from health and labor de:
parfmcnts should be familiar to primary care practitioners. Whaj is OSHA (The Occupational, Safety
and Hellth Act of 1970),9 What does it require of all
emPlOyels in protecting their employees . . one's
patierits9 What is the WoPkman's Compensation Law
iii one's Attu Doesit allow a primary care physician
'to see his patient when industrially sick and injured,
or does it require the patient to see a,"company doctor"? What are "Black Lung Benefits"? _What ..
'are
specific Social Security benefits?Does the primary
.

medicirie. It seems 'imperative that the student in

. the tindeiroraduate curriculum, aS well-as tire physi-

cian it postgraduate traininC,be made aware of
these i§sues,Aind their relevance' 'to primary -care
practice.

it al sociorogy, iocial psychology, medical anthr

gy and other aspects of the social- and *behdvioral sciences are now considered part o(a core
student curriculum and of the family practice resi.

care physician know about and refer to the vocational ',rehabilitation service or to other speciaLservices (for the* blind, deaf, epileptic) to habilitate or

dency. We urge khe scientists and teachers of the be-,
havioral sciences to work more *often in primary care
settings, so they are able to base ttwir.pedagogy on

rehabilitate'? )

own ,occupational and *environmental problems. Physicians using X-ray were an early example- (Codman,

-relevant experiences.

Environmental and Occupational Health
Major types of environments include: work, home,

community, physical, and sociocultural. Accidents

ithi'n the home, on the roads, and at work arc_,
major causes ,of mortality- and disability for a rgie
punkin in our younger age groups (Falk, 1974 ) The
primary' physician must assume the responsibility
for attempting along with the. family, labor, manage
tnent and public officials to develop preventive
easures to reduce 'accidents.]
He miqt he able jto recognize work-related
diseases, which he is fikely to see in practice, yet,
often misses due to lack of awareness of tfIvroblem
He should assume an active role in working with
industry to prevent these occupationally related illnesses.

Occupational medicine attertipts to maintain th,e,
health of the worker, to prevent disease when possible, and to cure, it promptly when it is not prevented. It attempts to rehabilitate through a focus
on jecovery of- function when lost Health counseling
and health
c Maintenance are today's goals in occupacleat
tajth,
good occupational history is a basic skill
need
in primary care What specifically does the
'worker do in his.or her...work, and what were previous expostireV This tequires some knowledge o
toxic substance commonly encountered in the irk
environment ("dusts, chlorine compou14, tc. ),
health hazards from excessive noise, accident h zards
due to exposed machinery. Visiting the place o work
to observe likely work hazards is invaluable.

1902). Fifty years ago, radioactivity appeared hs a
killer of fluorescent wristwatch workers who were
painting luminous dials (Martland, 1929). Other
'forms of radiation exposures became a prototype of
the ihterrelationshiv between the work and the com-

munity environment. Even substances used for many.
years have not been adequately tamed, e g , asbestos
and le171, the formcr now a malignant grant.
Occupattonal medicine: stresses the preventive and
educational askell as the compulsory and the legal.
Health eiarumations and health counseling are at the

.

..

Each tec Meal advance has tended to produce its

.

heart of the best industrial medical departments'
activities Physicians, nurses, .and industrial hygien-

.

ists arc often the core industrial heiilth team Safety
engineering is a key aspect of accident prevention.
Psychological testing, counseling' and industrial psychiatry should h understood, including their biases.
All these, once \again, must start with' the riedical,
'nursing, an4other health stq.dents and housestaffs.
The envirqnrnent of almost the entire United States
population is now threatened by the industrial wastes
and personal machines (e ,g , autos) which pollute

our air, watt*, food and drink. Octupational medicine now inevitably combines with environmental
medicine 'Whether it be at the kf, ork plaiwi or in the
neighborhood environment, the hazards a synergistic.

.

Air pollution, floc pollution, water and soil pol:
lutionall they aspects of the living environment
which had been thought to be improved or improving are now threatened or already polluted. Ecology
as a discipline and viewpoint of the whole and the
interdependence of all, should he viewed as ,a base

1
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disCipline the primary care physician attempts to

/ medically indigent systems, the Veterans Admin-

istration health care program, special eligibles such
understand.
'as
Indians (native American), and the. Armed Forces,
The pritriary physician' is in a uni9ue pOsition to
merders'.and
their families.
recognize 'the health consequences of environmental
Understanding
the interrelation betweenorganizaPollution and poor sanitation in hisCommunity. 1-le
tion
and
the
financing
of, health care delivery and
should assume an advocacy role within the commutheir
disparateness..is
necessary.
ther6,must be fa- I
nity to correct those conditions which produce illness
mitiarIty
on
a
day-to-day
level
with
health planning
t.
in his patients and attempt-to prevent future illness.
and
its
relarionsjiip
to
organitations
in ComprehenThis advocacy role requireS an understanding of the
Medical Prosive
Health
Planning'
and
Region
political-social plows s, and how to alter this process
..,
sy
grams
within
the
health
care
, such as a
for.change.
hospital or a neighborhood he tit
s are par
Part-time and field health a 3
Health Administration and Medical Care

ticularly valuable as faculty men) t to provide
;residents on
information to medical students
those subjects. Health services research personnel
can alto provide relevant information about these
areas *loth can be drawn into facut4 development

Health administration anJ medical care are two'
phrases for a sphere of activity without an ac,gepted
short title Health care cielivery, health care organization, health planning, and community health servactivities at the residency level. Residents can be asices are either components of these phrases or used
signed to planning, developing and evaluating a
synonymously with them 'Health services research
health care delivery system as part of'their core time.
is, the key investigative field of this core subjeck
Cognitive knowledge in these fields draws heavily
,CONCJLUSION
from the disciplines of administration, economics,
communications, political science, social welfare,
the primary care physician, whether internist,
history and ethics, among others. Vpediatrician, or family 'practitioner, is in a unique
primary bre physician needs to acquire some
position t6 improve the health, status of his patients,
,
families; and'the community "in which;he works if he
of tlF skillg of the health administrtor. himself.
Examples of Such skills include. How to organize
has thy skills, the attitudes, the appropriate health
' and run an office and/or complex health care decare team, and community system. Medical education needs to provide learning oPporturilties to de-'
livery service, e g., understanding laws eapplying to
employees, personnel practices and fiscal affairs, or
velop such physicians. Society is demanding this
planning and evaluating the. services. Complex halalth
,loudly and clearly.
AJ
R
care delivery systems such as hospitals, university
health science centers; large group practices, nursing
'f,
.homes, comprehensive health centers and health de-,

partments are almost certainly to be within the responsibilities of many primary care physicians.
.
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sponsible.for the declining numbers of 'primary care
physicians, whooare necessary to, care for the 249

patients who consulted a physician but were -not
admitted to the hospital: This awareness prompted

INVITED DISCUSSION

Many departments of community, medicine to Munch
primary health care programs, such as the neighbor-

hood health centers. These concerns of community
medicine also allowed it to be strongly supportive
of and to participate in the development of the family
medicine edUcational experiences within medical
schools. Perhaps community medicine's outspoken
supportive role .of family medicine prompted our
colleagues within. the medical center to. identify
family medicine as a "portion" of community medi-

F. Douglas Scutchfield

"Prior to ruakin'g any formal,remarks about the
manuscript prepared by Dr. Falk and myself, I would

like to comment on a trend which is relevant to
prigiity care education.. In my discussion I assume
Farnik Medicine is the leading speciality involved
in prunary care, but tecogdize that other specialities
have and desire role in primary caret
This trend is to combine departnients of family
and cpmmunitf medicine. We must recognize that

.
.

cine.

I personaly,believe that this trend identified by
our medical educatioh colleagues is not, in the long
run, productive either for family medicine or 'corn
munity ritedicitrel Each discipline should be recognized as'a distinct entity within the sphere of medical
education and these two disciplines should jointly
demonstiate the relevancy, priority and necessity for
primary care delivery in an organized context. I am
not absolutely opposed.to joint departments of community and family medicine, In those institutions

family and.community,medicine are iwo separate and
distinct disciplines. The focus of community medieine, is the eoinmumty,. an aggregate of individuals

-

mid families; the Atreus of family medicine is the
family and its members.The base sciencos of eom-

witha strong community medicine department, it

munity. medicine include epidemiology, bidstatistiCS,
behavioral science, operations research-and econorn-

These are all disciplines which deal JGith at-1'k
tempts to egpla1n and modify grew behavior.
The
.
base sciences of family medicine are' clinical in
e, pediatrics, internal.medicine,psyihiatry and

.

'

medicine to "incubate" family, medicine, but we

manuscript' illustrate common concerns and relevant

should, as soon as possible, spinoff this department
to assume its place on an equal fooffneamong other
departments of the medical school.
It is appropriate for us to'not lose the opportunity_
to work with the Other chkical departments in our
rush to implement and support the family practice
movement We must reyfrgnize that one of the major

information that community medicine has for pd-

responsibilities of, the department of community

!nary care education.

medicine it to create, develop and evaluate community health pr grams. These programs will not

th

Rte. Thise'sfocus on, the individual' patient, not

: on the aggregate. The family, the unit-of family
medicW,-rapresents a good meeting grdund for
those Two disciplines, and the comments in. our
1
.

well miiht serve both community medicine and family medicine to 'allow the departments of community

As. practitioners and- researchers of community
medicine, we are aware of and supportive of the
ne,Fd for effective primary care. Primary care represents =the "crunch" in health care -as.allustrated in
the paradigm generated by Kerr .Whi,to in Ecology

of Medical cart (1961).; ln this paradigm' White
points putthat Of 1,000 patients during a ,mbnth,
750 will report an illnessti.50 Reek physician care
and only arc admitted to the hospital While this

I

only be used by family physicians, but also by other

primary care specialists, as well as stcondary and
tertiary care phy&thians.

It scents reasonable to suggest that because of the'
concurrent goals, comprehensive and continue g
care, family m,edicjne and community medicine an
.work' effectively as two separate'departments t obtain 'a voice in' policy decisions in mediCal sc ools.

is true, our "medicine eduCatiorrar-nstem
currently
*
focuses oit the 9 hospital patients and. titterripts td
produce` individuals exquisitely trained to provide

Both departments currently have little input into

this care! This educdtional emphas is in part re-

The departments must work together in order to

A

policymaking. Perhaps, two departmentswould have
a greater voice than. one department with two units.

,p196
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obtain those trappings of influence whieh are appropriate in medical educatibn circles, These areas id-,
dude: 1) Inpatient beds In university hogpit4ls

,...

- Family medicine should not be oo
'seeond-class me icine which.can only
in the comu
rnpie
hpspitar 2) Ctirr

'd

community diagnosis, as .originally de;cribed by

McGavran 0956). They view community health
problems as a physician views individual health problems. Therefore, we ask thestudent to take a history

upon as
practiced

-,

and obtain chief, complaints from various people
within the community and, have them identify the

lum 'time.'

Comitiurritjr medicine has been traditionally short in

community;

alth problems. The' student e,xammes'
objecjive d
o confirm. or deny the impressions,.,
he has eceiv from the liitory. He then-formulates
'a problem list composed, in priortity rank, of those
community health problems 'which he has identified.

terms of t urriculum' i'itn. The same thing is noik
happening to our familypracticecolleagues. 3) Appointments tO policymaking cppyinittees The two

depircments should work together to obtain appointments to policymaking 'committees, such as the 9 Some of -.the Problem lists genet -ated by, this process4,1
curriculum committee, the promotions,. appoint:
_appear elsewhere (Scutchfield, T974). We anticipate,
ments, .arid tenTire committee, and the like, 4.) Fithat the use of .this 'knowledge in the co4unity'
nancial resourc . Possibly the most iniportant source
seem -self-eyjclent to 'the student, arid anticipate
of power 'and, fluince in the medical. education ;1110 when the student entArs, pradice, he will do a
community has -to do with getUng/re'sources fdr.. , comhtunilv ;am'
oaf the community in 'whicli he.
faculty and residents' salaries These sources.allOw.
ctoose,to
rotlt
this awe hope .that he' will
for the growth a an adequately-. . ed. sdepartment' serves a.lea
'deveflOping .proims to speak
ro assume responsibility, for 'this yaluablep*tion of
al. the problems he has% identifie'd: in his comviunity
, We hasie span brjefly about:".ht identification of ,
the medical education program. ' ,i
Recognizitig that therels a,clifference .boween' high:risk ciohortelf patients in the farpily'phys'ijian's .
family %medicine and d community medicine, N%h4t is '..practieelasa..mephanism. for, preven,tihg lfand resdv'common ground between the tuodiscipliiies9, Our
indifTsei'probless, tdentifyiiig th6se cohorts i'tiv
s
to:.matiuscript identifies some of these: such as. elm- ', av knovili4ge tr!. epidenuology-,and '114 ...p
al
demiolOgy, biostatistics, steibcpltural knowledge aril, ... uI df oflice2tecoids *as, do epidemiologicei,stotl.
beahh care organitAiOn The overlaps can,be lyr.ther 4,4,,,
also' feel that scorumUnitY! medicine can iitake, .
defined through the mec,hani"Fn "qf behavioral ,ob- : `' itriporitrn f conl.rd;utions,to practice makagement ta$,
jecuves The Univermil)71of Wiishington Department
the -family",plikysLeian.:B5' usingolic tp/lerruological
of Family 'Medicine has identified "Competcricy-:,'4,'' and hiostatistiCat-tools .whiff, c,ornmunitS, niedicine
Based Objectives for the Family Physician': (Bake[,
has Ivailiible, it wotdil.,,be posSibleiim' the family
et al., 1974). We in coinmunity medicine should' physician to or`aluate "his,,pactite for efticincy.. cf.'
likewise identify the c'orApetency-based ohjec%e.s oft
(ectivenes. and quality :We kgocvthat the physicia'n
community medicine. Where overk.exists between. . ,ri.-'t
oricrmiimty.,w111;:a'ssuf4
Odership
,rolcs. by
;
-s
Vs
,.'pbs
these
'two
,sets
of
behavioral
,objectiyes.
theic
is
an
'.
ori-*LioUnty
bo4ds
pf
healt4,
medical
,
t.
t
0
obvious .field for compon education of
undergrad- .staffs4dmpfehensive:'health
plaqpinCcouncils.:and
.
,.
.uate students and residents
'other u4Ivoryand ,polit ymakint grpups: 1p work
Another iniportantcontrkbution that we in cony
Another
In Iditti R14siciarts' iii4,the,Cohimunity lo', develop
4.munity medicine can make, to family medicine is-rhe
community heitIth pi:ogi'ams, the Uitiversity of Ken-.
use of community diagnosis All physicians, regtird-,
lucky[ gvadtiat has'. b'een' extremely easy kir us., to
' less of speciality Or ijicationt prabtice.in a commit,work 'with .% as he fills a grasp of 'the needs. of his
ay. This occurs whether an individual rC a'neurocommunity..,We "'lope thAt the hFoad aggrCgate of
-.

,

kifft

surgeon In doWntown -Manhattan; or
.1

a

family

,
physician in 'Wolfe County. Kentucky. At the .JrI:l
versity of Kentucky ,evirs, undergraduate Medical"
student learns how to cro a,..community diagnosis
-We require a(11 students during their Junior year of
medical school to Spend five weeks in 'One' of the '
fifteed governmental planning regions in the State .
of Kentucky: ,They work in groups of five with a

.

4

discifilip'es'in-consmututy:2medicjne NVIII° all(N Aim to
cffectiveI 'vervain this caNcity in the cornmunit

Let me conclukfc by making one additional 'c

menr.The patient in community medicine. is the
community, and the patient:in family,meditine 'is
the family. Just 'as 'in family medicine we avould'

think of teat:lift the precepts of fanfily 'medicine'
without having a family to practice on. so we should
'not think of teaching community m6dicine 'without

faculty pirceptor. During, this time, students do.a

a

.

,

4

,.
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having' community to practice 'on. We in the Department of Community.Medicine have a responsibitity-to4take a proactive role in working with communities to identify tht community health probtems
and to assist than it the.devehipment of solutions
to those problems. When we assume this responsiour
bility we wiltsee .two things:; recognition from ou
Students and fellow faculty members, and the valuable contribution we have to make to primary care
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Infinity medicine was going to be medicine delivered
tin the community.
What did we do? We got the money and developed '
A neighborhood health center, the format of which
was to provide family health care with family health,
team's. That 'subsequently became the basis for our
family medicine program. Now, five years later, we
are spinning if' off into the community. We have

DISOU$S1ON

.

,

-

.

,

'STOKES: If the departments of pr4entive, community, social -medicine are not going to directly
provide primary care .servifte as yo suggest, what
indeed are they going to do in terms tuf service.' .
I'iIi no kikink about aching or research, I'm
e feels. responsible
talking aboWteqices for w
oup of 'patients
either to anindividual or colleen
. ___. SCUTCHFIELD. The continuing. service responsibility of the community - social- preventive medicine
.

professor is to 'deaf with communities. Let's say 11
wilt into a collnmunity, as I have in, the past; fn
rural Appalachia, and the most pressing obvious need

was persdnat healthservice. Rather than assuming
direct responsibility for health services, departments
, of prKentive/community mediiine can: help the

decided Chat we're not ping io operate a health
service forever, but; we did have to operate it for a

short time. You see, there are so many ways of
doing this.

- CHRISTIAN: Dr. Scutchfield Is saying to a,
family practitioner, .""sfek organize you, and we'll
plan you, and well- setinp and supeivise you." For
any community heilthierviee to be effective, all the
elements have _to be concerned with the lanning,'
including the family physician. He has to be at the
tops helping to plan the service in which he is going
to work, Somebody can't just come in, plan a service
system, and spin it off to fiim.
r
SCUTCHFIELD. That's a misupderstanding.. If
I gave tharjmptession I apologize. All- provider, as
well as consumer components, should be involved in

community develop an organization which identifies
the mitt planning, but the departments of com/. health service needs,'and gives alternative approaches
munity medicine should have the primary responsito these needs, e.g., farhily practitioner, nurse pracbility for wcfrking withthe community because they '41.
titioner,-(nulti'specialty, etc. models). They can also
are the most informed about health admipistration
help in obtaining necessary funds to implement the
and health care organization.
model selected.
The primary responsibility then is patient care.
If family, medicine is the best clinical.dleartmelto
Now, you obviously need to be involved in planni--,
to deliver primary care, and if the farhily phys..
fits into the 'primary care team, obviously this is , chose services which will be directly related to
patient cate.
the department most closely associated with com.HENDERSON: Listening to the discussion, I'm
,
munities in developing health services.
4
struck by certain similarities between communities
ABRAMS: What yOu are doing is laying down a
,and patients. We have to remember that one of the
blueprint: No, we don't give direct health service
important pings about serving the needs of, patients
. but we do. it this .way, No, we shouldn't combine
separate them fol reasons
is getting the patitits to thina to see us,in the first
department
of your
place Likewise, one of the impo tit things about
you justi ed. On the other hand, the rest of
dealing with communities is getti
the community
argume
justtrd keeping them together. It ,Is un-,
to come to see you.
product' to limit our discussion to stitch adminisOne of the commonest health problems .presehted
trative, tates. Our basic purpose is the bringing of 4'
to primary. care.
by a community in this day and age is a perceived
. ineventiveicom"munitY 'medicine
i

There are many appioaches to thiswhat's true in .

ir
when I joinedthe University of Ari

o illustrate
na, it was a
department * of community medicine, and family
practice was 'a little bit.dioant at that, point. My
'first job was to get money from the Federal Govern-.
ment to develop a neighborhood health center. Com-

Kentucky may not be true in Arizona.

need for family doctor Maybe thiS'is a correct
Adentific4atiotrel the preblem, maybe not, but like a
complaint which brings the patient to the physician,
it may not be near the entire picture of the problem.
It is,here that combined resources of community and
family medicine ,departments must be brought to
bear to arrive at a solution.
99
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AB14 MS. I'm glad you Mentioned it 'beeinge
we're in that very situation now. Communities are
coming to us. How are we meeting their, needs
through the family practice program?
WALKER This discussion hits brought out a

very important point about the way community
medicine departments can successfully serve cgminunity needs: The term "community diagnosis- in,
plies a professiorial service in response. to an
expressed need. That need may be for primary care
practitioners, and if so, they must inevitably be

I

involved in the' diagnostic Ind the .therapeutic
esses Thus, we are talking about a kind of research
or study process which by its nature should bring
about needed change. And by its nature the process
will be dependent upon close wailing relations bet\ %en community representatives: community medicine consultants, and primary care providers. The

important role of the community Itself initiating
the process, through expression of need, and being
actively involved in the analysis and solution, /should
not be forgotten

J
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DELIVERY SYSTEM ASPECTS
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The final section addresseS the broad iwte of the milieu primary
health services of he fqtureorgaririatibnal, managerial and, most ..
critically, finantiak mode While tiipt stricte0o the matter pf preventive/community aspec Of printaz care, this question of future
e implelthentation of all whikh
milieu is perforce directly relevant t

d

is presente it the, preceding sectionsw,

..,

,

Dr. G n reviews three movemeAs which have arisen during the
past decade to challenge the failure o?the Fleknerian hospital to educite and motivatanAacieVbate niiNter of primary care physicians:
Family Practice, Fommunity Medicine and Health Maintenance Or*. ganizations. The paper asserts that as primary care grows it will become
increasingly orga ized into rational delivery Models, and there will in.
turn be a pressin ,need for a new typecof health service administrator;
the special attriiiitites required of such'administrators are detailed.ap
the invited disctOsion, Dr. Kisak first examines the depth and/orlolirection of analy4ts of certain points presented in Dr. Gibson's paper.
Specifically he`focuses upon the future usefulness of the concepts of
Family Medicine and Community Medicine that are presented and.the
question of what are -or will be the major farces which reshape our
health care sysiem. He agrees.withthe need for a new type of primary
care administrator or manager, and Orieflyrdescribes training programs
for such persons at the University of Pennsylvania. General discussion
considers, respectively the ioles., of medical education, consumerism
and finvcing Oedianisms, publit are. rivate, in changing the Health

'

*

;

services dtlivety system.

t

4
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3FUTM QRGA14IZATIO
MANAGEMENT OF PR
HEALTH CARE-

Most primary care is still.deliVered in physicians'
private offices: Of 567 million patient 'visits for primary care estimated for 1969 in the United States,
the percentage distribution was as follows (Parker,
1973).

A
AR

Private practitiouers
Outpatient Departments
EmergencigRooms
Prepaid Group Practices
Neighborhood Health Centers

Count D. Gibson

Free- Clinics

10.7
7.1

3.7

0.4
0.2

100.0

Introduction

For this paper, primary health are is defined as

t an organized delivery' system that accepts responsibility t9 care for all the reside s of a defined

community who wish to use its ser ces. This system
atteMPts to protect land increase he health of its
clients, identify presymptOmatic problems, diagnose
and treat those diseases within its ompetencet refer
patients to more specialized servic s when irequired,

receive back those wilt? have b n 'referred, help
hasten recovery, retard disability, and comfort the
dying. Ideally, the system .studie the relationship
to the physic 1, emotional, and
of its constitue

social environt
tri in which they lye and the degree
to which relationships with th- r community, employer, family, and peers affect t eir health.
.

'77.9

The physician is the central figure in this institution. This discussion will f us on reAearch and
physician education in prinka care and not deal
specifically with 'other health i rofessionalsnurses,
dentists, podiatrists, pharmaci ts, social workers, et
al., who also play crucial', to es in primary health
care.

PAST ANp PRESENT MI ARY
CARE TRENDS

The discipline of primary health care has only
recently received organized rittention in American
medical school curricula ancl this is surely reflected
in the grave shortage of primary care physicians in
ietyl In consequence fragments of primary
our
health re are delivered by a wide and uncoordinated gr up including general practitioners, most

pediatri ans, some internists and other medical
specialists, osteopaths, pharmacists, public health

nurses, chiropractors, and lay healers.

It should be noted that the first three instituti6es
are well established andthat the last three have each

represented recent efforts to respond to society's
needseither to control costs, elevate the quality
of care, make ir.more Comprehensive, or reduce the
barriers to utilization.'
During the past decade, two movementS-in medical schools have sprung up independently to respond

to the neglected needs for primary care in our so-

cietyfanity practice and community medicine.
Although there is a high degree of overlap in their
goals, they have so far tended to treat each other.
warily. In any discussion of the organizetiOn and
management of an ideal primary Iralth care system,
the history and needs of each movement must be
considered.

The/family practice movement/ has tended to be
a movement from outside slung into the medical

school and teaching hos ital. 'Me initiators have
been practicing:family p sicians, nonmedical educators like John Millis, and legislators. Important
goals have included acceptance of the family.

physician as a peer-of other specialists and his access tc) the hospital for roles Cotten automatically
denied to him in the past, regardlessJof his capabilities. For residency training, most Anodel family
practice units have been based .in the outpatient
Clinic of a hospital: The tertiary care nature-of many
university hospitals and the hostility of some faculty
members in departments of medicine and pediatr4S

have often made it necessary to base the family
practice training program' in ,a cornmunity hospital.

As long as the formula "academic equals tertiary
care" persists, however, it continues to retard the
acceptance of family medicine as a university
discipline.
103
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Adifferent flavor has surrounded the growth of
departments 'of community medicine. Leaders of
this movement have tended to move from disciplines
in preventive medicine and the established clinical
departments out into tie community Their activ ities
have been closely related :to the civil rights movement, urban and rutal underserved communities,
and Ale Office of Economic Opportunity, and their
institutional bases have included N'eighboEhood
Health Centers,,free clinics, and the like. They have
(ended to reject hospitalls as 4 central focus for health

care and to emphasize a more epittariaii role of
other health care personnel is- 1-' is physicians.
Other characteriz'ations have included studies of the
effect of environment (pollution, h'ousin,,, nutri-

tion) on health, the sponsorship of new health

not. been highlyTvalued and the' care has not been
organized in a-family-centefed 'framework Just as
the HMO has been little involved in the family medicine Movement, it Itits also not been closely identified with acaaemic community medicine. The,
subscribers to in HMO have been typically recruited through the company in N;;'hich the bread-

winner works and not through thd ;omiunity in
which the family lives. Thus,,the subscribers to the
plan .are scattered throughout a metropolitan area
and represent a minority of families up and gown
their, block. The Kaiser Health Plan considers that

its matlt is close to saturation if 26 percent of
families in, a community are subscitibers. "l<hus, at-

tention to the physical and social environment of
familid has not been high in the priority of HMO

careers such as familyhealth workers, the reduction
of barriers to access, and finally The active acceptance of aconsumer voice in health 'care:
,Both of these movements are now encountering a
new set of organizational and economic force under the label of Health Mainjc.nance Organization
(HMO). The fee-for-service s}stem, under which
clinical practice has tr.ditionally flourished, has come
under inCreasing. attack a4 the Federal Government
(which now already pals for more than 25 percent
of all personal health care ) realizes that it contains
no incentive for cost contipnmeia In turn, as Federal bloc grants for Neighborhood Health Centers
begin to shrink at-id free clinics feel thse need to be-

years have attempted to respond to societyo's needs
for primary- health
Thy: Family Practice move ment _has focused on the recruitment, formation and'
status of the family physician Its targee has been
the care rfif persons in a family context. It has not
given a great deal of attention to health Care economics or to harriers to access The Community
Medicine movement has been characterized by the
development of neighborhood institutions -Caring for
people in a community, context with an emphasis
on the health care team, consumer involvement, and

come more stable and consistent, the elution of

the integration

these ()enters into health maintenance organizations
.
becoming a necessary process for survival
Thus, familiarity with the health maintenance'
organization movement becomes essential for the
educator in family medicine and 'cofrimunity medi-

health. The HMO movement has stressed comprehecsive organization of care, efficient planning,
quality of individual services and financial selfstilliciency It has not been notable foo a family or

goals.

Itis perhaps useful to recapitulate my analysis at

this point Three groups in the past ten to twenty'

of clu(acal medicinC

and public

community focus.

cine. The HMO movement under( the traditional
label of prepaid group practice ha's developed as
FUTURE ORGANIZATION. OF
an urban middle-class phenomenon closely related * PRIMARY CARE
to large industries and trade unions. The pioneering

physicians of Kaiser-Permanente and the Group
't ..Health Cooperative of Puget Sound received virtually no help or attention from niedical educators
dt.
and were often bitterly opposed by 'family rfracti:
tioners Through the medium of organized medicine
.
Primary medical care ill HMO ti, at 'leat on the
West Coas..fruntil recently, has be1 rendered chiefly "s
by inteKists and pediatricians. Stress has been
placed on making available a specified set of services to. respond to episodes of illness. Continuity
between an individual physician and- a patient has

'

From the foregoing considerations it riow becomes*
possible to conceptualize the organization of primary
care in the 'United States over the next twenty-five
years Rather than distinguishing between requirements and desiderata, I will list the elements of a
model system for which local 'compromises will
inevitably be made.
Primary care is, organized. as a amprofit
corporation, not merely a doctor's office .or professional
corporatism. It cannot meet its goals as a pro,
I

prietary branch of an investor-owned scheme.

12t
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kealth tare system to verify if they have health care.

cannot reach fullillment as a satellite function of a

needs or desires not currently met. Of cpurse the
right of these people to be left alone is essential.
serves. Only thus can it share all the ecologic.force : Community centeredness also- means programs .in
tq which its constituency is subject and in which it ., health education, coordination urith other ingitu:
dons such as schools,' & Uri:hes, service clubs, and
must develop- its priority of goals. For convreitienc
organizations of employers ant) limployees. .
I shall refer to the primary care organization as a
7. The consumers hile an organized and effec'
com'munity' healthleenter.
hospital.

2. tt iS physically located in the 'community it

tive input into the programs and p-oliciessof the A.-

3. It seryes' a minimum of 3,000 and a maximum

ter:.,This important iiepic is the subject of another

.of 50,000 people. The smaller figure represents a
.marginal level that can 'barely achieve certain cru, cial -economies of scale, it is most applicable to a
rural area: The larger umber is the,limit beyond
which 'bureaucracy and depersonalization. begin to
grow rapidly..Carger populations are better seryed

Fogarty Center monograph ,( Smith 1 976) .

8. There is a comprehensive and stable system
for Anancing which enhances prodUctivity of the
stanrid cost containmarir of the program compati-'
ble with a high quality of care.

T e administration of a primary health care cen.

by multiple_diaersed health centers remaining close.
-to theit eOmmNities.
4.There are clear-cut efficient alit' effective patterns for' inpatient tare and specialty consultation.

te is a task as new as the centers themselves. So

far, there has been little development ofthe curricula
needed to educate primary health care administrators, For the purposes of this discussion, I am as4um,.ing a community heidth centcr governed by a board
of consumers In the smaller center, serving a population of 3,000-6,000 people and having two to four
physicians on its staff, the administration' is ade-

The relationship between die healthconter and the
ho-spital-is a compl9 one beyond the scope of this
discussion. The health center must he able to con.. trol the costs and services of the hospital so that the
patient will not be subjected to excessive or inappropriate procedures. On the other hand, Concern
with cost containment must not interfere with a
high quality of care to be rendered.
5. The care in the center is rendered by family
health-enre teams. Such teams have so far been ir-

quately served by an M D clinical director and a
business manager. In a center at the large end of
the scale, serving 30,000 people, a full-time senior
administrator, presiding together with a clinical director over a more elaborate administratisestructure, 'is- needed. Qualifications

regularl/Auccessful. The more traditional rividel has
been tho7 physician as a purveyor of s,erviccs sur-

ence than on clinical training. At this point, few
medical schools or programs in health and hospital

I believe the physician will become the senior mem-

administration are producing personnel with appropriate primary, care orientation.

ger of the team and will relate to other members
such as midd e level medical workers ( nurse practitioner and p ysician associate) and family health
workers. Where appropriate, the team- renders its
care in a family-centered way so that advice and
therapeutic programs recommendedby team mem-

Regardless of profesisional baeKground, the, adnunistrator Of the primary care center mu$t have the
following. attributes'.

bers will not be contradictory or conflicting for
memberi of .'a family Development of therapy
should take into account the strengths and weak-

that attention is paid lo those who are not in the

of a physician or

other professional for such roles would depend more
on personality, commitment fifnd managerial experi-

rounded by helpers under his direction. As health
manpowergpnization becomes more sophisticated

nesses of a family structure However, this dimension must bet licatcly balanced with ;he right..of an
individual to privacy and contidentialitv Teani
members .can, share information and plan joint
t erapy only to the extent that their patient indiually desire-it.
6. The care is community-centered 1 his means

",i,

)

`

NA

1. A knowledge of the culture of the community"'
served. This includes fluency in the Predominant or
important.secondar) language of the community. It is
clearly advantageous to reside in the community
2 A grasp 01 community dynamics and experience with a consumer board 'I his includes an ability

' to help the board grow in knowledge and skill, to
present issues to the boing.or to explain clearly why
he does not.

'3. A freedom to circulate (Mondrogorr, 4974).
1 he administrator must ne4er he so-averwhelmed
that he is pinned to his office all day A close fiml-
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iarity first witheill the functions of ate health tenter,
and second with the community is essential to spot

CONCJUSION

changes, identify problertls, and develop friendly

In- summary, the .primary health 'center is seen as
the keystone to the ent health care system. It must
he responsive to the community, to the family, and
to the person. To accomplish these goals, new role).

links with staff aa'd patient.

% InSight atid sympathy for staff undergoing role
strain. Most pyofessionals have not yet been properly
educated .for th& roles they assume in a community

and new ways of doing familiar tasks must be dfve1opecj The critical figure in this new institution
will be the administratora person of many parts':

health center. Problems of status, ."tusf"nomic, reward often become acute unieSs, identified
.

and reslved early.

,

He orishe must maintain a delicate balance between,
on the'one hand, the human needs and the emotional

It3k

5. Alcnawledge of labor relations. tonfemp(orarj,
organizations tend to define and orga,nize power explicitly. Health center administrators should be more
prepared than hospital, administrators havebeen for
the advent of trade unionism.
-

6. Familiarity with data processing techniquq.
The large amounts of data needed to provide in-'

climate of, the health center for staff and patients
alike, and on the other hand,'the technical:requirements or high quality servicesat the lowest cost. In
fine, t
primary care administrator becomes the'
linchpin of the new system.

S

'formation on the ocrergon and effectiveness of the
community health center are essential.
7. Ability to develop objectives and evaluate
progress in meeting these 'objectives This is a compie-x management process which must involve the

REFERENOES

entirestaff and representative consumers in the development of -a plan submitted for approval by the
governing board. It has become increasingly important to make the objectives of a health center explicit
and, realistic. It can 'become so all-consuming a.

process ;however, that 4, can interfere wittu seeing
sick people. Once a plan is developed, eva anon pf
its implementation is critical if it is to be more than
rhetoric. Inexpensive and efficacious methods for this
evaluation are Yet,:to be developed.
8.4.2eadership in'the organization of an effgctive.

patient advocate system. The'American Hospital
Association (1973i. has, recentlyrprop(Aed a model
"Patients Bill of Right4r While this was an important 'advance it is only an empty public relations
gesture unless steps are taken by the administrator u;,-;
insure that patients understand their rights andit%

American HospitAl Association House of Delegates February 1973
MondrIgori, -Fg. 1974
Public accountability and human
services. orient,ittori in health administration Paper presented to the Institute op New Approaches to Edticiiron.
ior Health Administration, New Orleans, Louisiana, January 9-11, 1974

Parker, AW 1973

The dimensions of primary care.

Blueprints for change-. Paper presented to the Sun Valley
FORM) On fNallOnar Health, Stin Valley, Idaho, August
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8. Comprehensive and stable financing.
Obviously.,` the planning and capacity of it all be-.
comes ctitical.

4

INVITO DISCUSSION

The issue of management rips toihe fore. Administrators of the future require
1. Knowledge of the community and its culture,
2. Apprdciation of community board,

?

Wi Wang Kissick

3. Freedom to circulate,
4. Sensilivity to 'staff under stress,
5. Knowledge of labor relations,
6. Appreciation of data processing,

Summary Reviesc

.Primary Health Care is defined as "an organized
delivery system ttiat accepts responsibility to care for
all residents of.a.defined community who wish to use
its services," The physician is but one of a host of
health professionals who share this responsibility. Primary care is but recently a focus of medical education. When one recoghizes that primary
careAss delivered by private practitioners (78 percent), OPD's (41vttpatient departments) and ER's
(Emergency rooms) (18 percent), and Health Main-tenance Organizations (HMO's) and Neighborhdod
Health Centers (4 percent), it is hardly surprisigg
that the family practice (primary cite) movement
is not a creature of the medical schools and teachi4

7. -Facility in
evaluation,

ji
es

and

.

8. Knowledge of quality of care, .
9. AP"preciation of patient advocacy.

With this portfolio, who would doubt that the administrator of the future
is the "linchpin" of the new
lc
primary care system.
Cominent

Although broad in scope, Dr. Gibson's analysis of
this most critical area,is superficial. For thrs we must

thank him. To have provided both breadth and
depth would have reqUired a tone which le .could
not have skimmed let alone assimilated.

I agree with most of the presentationas far as

hospitals.

The responses of academic medicine have been

A goes. This well may be lar -enough, given the 'very

limited state of the art that surrounds' our common

.three-fold:

1. Family Practice.-Ta passive acceptance of an

endeavorsbe we in Preventive Medicine,

outside initiative..
2. Community ,Medicinea synthesis of preventive medicine'and clinical medicine, in 'search

mary
mary Care, Community Medicine, or Family Medicine.

of the community.

Pri-

A few comments, if you will, by way of emphasis,
as- much as criticism.

.

3. ikkalth Maintenance Organization (HN'fO) a
delivery and financins system that appeals .to
4.,,zFarnily Medicine and Community Medicine
ilfor different but compatible reasons. A tentatOe concept at best, Kaiser notwithstandin
,
If these are indeed the current themes, what of the

(1) The data presented ill 567 million patient
visits for, primary care in

969, beat' reflection.
While 4 of 5' patients. conAilkfl private physicians,
only 18_, peratnt visited OPD's or ER's and less than
1

in 20 utilized Neighborhood Health Centers or

HMO's. How could we investigate, -educate and rein terms of opportunities for
change, while writing the scenarios of the 1990's?
A numerical assessment is but a beginning. What;
if anything, does an OPD or ER really have in common with the primary care conceptualized by Dr.

form the present

future?

The author conceptualizes a 25-year forecast

-

formulation of obje

.

!. Corporate primary care,
2. Focdied on and based in the community,
3. Populations of 3,000 to 50,000,
4. Effective patterns of inpatient and specialty

Gibson?

01

(2) Family Practice needs. a definition beyond

5. Health care teams,
6. Community center care,
7. Consumer policy input,

"that which a family physician does:: Likewise, the
concept of primary care cannot long survive as the
output of two'or more health professionals gathered

care,

107
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together in the best interests of a patient, prefe'rably

is neither 'state medic Inc. nor 'soc tali zed nieclic

called a consumer or died. Admittedly, we have

'prit ate medicine:. but a «n holed Inthlr«ind private,

time, for we have yet to challenge seriously someone
else's- turf. But breathing room is not eternity
Gertrude Stein notwithstanding, a family physician,

effort fin c omprehensi e healthcare in et ery American

is not a general practitioner

(OMMIIIIIi (Ste). art, 1963)

For me; Community Medicine can he perceived functionally, as an efTor
merge medical practice with

not a primary care

physician.

public health (u preventive medicine if you will),
followed
'synthesis of this whole with the social,
behavio al, and systems sciences. This i$ what we
are attempting at the University of Pennsylvania.
We are making more progress with the merger

(3) CouW concluding description of the primary care system's administration of the future trig-

gered recall of a pet theory The changes wit* the
organization and delivery-of health services are going

to be shaped more by the societal focuses outside
per sr than by 'the developments and innovations within biomedical science and academic
medicine The Flexner Report was a cultural phemedicine

nor

(with public health) than with the synthesis. A
the Department of Com=
,munity Medicine and the Leonard Davis Institute

nomenon, admittedly with the help of organized
medicine, but a societal achievement nonetheless
The actual reform began in 1848 with the founding

collaboration between

of Health Economics of the Wharton School has restilted in a Graduate Program in Hearth Care Ad-

minvation,

an interdisciplinary Research and
Development Unit, and an Advanced Management
of the AMA and was concluded by NIH circa
Program , An undergraduatev major in Health Sys1950's. When one recognizes that the Flexner Re- 'terns is in the planning phase
port was covered on the front page of the New York
The Clinical Scholars Program commenced July
Times, societal readiness is obvious The lesson for
1974, and will focus .oh providing systems sciences
us is that if we look
'e may find more allies
skills to physicians who hopefully m), become the
in, other social systc s than we will among our col- _ Community Medicine specialists of the future. If
...leagues in academic, medicine. If you. suspect, as I
Count's 'primary care administrators' become the
do, that he who pays the piper, calls the tune, we
hitchpins of theinew system,these men and Aomen
might give equal time to Aetna, Oeyinecticut Genwill hopefAy becodle the strategists and arthitects
eral, Metropolitan. and Blue Cross as well as. . It could he quite a combination.

ATPM, AAMc, APHA. and AMA. We in health
are in a political process, i e , of, by and for the
PEOPLE

;

(4) Finally, a plug for Community Medicine .1
prefer the definition penned by tWilliam H.,Stewart,
M D , (1963) wtio will probably he remembered
as the last established Surgeon General of the

REFF,RENC FS

United States.

Steuart, \NH.. 1961 Community Medicine An Amer!Lan
Comept of Comprehenslyc Care Publ With Reports 7g
93 100

and seals region cl in our
enteral(' c_s stem of medic ad sc 1«'t, a ...ls;ent nhuh
the

hots led
ialized,,,,Ahots
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DISCUSSION

4

while trying to figure out the future. The Universit%
of Washington may have reshaped that monolithi&
ucture. 'The sestet of .the Flexner eport was the
axis ce of Johns Hopkins. Flexner, after criticizing e erything, stated what should be done, and said
one group was doing it the right way. The University of Washington's strength in family medicine is

41

incredible..
a young school, it is an exciting
school, and its biomedical research faculty can stack
BUYSE.:iet us now disc2s the future role that
primary practitioners and teachers can play in bri'' ,up against any medical school `in the .country. Is
ing about ,change.. Primary care people can be a aqybody writing up_ the story,. the case history of
what it is? Hots- it is happening? We really learn
very powerful lobby because of their unique posifrom such a prototype.
tion in the communitythe esteem, the prestige they
,.
BAKER: They are writing bits and pieces about
--v
are almost automatically,awarded. '''
it,*the initial go with the track system, which is the
FARLEY The medical 'education system plays
cornerstone, The' school decided to have a track
a fantastically important role in determining the
system with family physicians,,as one of the two
medical care system. Much of the presint inadequacy and inappropriateness of our medical care :clinical tracks. The director implemented thesede-

system might- have been avoided had medical education concerned itself in the nst with primary care

,eisions, and the school has been built in that kind of
'atmosphere.

STOKES: To affect social changes two things are
is
In a sense, that is why I left a primary 'care arac- +necessary, and,the Flexner report gives an example.
FirSt, you need a working model, and secondly, you
tice. After seven years of trying to find somebody
need a salesman. Ralph Nader is an cxample of
who wanted to join an exciting practice in a nice
both. He gets hold of good mousetraps, and then he
area and really develop ,something, I 'realized the
,sells them. Now, you know, the University of Washmedical education system said, "No, that's nonsense,
ington isn't going to have an impact or/ American
be a cardiologist, be a psychiatrist, be anything but
academia unless it is sold. Just the fact that it is there
what you're doing, because that absolutely can't be
is not enough.
ood medicine." Traditionally, we hate, been trainWALKER The isspe is. How dc4ve bring about,
g doctors in soplfAticated hospitals hoping that
change'' 'The mammoth amount &train power availth the community's and the doctors' needs dan be
forced to meet. -What we should be Saying is, "Train , . able in academia and in medical schools is. something to be tapped. And yet, it is pointed out that
doctors who.can meet the needs of the coliTtnunityby their nature most medical schools are poorly
which includes specialists and subspecialistsbut in
suited to serve as change agentsthe deans have
rational proportions and at a logical level of care
relatively little power, the departments wherein the
rather than dominating, care."
power rests see their tarf threatened by each new
Despite successes .ith our family medicir resii,de a.
dency program and in spite of this workshop, lt, get
The effect that a regional health authority such
extremely pessimistic about the ability of the medical
as that proposed in the Rogers-Roy-Hastings bill
education system to change: It is *monolithic ormight have in changing the direction of medical edugattization committed, to TaSsive departments that
cation should be considered. Presumably this would
have minimal visions of what society needs. For that
t' &wit -from a Mix of consumer and provider input
matter, primary care could be as myopic as th
in deciding the needs of a particular area. ..
if, for instance, it were to insist "Upon the solo
GIBSON Several brief responses to these comer#1 practitioner as the .exclusive primary c re
'21ments
and questions. Firstly, I fully agree with Dr
model.
Kissick's
earlier point, that the pressures for change
KISSICK: We have one possible exception to
in
the
medical
curriciffum are Aing to come from
this pessimistip outlook. I have a questioh for Dick
outside
the
medical
profesion and its .institutions.
Baker, provoked by my constantly looking in two,
The
family
practice
movement
is here bccatise_pf
precedence,
directions, ' trying to Mid ... Aistorical
4.

issues.
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Congesrand Stale legislatures, no thanks really to
t' or. the AAMC.
the AMA
Secondly, regionalization, 'mere the medical
school will play a key part in a larger system, emphasiiing the importance of producing physicians to
meet the regiOn's needs. While' not explicitly stated
in the regional health authority bills currently being
4onsidered in.Corigress, it is nonethelest implicit in
thee bills.
Finally, while there is currently much emphasis
on consumer inputs to health planning, the potential
Primary physician's role in the current and future
cadre of change agents is an important 'one, This
physician role will, however, 6e different from the
traditional one. Hopefully, consumers will not automatically accept physicians' judgments simply because they are, grateful for the'physicians' presence
in the community.
SMITH I commend Drs Gibson and Kissick on
their..analysis of 'Management and organization and
the changing role of the private and public sector in
Our health care systemsit looks very colorful The
problem,with this whole concept is intseeing where

ing hospitals, to transfer acutely ill patients Jo. the
public hospital. My -questions are, "Why can't you
treat the patient there? Why run the Ask of the patient,dying in the ambulance coming to D.C. General?" The response is usually, "Well, the patient
doesn't have any insuranciwr or "'We just don't have
any facilitieY'to take care of patients like this." Two
recent casesa woman with an incomplete abortion
and hematocrit, 19 years old, another suffering from

acute appendicitis with unstable vital sgns are a
good illustration of what I mentioned previously,
Finally, I would mention the lac of physicians
willing to practice within indigent

ommunities,

both rural and urban. The popular not n of filling
such gaps with physiCian assistants is naive. In areas

where medical problems tend to be most severe, it
is hardly appropriate to look to paramedical personnel to provide solutions. Again, the physician
assistant concept is one more suited to stipploment

, the health maintenance type medical service needs
.
of middle class commuctig,s.
In summary. these and other problems afflict the
bl4ck community. We have to go back to the drawing boards acid do more resetarch on how Co solve
the minority, Or where specifically the black indigent,
some
of these problems. They are not the- same
patient, fits into all of those ch- anges. For instance,
problems
of middle America. If anything, they are
I can see some real problerris with the HMO model
more
akin
to health care problems,of the indigent
In fact, it has been said time and time again that
populations
a developing countries
HM is not designed to support indigent patients
raised some very crucial
GIBSON
Dr. Smith
Only a middle class type clientele can understa
issues
,the model. can afford its services, and can particiThe geral reorganization of our society and
pate in consumer boards, etc , if it is to work at all.
1A4eration of the black community is criticaliand how
No system, the HMO or any` others discussed here,
:this is going to be done is another long matter which
has taken into account that in dealing with the inobviously we cannot begin to touch at this time.
in
this
digent
minority.
.
usually
black
population
."
But the whole economic basis and self - determination
country, you are dealing with some real social evils
of the black community is what will ultimately be
that do not exist in middle America.
the crucial determinant, and not just a temporary
First., you don't have the consumer sophistication
solution. Until this happens, there are some things
that is assumed when you speak of a patient bill of
that can and are being done to alleviate some of the
rights and of regional planning or community health
particular problems of mipatitles in dealing-with.
center advisory boards You haye a few radical atthe medical care system
tempts such as the Saluda group and the Black
Most important,.each community can develop the
Pantheik group out in California, none of which ever
sophistication to effectively participate in planning
really got a foothold on any type of system for deTor its medical services. There are many shrewd
livering health care.
black oonsumers now as a result of spine-en-the 0E0
Secondly, there are the discriminatory practices in
neighborhood center ,days. There arc ,some very
providing medical services which are so familiar in
Smart people now around Mound Bayou, Mississippi:
our society,- particularly the cities I illustrate this
For example, the Farmers' Coop has learned a lot
by way- Of anecdote. I modnllght at D C General
about .bureaucracy, as has Charles Evers, in FayHospital as medic* officer in charge during the
ette, Mississippi We will find that an increasing
midnight to 8.00 a.m. shift Invariably, I receive
number of black politicians and thtis.-taffythe
calls from other hospitals, usually univei,i1-"Teach-
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ca'n't hire that way, but if hiring on a corporate
basis, you can hire 'Ap nurses and spread them

,Black Cauctis' in Congress, for instancehave now
acquired the power tb egin developing some of
these things.
r

-

across 350 situations. We corporate model approach

,

is economically -viable and it will. be used in the

" Further, a -true national health, insurance program should provide equivalent ability among all

health area.

parts of our society to, purfhase medical care. This
is crucial and it should do away with many'of,.the
inequities, such' as the :One cited by DD.. Smith,
which result from our present system of financing
medical care.

t

,

Consumers will play an intportant role in Congress'decisions of legislation ,in the health area. The
Rogers-Roy-Hastings national health planning bill
proPuses to create a council Of health advisors out
of the Council. of Economic 'Advisors in the White

,

SeUTOPFTELD: It takes .motley to change 'a

House to ,determine priorities, allocation of re-

,system resulting from such ineq' uities.,Dr. Gibson's

sources,' and other such matters. Priorities would be

determined tiy a 164 at the whole problem, and
regionalization would create health service areas;
which would be viable, and valid in time, but the
.way it is presently structured, it would not work.

comment about national health insurance
'would enable cpeople to 'buy decent health care s

which

probably the only way it could be done. The sameis true of bringing'about change in the nedicaliedu,cation system. Money will always talk. It will bethe
only thing that talks. When there are funds availmedicine in the HEW budget; .as
' able for
proposed in the Various' health manpower bills 'in

The decislonmaking power's would ,be potentially so

,

great and the pooling pf funds so thtreatening,to
many 'people in the health sector.. The bill states
that if in a specified period of time the geographic
areas are, not designated locallythe secretary shall
designate them. It seems that -the bill's Main purpose will be a provocation of consideration, a de-

,Congress, then these departments will move.

fUSS/CK: The issue is change:and the question
is lewerage---,wfiere is it, what-is it? My answer is
economics.

bate in dialogue. ,SMITH: I have a questionofor Dr. Gibson. When

Our percentage of Gross National Product ex-

.,

vended for health is now. 7.7 percent. -It is $94 bit-.

(F( 1974), and projectionsdor 1980 are inexcess of $200 billion. This would be uapproximately

9.8 pereent of the Gross National Prodtkctone out:
of every $10 worth'of gOods ind services produced'
,This is the, upper limit, we cannot cross it. Not because of anything'-going on in the-health .industry,
but because the other sectors socmy cannot tolerhousing, food, c:othate it. The portions needed
nig, education. transportation, etc, add up to More
than 90 percent. The needs' of society exceed GNP.
A study done a few years ago pointed out that by

A

1980according to current trendswe would need
,

25' percent in excess *of GNP to meet our societal
needs. Obviously, we are going to.meet some; some
we are not. Here we get into political decisjpnmaking, dealing 'with what Saward -calls a "closed

,

California implemented a program to control theme'
cost of MediCal, is it true that the cost for the State
did not change signifiehntly because the money went,
into such areas as administration, third, party corktracts, etc.?
GIBSON Mien the MediCal reforni was passed,
40 additional clerks were hired lo administer it. IC

put a lid on the dollars going ittto the phystfilis'
pockets and spent them, elsewhere, with no real
savings.

SMITH. :WoVdn't this be truezwith national approach, alluded to..by Dr. Kissick? Are we really
going to stop-the escalation of ,the cost of the product
by changing it into the, corporate stream?

KISSICK: A corporation does not necerily

Thei-e is a proposal by Leonard Cronkjte for a de-

-have to'be national; it can "be loCal or regional. The
United States will not approximate the British National Health Services. It is-one large V.A. Stop and
think about it. It is not consistent wi our ideology
and the way we do things; it would work if we
tried. Our approach will be differen By corporate

centralized franchised family physician, with support
an;
services iterms of information systems,
ciliary health manpower, etc. There are sr uatiOns
when a doctor needs, one and a half nurses. You

thing ineffictently and ineffectively, often at ekorbi-

budget."

In the midst of this we are'going, to find an increasing presence of the corporite model. An'HMO

'could be one corporate model; Harvard has one.

1 2 ts
I

so

I mean that there are other aspects tb the delivery
of medical care than those deemc important by
members of the medical profession. who do many

7.

'
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enel;

V

tam cost. Corporations take time and
to
ferret out these things. The physician Will not be
subjuiated by this. He can have an even greater

I

effectiveness

and

professional

satisfaction.

This

should apply equally., to the teachers, practitioners,
and managers of the medical care of the future.

a
J

J
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SUPPLEMENTS

4

As.an outgrowth of informal discussions among syxhposium participantg, certain important points of view, which were not amply covered
in the 'original deliberations, were identified. and subsequently, short
papers on two of these issues were written andlubmitted to the editoi.'
They are included as supplements to the symposium.
The first paper, by Drs. Payton and Smithboth.family practice resi-

dents at the University of Rochester, provides a systematic
soned analysis of those aspects of preventivs, and COmmunit
which they deem,of particular importance To their primp
tice. They offer suggestions for integrating such teaching

and reaedicine

e prac-

into th

pritharYsare training setting.
Dr. Falk, focuses upon some special
The second supplement,
problems of women and members of minority groups'in entering the
mainstrgam of the medical educational establishment in this country.
Attention is drawn to the experiences of Meharry Medical.Schapl in
developing community medicine and primary care teaching resources.
The paper includes a brief social history of some roles and concerns.:
of public health: women, black, _brown, and native American health
(
our society. It presents these questions as social policy
workers
issues, ajd therefore requiring legislative and administrative attention.

4
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became during thei nine or more years of higher
`

PREyENTIVE/COMMUNITY
MEDFCINE ROLES IN PRIMARY

CARE EDUCATIONTHE FAMILY
PRACTICE RESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

P yton and S. Smith

major population centers, Making care unav`ai!able
to vast segments of ot4 population.
Second, students . witnessed the abrogation of
medicine's responsibility, to family and community;

:.general practitidner, becauk of his relationship
with most members of any family, was able to recog-

BACKGROUND

The results of two decades of Federal subsidies' in
medical education, are well known. This country has
experienced improvements (n subspecialty care
' previously unmatched. In the early 1-960's students
_for the first time either felt the lackof opportunity,
how isoor ventured the impudence to point
s lated they. were from basic soetal needs in health.
libecause the movement 'initially dealt with .social responsibility in areas such as equal vain rights. (the
'freedom rides of 1963), the movement 'became
known as community health. Though Richard
Weinertpaii; George Silver, and others had ivrittelt
about socioeconornic concerns in health, it wasn't
until the sixties ttlat health professionals genenally

accepted the cause-iefationship between national
politics and itidaidual health and welfare. The major stiMplus did notcome from our intellectuals in
the education establishment; it did not come from
practicing health professionals, it caine from stunts! Since the mid-sixties, over five thousand
health science tudents have participated in projects
sponsored by SHO (The Student HealthOrganizaMedicial

Association), and numerous local collections of aggressive,' innovative students.

Some of the lessons learned by these students are

important in understanding the present thrust to-

ward primary care and whe disciplines
preventive apd community health are Integrally re-----.rfated to prtthary care.
,

Thames. and techno gy also took practitioners to

It gradually became more difficult for families to
find a single locus of care for all of their mefnbers.
Though rarely trained for the task, the vanishing

aC.

lion), SAMA (The Student American

possible it became for them.
education, the more
to feel the experiences of their patients and neighbors. Maybe it wo Id be better to call this "decult
turation" from socie y's point of view. The need for

First, the trend toward subspecialization- took
care-givers further and further away,from their constituents. This was true at the interpersonal and
geographic levels. The more acculturated phy:sicians

nize and respond to clip problems that cause individual illnesses among relatives and within the
community. Because this physician in many cases
served in various civic 4ctivities, he was able to
either stimulate the development of public health
services or Initiate and coordinate the provision of
,these services to' his patients. The authors would
prefer to avoid the word "patient" because it is
'illness-oriented and carries the connotation of dependency. Since it is' generally accepted, we will
continue to use it, however, with the'usderstandifig
that it describes the relationship between health professionals and all of those clients or nonchents for
whom they feel a stewardship responsibility as aptly
defined by JohniMillis (1966)..
Third,.it became quite obvious that the explosion
Of health knowledge made it henceforth impossible
for comprehensive care to be delivered by a single
practitioner. The consequence,of this has been the
rebrganizatiOn of manpower into teams of personnel
dependent on sophisticated measurement toots-for

determining health needs of individuals and of
population groups They have demanded the use of
constanily'improving,methods" for patient informa,
non storage and retrieval.
Lastly, this generatiOn inherited the legacy of
ever-increasing costs for the multitude of services
now available and an appropriate public 'concern
for the quality of care that is 'given. Because of these
pressures today's physicians must be more aware of
new organizational concepts which will promote
greater efficiency. Through such 'innoyations as
POMR (Problem Oriented Medical Records), students can engage in personal and peer review.,
115
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PRIMARY CARE
A discussion of the kind of preventive ipealth programs fundarhental to primary care training should

the author-s)eel should be part of primary care drain -

ing' Postgraduate exptriences are not required' In
fact, many could and should be part of the medical,
nursing, and other undergraduate's primary _care

be preceded by an analysis of primary care needs
and practices. The parameters we vv ill use are not
new, but their-restatement is essential
Quality of care is an overriding concern which
recipients can assess for appropriateness and acceptability, and which practitioners can assess for
scientific competence. Frdm the consumer's standpoint, the application of limited health resources
mustAispond to priority needs. A. means for estab-

oriented eilueation
Problem Identification

,-Work with consumer boards
Survey and sampling techniques
.
Q se of medical records' to indicate existing
major problems
Preventive Care Design

lishin priority must. be available' to those planning
health services within aa community.
Comprehensive (are is an issue Within the primary

Assist in creating health maintenance program
I. Cost effectiveness
Patient monitoring system
3' Internal research protOcol

care level as well as between primary.' secondigy,
tertiary levelYof care. Practitioners need a bonader
yiewof_bealth than the classical "medical model'

2

Quality Care

which typically relies on an organic failure to jus,fify

therapeutic intervention There are two conts that
need modification First, that causal factors must be
organic. Mtge attention shou

eeer ,review mechanisms
Record system for ease of assessment (software)

given to env ironistrial haiards which predispose to physical injury acid illness, and to socioeconomic conditions, which influence emotional well-

,mental factors, such

as

in

being. Secondly. that practitioner involvement need
only be directed at negative deviations from normal

health indicators Ahtiswking and pollution campaigns are examples of Our limit

efforts to actually

elevate our normal health sta aNs
,Corernult, of are is a concept oft n attached to
the intensity and longevity of pau 'n
icier relationship. Indeed, for some popitlatic
an ongoing
relationship with a" limited number of providers is
an element of accepiable care Intuitively. it also
.seems reAonaiie that this is a thore rewarding experience for many pr itioners These are subjecconsiderations w
must not be disregaked,
but more critical to the theme of this paper is the
more objective correlation between continuity and
quality care. In this area. continuity can he established between a ,health system and the individual
client or community To accomplish this. the memory
function must become more mechanical The medical record is the heart of the health system's operations. Records must he complete, easily interpreted,
. and readily available to all the providers within the
system.

CURRICULAR OUTLINE

Below is an outline of the nonclinical elements

Use of flow charts
Continuit, and Comprehensiveness

System 2patieniPinterfacIA' (where, when )

Medical records to aid each practitioner
Style olotearri practice
.Community Elements

Environmental health
Industrial health
- School health
Public health education

_sociar,Crices
Organizational

Regionalization'

Financing mechanisms
INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOrOGY

Problem identification is a fundamental skill that
all health workers develop to a greater or lesser degreet For most, it is limited to-clinical disease orienta-

tion. The teaching model- in primary care should
give a more catholic view: stimulating practitioners

to probe for environmental and*social causes of
disease Ind determinants of care within this community
1 he introductory statistics courses in Ihi:clical

school usually lack relevance for students, and prac-
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tical tools are usually forgotten by the time one ap;:
proaches active practice. Working', with consumerboards not only .provkles,input on problem priorities.
but represents-a significant first step at health education. Both these areas are potentiiil for direct in- volvement.of preiientive medicine faculties: Primary
care trainees would learn by participation and direct observation. In this and other contexts, trainees
. would work under the direction of preventive medicine, constructing and carrying out survey and
sampljek procedures that .have-direct pertinencedio
4prob the service institution in which they work. Preventive medicine can also work with trainees in the design of record systems that, not only aid in the
clinical practice, but are useful for identifying problems of populations. Our bias is that Problem, Oriented Medical Record (POMFO is the heart of the
system. Methods must be developed for abstracting
and storing this data for the individual persons and
practices Faculties must be familiar with various
approaches, such as "E" books (Eimerl. 1969) for
coding diagnoses This 'we enable them to "gm
primary care psrovidert an understanding of their
.usefulness

Preventive medicine should also have a critical
role in the move toward an effective health maintenance program. Epidemiologists and statisticians'
providing us with the morbidshould collaborate
ity infor-mattoh about various modes of intervention
For key illnesses we must know whether to rely on
risk factor information ,to provide pre-illness services, make intense efforts at early acute diagnosis,
and treatment, or postdisease rehabilitation. Instructors of primary care trainees can help interpret
the available literature on morbidity. and mortality.
cost effectiveness, and systems design for patient
monitoring. These tasks can be accomplished by assisting in the design of Such activitie-s for the model
practice units in which ,trainees work's:\ providing
syllabuses with appropriate literature, aka conduct-

careful studies on the variety of organizational systems now in experimental phase should be made.
Preventive medicine faculty, besides designing azd
conducting these studies, should give new practi,tioners information that will help them change to the

style of practice that best allows them to meet a
combination of professional and public needs.
Surprisingly', community health at the undergraduate level is often taught by departments other
than Preventive Medicine. Stbdents are introduced
to various health care settings without knaing how,.
to interpret their observations and how to assimilate
the experience in a meaningful way. The issues that
need to be raised with students include superficial
descriptions and evaluations of the population receiving care, resources available, either publicly or
privately, and the organization of resources as it influences tile pattern of care Because community
health implies concern for problems of population
rather than individuals, the bulk of services in this
area have been gerierated by preventive medicine
and public health types. The specific services that
will continue to fall in their purview include'environmental and industrial health.' Primary care provides
an excellent opportunity for practitioners to work as
teant members, with public health and social service
officials, By learning to communicate at this level, it
is possible to most effectively approach those health
needs of individuals which require intervention in
socioeconomic systems/institutions Though primary practitioners will probably not intervene in environmental and industrial health, they will share the
respOnsibility for identifying and reporting health
problems in these areas. Meeting the need for public awareness and compitence in self-care and early
disease detection will require combined efforts by
primary practitioners and their community health
colleagues. SOme of the content and methods of de,livery could reasonably. be taught by public health
educators.

..

ing seminars for trainees. f .
Quality review may not be a subject to which
preventive medicine

addresses itself directly

Its.

,

I

Another area in which the measurement and djisign tools used in preventive and community health
are of value is in developing continuity at the

patient - provider` interface.
contribution lo better record systems and monitoring
the evolutiOn of practice over the last decade
effectiveness,
programs can significantly improve the
has
diminished the continuity that is available
however, with which PSRO's and other such agencies'
through
pehonal interaction between the patient
.
can operate.
and
an
individual
practitioner As physician partThe .authors see comprehen sive care as an issue.
nerships
increase;
the
role of the medical record and
mainly of the organization Of services. Since mediteam
commUnications
becomes more crucial. These
cine haspassed the landmark when it can meet the
are
purported
to
allow
continuity,tocxist between
industry,
full breadth of health needs as a cottage
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a patient and, an notitution:. However, litfle infosma-

tion exists about the adequacy of these substitutes
and how their value is optimized for the institutions
that choose to go this route. Such evaluations
should be an ongoing activity of model practice
.units in which primary practitioners train. Once
again, the role of preventive and community health
is woleng side by side with trainees in acamphsh.
ing this goal.
The remaining curricular goals deal with macrosystems and the determinants that will shape the
overall structure of health care in the future. The
major emphasis of recent legislation has dealt with
the regional organization, of services and the restructuring of health financing. Community health
faculties are usually the most informed members of
the academic community. They can serve as the
nucleus for periodic seminars that give trainees an
overview. of such issues as comprehensive health

In summary, the authors' expectations of teachers
of preventive and community health are extensive
They are no more unreasonable, how'ever, than the
demands made, of okl. .disciplines to move from
the "pure" to "applied" sciences in providing primary care. We invite them to join the coming
'revolution in medicine.
a
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nantly black school, seven years ago (1967) with a
recient background focused ontealth 'administration,
health care delivery, occupational medicine, health
planning and the finapcing.of health services. I got

MEDICAL-NEDUCATION

FROM THE PERSPECTIVE

to

OF M1NOIUTY- GROUPS

.A SOCIAL PiLICY ISSUE

g.

these from antibiotics research and nutrition,

interests (which led me into the preventive medicinehh world). I then added medical socipub!'

ology and medical history as concentrations in the
basic disciplines.

.

.

Meharry Medical School had a marginal image in

falk
,Leslie ,Falk

October 1967. The 'big question was whether it

BACKGROUND

should survive, or whether it should "go out of business." These years at Meharry lye demonstrated to
me the importance of the black-led institution. Me-

harry's keen ear for the community minority and

Dr. Robert Berg urged us in our discussion of
social policy issues to bring up some "here and now

examples, as well as some long term ones. This
discussion will include that effort.
We have established by now that primary tare and
onununity medicine are "in it together," even

though they are separate disciplines. But what is the
"it"? Do we define "it" the same way? The specific
social meaning of things at the social policy level has
to be described at this point by some examples. Both

the family practice and, the preventive medicine
movements have had,great difficulty identifying with
black, brown and red people, women and poor white
populations, at least from' the viewpoints, beliefs and

poor population's needs, its efforts to work with the
consumer, and'above all its faith and demonstration

that the black man or woman can become a good
doctor, are precious attributes. Fortunately, it is 6e-'
41.
yond the bootstrap-raising levernow,and becoming
a first-rate institution.
An Office of Equal Opportunity-financed Neigh-

borhood Health -Center, now called the Matthew
Walker Health Center, was.kuilt in 1969, the first
major construction at Meharry since 1931, This is an
.important fact for some of those who may have forgotten the key role which the ',13overy program"

played in that period. "Consumer participation,"
consumer involvement and identification, meant to

and to other medical schools, a fresh tweeze

cultures of those "minorities." We need to under-

it,

stand this historically. We have to deal with ttre role

through sutffy corridors..

of women as healers, and the nature of the heal in
our minority cultures. What has it meant to `get an
edncation ka white; male-dominated medical school
.system in taUnitect'States? What were the,problems
of the Om black segregated schoolsHoward and'
Meharry? What about the small group of minority
practitioners who did develop? Are there great resources of talent in the minorities which can be
. tapped much more than they have been in the past?
If so, can they get past the defeating behavior of

We set up four

some medical school faculty members? In short, how
can we of the white - dominant, group "turn our hear-

ing aids" on better to minorities and women, and
listen to their vocabularies, their ways 6f thinking
and acting?
Let me speak personally now for a while.

Meharry Medkal College

otpme to Meharry Medical College, a predomi-

family health

'

teanis, with

primary care as the center of the model. These teams.
serve an inner-city population of some 40,000 people, predominantly black, with some 12 percent lowincome white, mostly very young and very old. Theterm, "family health team" meant, 4t first, a' mix of

physicians, nurses and healthr workers working in'
En-room suites. Primary care physician meant either
an internist or a pediatrician; family medicine physicians had not appeared on our scene. In other words,
Meharry had not yet gone the route of identifyins,
with the family practice edipation movement. TWe

initial expectation that some older general practitioners might want to return did not occur. This
seemed to be primarily an esonomic fact, i.e., the
income which one accumulated was not competitive.
However, we promptly introduced the expanded
nurse role. The public health nurse who had visited
the ill in their homes, logically merged into the nurse

.
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practitioner. In this primary care teaching role, the
nurse practitioner does not practice independently

ings and new models including a private practice

unless the family health team is without a doctor. She
is given more responsibility if there is no doctor, but
she is still supervised on the premises
In this setting,. our clinical year Medical students
negotiated with the health center's Consumer Health

About half of the students now have their preceptor placement in off-campus arrangements. One is
an epidemitego# placement' with, the Tennessee
State Health Department located in Nashy.ille; another is tuberculosis control. Organized health care
delivery systems are used in areas such as Jackson,
Miss., Chattanooga, Chicago, New York City,
areas such as the Lee County Cooperative Cli ic,

Council to participate in the patient care activities.
Students could not be introduced into the center immediately because the community did not trust them.

Health center professionals and the faculty were

group.

X_

Marianna, Arkangas, and the Mound Bayou, IVINsissippi Delta Health Center. where we have attempted
to build on whit they and Tufts,acccimplished. Spe-

smart enough not t push the issue. The students and
the consumers the
es worked out a successful

agreement, which has worked beautifully now for
five years. Since 196?

Department of Family and
Community Health 'has k a core rotation of six
weeks, with a controlled number of clinical year stu-

cifically, we are developing a broad 'educational
program as part of an area health progrtn centered
at ihe community hospital.

We are working towards the "ame-timc-same
place" kind of educational goal for the student

Tuskegee is another example of Mehan'hy area
health education relationships. It has emerged from
the days of segregated education when it was necessary that black residents go to places like Tuskegee.
It left behibd dozens ccapable physicia4s..4o.were
willing to teach. The Tuskegee Area, Health Educk
non Center
represents
another easy planning entity`
.
../
in which to work.
.
The rural and the inner city stiortages are a reality
which we experience clearly. Some of our education
involves the student and the residept in a listeningto-the-consumer session. A delegation is likely to ;
come jrr saying "Can yp,11 find us a doctor?" How
you work with this community, expressing what it
thielks its needs are, is basic. Wt. attempt to make a
community diagnosis' and prescription, toopuild more closely what's feasible, and give some' professiorta1

'.health team Tins is terribly difficult as anybody who
has tried it knows A, wonderful Opportunity devel-

interchange on what the model' should be, rather
than the fruitless ;knocking ottselves out" task of

dents. (We also have a good deal of earlier core
time, 36 hours in the first year, and 72 hours in the
second year. So We are in a fortunate access situation
with all the medical students.) At first, eight students

were assigned as clinical clerks to the Matthew
Walker Health Center, combining in one six-week
clinical rotation the two fields of community medicine and primary medical cares, attempting their unification. The educational goals are: patient care
competenceunderstanding the primary health team
and primary care, provision; basic preventive(
medicine-public health competence, community, diagnosis and community "prescription" (health planning or social action).

oped from the beginninga weekly lenity health

trying to recruit solo practice doctor for a rural,

team conference, including all the health workers)of,
a family team and any students working in that team
At
conference someone gives ap on-the-spot,'

community. The xtcnt to

real-life case, or a report on a patient-case or an
epidemiological, health care organization, health and
human valfies, or biomedical ethics case.
' In

1972, an

model, the "314was developed. It s

n-campus health. care &livery
Comprehensive 1-lealth Center,
es a second defined population,

and,includes patients from the rest of the predominantly black neighborhoods of Nashville A Children
and Youth program anda Community Mental Health
Center, which are part of the organized ambulatory
team model are alsO on campus. All ambulatory
services have been transferred to these new build'.

stusrlents, resident

.

uch the academic unit o

and

,:can set up mode
which will influen e students i...an. important high
priority effort in r educational program.
A western Ten essee project in Fayette and Hay-'4
wood Counties, two of the poorest counties in the
country, pr ides "He ,alth-Fairs1 with multiphasic
reening 4.1 followup..of p`o.sitivi 'findings. We
i entifieft thy' health problems, heads rights, .and
..
health services needs, and the result is a community
center with one doctor, one nnso practitioner and
health' workers.

An example is nece'ary to iris ate how we

confline and identify health and health services
'needs. We discuss the diiTeren, in the inner 'city 1
.

1230
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.
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,

between identifying pulmonary disease and its relationship to air pollution, kV ptison self-p011ution
through the cigarette, and pollution relation to ocjicupation. These are .alldi'fferent levels whi6h ws try
to relate to ,primary care. For example, Asbestos is
practic Ily ubiquitous iFlund us all, both in en-

$ocial History

air an!! in occupations, like heating and
But is asbestosis, as a diss'easit.`' It isle
little, more difficult to get people excited about smog'
control 4n the inner city, particularly in a black corn4 mullity where 'rats tun acfsfss the street-, and students
eas*, sax, "Mah, you're trying to put us off with this
kind of indirect political stuff. Where can we get on
's clean up
smog9,_:.You got to change the'Syftem.
let's give
the-rats; we hate them. 7o we sa

century the general practitioner came from the lower
)or middle class; perhaps 1i was an apothecary, certainly not a learned "Aentleman." Public health, the
precursbr to community medicine, was part of the
"reform movement." It was involved in problems of
king water and other such hazards.
contaminated
Both commomiy medicine and primary medicine had
to face the presiing problems of daily life,.wipi little
time to keep u with new research, and thus did not
always provide th'e best and West services.
Wotnen Woman's role as midwife progressively

viron
veiling

.

attention to rat control. What does t
policy. Ultimately, the "power structure"

In relating the historical development' of .comIntfnity and primary medicine. Lwill expand a bit beyond

this paper. Both fields have a historial advantage
in that neither ,has developed from the "gentleman
physician" (nonmanaal labor type). -in the 19th

(slam- ord,influence and political process) surface.
begah to lose its legitimacy, particularly in the United
in4tancie,.What is the consumer's role, includ-di States Medicine has b&n male-dominated in the
!Jig the citiIens'-health cotnifil, if any' After it
United States historically and this should* be under-01/4.
:demonstrated a couple of times.,that a medical sun stood, recognized and consci sly corrected.

ar

dent delegation "didn't get anywhm,".we settle

down with the values and efforts by which they live
their lives.
I hope I have given a bit -of flay.or to the attempts
of -family practice. and community wealth, despite

their differences to feel- comfortably at home to- ,
gether: It is easy, to sfj)ve Prevq,ntive MedicinePublic Health Part II National Boards under the
noses of clinical students, as. 1 necessary learning
objective to be. able to practice. In'family practice,
patient care competencies and family knowledge and

skills are the necessary objectives, we will gladly
'supply *detailed list of eddcational objectives to
+those interested.

4.*

A

We are biased towStdi4he organized practiceo practi-,
the
teaching model rather thag tow
he
organized
soft
on
tioner model. We have
health team delivery system,' andthave a series of
stieh arrangementsrural and urban conixis ana11tloistor (two males and. two f5males)
family practice gioup in a rural countiksettt anhOtir's
drive south'' of Nashville, in Shelbyville, fennesse5,
The .county, hosiintal is across t,he road. We hav,e,
given this model 'a high priority IrAithis case, th,e cur-

rent president of the,Teiinessee Academy of Family
e.prac oners on this team
Practice is a member.

are "ealerlbeaver teachers:: and e rated highly
aifiong meld faculty preceptors in e ctiv,eness. We
have a guide c,ojitainirrg our educational
objectivts to
.
evaluati qg'sudents'
. help our Afield lculty
12

Dartoks The blacklrodtor also has' been; discriminated against in theme United States. By maintaining independence and loyalty to the black

race, Afridan culture was a threat and hadto be destloyed Staves could not legally becon7tottors because it gave them the freedorri Which could be used
against their masters, and also it was dangerous for
pp slave ts) Inovearo.witi. TertireiSee is an example of

that which occurred in all the sFav'e-owriing States.
ws were enacted forbidding slaves to become doers. Life was vicarious and full of prejudice against'

blacicsf,ree ar slave. New York' abolished slawry .
as late as I £335. The Civil War, and Eniandlpatioti,
Proclamation came only, 30'yeirs later, both precede& and succeeted by segikign, divriminfition,
race Rots, and exclusion of blacks from the best edu- .
cational opportunities.
fAt

Bhvti healers anal 'Native Americans; Another

,example of discrinion exists toward the brown

facethe Chttanoand the' Amen Indian. The
Chicano had the unavoidable migrant heap problems, the language barrier, and their superstitiousibeliefs about illnesses The Amerit'an Indian also had'
his own beliefs abot# illness and well- being. The
medicine man's role as ,healer is an aspect of .they
cultut-e of the (Man that should Shave been understood in its context. :It is clear, of course, dim the

.relation tip of titirverk and dependency. is titiciar'
among these minorities.

.

r
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°thee Healqi Workers: In addition to the physicianin prevention or in primal), Carethere is the
family health team. Almost automatically, in talking,
of the family health team, the primary health team,
the breventive health team, one visualizes the ,nurse
and other health workers. We must incorporate into
OUP education actu4t.health team model's. Role- relationships are crucial. We must give students opportunities to learn the right models, as `well as the
i0vronig,:ockl of the declining, isolated practitioner.
nt only.one model we can sIX the-future
troff we

in far of the status quo.

Our research in' health services can help clarify
-the effectiveness and imp7ovement of these models
for health service delivery. For example,,, can we confirm 'that' the
Sent counseling and education role
its more sticc
ully done by nurses than by physi-

cians'' Theie re some. leads in.the health services
yesearch literatAre that this' is a fact. For example,
diabetics understood and remained on :nurseexplained diets better than ort M. P -explained diels.1
Thus, we thust evaluate both 1, .. -Is and contents,
considering patient satisfaction and health mainterianee, as well as disease and treatment specifics.
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